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Abstract 

Flux switching machines (FSM) employing a segmental rotor have field and armature 

systems on the stator and a presentation of an unexcited rotor with isolated segments. 

The single-tooth winding arrangement on the stator provides a potential for material and 

energy savings. The principle for producing bipolar flux in the armature stator teeth 

relies on the natural switching of the armature tooth flux, accomplished by the moving 

segments of the rotor. Three phase configurations have been studied, from conception 

and design to construction and testing, with field excitation provided by either a field 

winding or permanent magnets (PM). 

Flux switching machines have shown characteristics that are peculiar when employing a 

segmental rotor, significantly affecting the symmetry of the induced armature EMF 

waveform and parity of magnitudes of the positive and negative torques. For three 

phase operation, six topologies are feasible when employing a 12-tooth stator and two 

other topologies may be produced on a 24-tooth stator. An optimum topology on the 

12/8-configuration and another proof-of-principle topology on the 12/5-configuration, 

using field-windings and permanent-magnets, have been designed and constructed, 

while applying modern practices and considerations for manufacture. 

The characteristics of FSMs employing a segmental rotor, initially predicted by finite-

element (FE) modelling, have been verified by measurements. The FSM employing a 

field-winding is found to have a specific torque output which is similar to the 

conventional switched reluctance motor and still substantially higher than that of the 

synchronous reluctance motor. Although the PM adaptation of the FSM produces 

specific torque output which is nearly twice that of the wound-field FSM and about 

64% that of an equivalent permanent-magnet synchronous motor (PMSM) with surface 

or insert magnets, accounting for the usage of the magnets reflects its specific torque 

output to be about 1.48 times higher than the PMSM. 

Although the FSM is operated as an AC machine with sinusoidal three-phase currents, 

its dq-equivalent representation shows significant differences from that of the 

conventional AC machine.  In the prediction of the performance, it is found, in both the 

wound-field and PM configurations, that the dq model is more dependable if the 

coupling dq inductance is taken into account. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

The incentives that have led to the development of innovative types of electrical 

machines in the past half-century have mainly been driven by economical and 

environmental imperatives. The combined requirements of economy and consideration 

for the environment demands a sensible application of materials resource and processes 

of manufacturing for electrical machines, whilst standardisation and global regulations 

for electric motors [1]-[4] puts a premium on efficient machines [5]-[8]. In the past two 

decades, an additional requirement of fault tolerance is sought in electrical machines 

particularly for applications of safety-critical designation [9]. While recognising the 

influence of these pressures and requirements, it is also acknowledged that the notable 

developments shown in the appearance of innovative electrical machines during this 

period are due to the corresponding rapid developments in power semiconductor and 

integrated circuit devices, micro computing technology, including facilities for 

numerical analysis, and discoveries of new electromagnetic materials.  Before this 

period, the configurations that define the DC commutator machine, AC induction and 

AC synchronous machine were the dominant types, and have now been augmented by 

the entry of the AC synchronous reluctance machine (SyRM), the switched reluctance 

machine (SRM) and various types of brushless AC and DC permanent-magnet 

machines.  

The emergence of the flux switching machine is as recent as just over a decade ago, 

exploiting the advances in drives technology for feasibility of operation and exhibiting 

high specific output and economy of construction. Employing a segmental rotor in flux 

switching machines, which is the direction followed by the work in this thesis, enhances 

efficiency and reduces usage of copper, both situations accomplished by having shorter 
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end-turns of the winding, regardless of whether field excitation is by coils or permanent 

magnets. Specific study of the use of a segmental rotor in flux switching machines has 

only been under consideration in the last five years and has culminated in this thesis on 

three phase flux switching machines employing segmental rotors.  

1.1 Background 

Flux switching machines in general are typified by having all excitation sources on the 

stator, providing simpler cooling options in principle, leaving the rotor to carry neither 

windings nor magnets and essentially dispensing with the brush gear and slip rings. 

Another obvious advantage of this arrangement is the simplicity of the rotor, which 

allows for easy manufacture and attainment of relatively high speeds in operation. The 

shape of the rotor is designed to present a variable reluctance to the windings on the 

stator as it rotates, modulating the flux in defined sections of the stator to produce 

bipolar AC flux linkages of the armature windings. Whilst there is a requirement to 

have at least one type of unidirectional primary excitation, which can be by a DC field 

winding or permanent magnets, it is known that use of a toothed-rotor configuration, as 

applied in the conventional switched reluctance machines and adopted in the earlier 

types of flux switching machines, enables a configuration of shorter single-tooth 

windings only if field excitation is by permanent magnets. On the other hand, 

employing a segmental rotor in the flux switching machine, while significantly 

presenting a different mechanism of the flux switching to that perceived with toothed-

rotors, ensures implementation of single-tooth windings on the stator without regard for 

the type of primary excitation. This proves useful as an obvious direction to increase 

efficiency and save materials.   

As an introductory overview, it can be said that the flux switching machine, employing 

segmental rotors in three phase configuration, combines already well-known 

configurations of stator and rotor topologies to produce a yet unconsidered 

configuration of a rotating electrical machine. In this configuration, there are potential 

beneficial attributes in the main consideration but, like in most inventions, there are 

some forms of sacrifice, which may be mitigated to a degree by imaginative designs. 
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1.2 Perspectives and Trends in Electrical Machines 
Development 

 Although the term electrical machine includes generators and motors, it is the class 

operating as motors on the utilisation side of energy conversion that gives the greater 

variety of configurations and sizes. Much of the insights in the proceeding discussion is 

applicable to the motoring class of electrical machines which, as of publications of 2008 

[10], [11], is estimated to account for 60-70% of the electrical energy utilisation in the 

developed world. In the following sub-sections, the global trends and influence of new 

technologies on the development of the electrical machines, in response to economical 

and environmental pressures, are briefly recounted with a reference to the position of 

developing flux switching machines. 

1.2.1 Power electronics and control 

Advances in power electronics (PE) in the recent past [12]-[16] have facilitated the 

emergence of high power variable frequency power converters and innovative control 

strategies, in some cases extending and in other cases enabling operation of a variety of 

electrical machines. The flux switching machine, requiring a power converter and 

controls, owes this technology the essence of operation as a motor. As the capabilities 

of semiconductor devices and power converters grow [17]-[20], it is expected that there 

are to be improvements in the performance of the flux switching machines and 

considerations of new configurations.   

1.2.2 Computing and computer-aided design 

The continuous development of the micro computing technology of the desktop [21]-

[23], together with tools for computer-aided design (CAD), has enabled rapid design 

and prototyping of electrical machines. The desktop workstation of present date has 

high processing power and speed and handles repetitive design problems with an ease 

not experienced before. Taking advantage of this power, CAD tools with numeral 

analysis functions for electrical machine designs, typically those using FEA with 

parameterisation and 2D or 3D capabilities, are now routinely applied in design, 

analysis and optimisation of machine dimensions [24]-[26]. Additionally, control 

algorithms for power processing in the operation of the electrical machine are now more 

easily and cheaply handled with inexpensive microcomputer technology. In the design 
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and analysis of FSMs of this study, extensive use of 2D FE modelling with 

parameterisation and time-stepping function has been applied.  

1.2.3 Efficiency 

While the level of efficiency of an electrical machine depends on the power rating and 

operating load condition, five approaches, gathered from recent literature, may be 

applied to affect the efficiency of the motor. One approach is to target favourable 

classes of machines, as certain kinds of machines are generally more efficient than 

others [27]. Since efficiency is tightly allied to losses in the machine, a choice of low-

loss materials or materials that mitigate generation of losses [28]-[30] serves to increase 

the efficiency of the machine and may be another valid approach. Certain specified 

configurations of machines [31], [32], even within a class of machines, may be applied 

and are found to affect the efficiency. The indirect approach to improve efficiency, 

when there are constraints of materials and configurations, is to optimise the 

dimensional design of the machines [33]-[39] for high efficiency. Although this 

approach is indirect, it is still likely to significantly affect other performance parameters. 

If an application is known and well-understood, it may be specifically targeted for 

improved efficiency of the machine [40]-[43]. 

In considering the flux switching machine employing a segmental rotor, even though its 

initial development is not specifically targeted at optimum efficiency, there is a natural 

inclination to a lower winding loss due to a presentation of shorter end-windings than in 

machines with configurations of overlapping or long-pitched windings. This benefit is a 

by-product of the required presentation of the winding for the principle of operation. 

1.2.4 New materials 

There has been a notable impact of the discovery of new and varied materials for 

electrical machines [44], ranging from soft magnet materials for cores [45], [46], hard 

magnetic materials for primary excitation [47]-[52] and insulating and conductor 

materials, including exploitation of superconductivity [53], [54]. Although the levels of 

saturation flux densities in soft magnetic materials have not significantly increased, core 

loss in these materials has been substantially addressed by use of amorphous steels, high 

silicon steels and powder metallurgy. Improvements in hard magnetic materials is allied 

to the discoveries or development of rare-earth materials, notably Neodymium-Iron-
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Boron (NdFeB) and Samarium Cobalt (SmCo), where both the residual flux density and 

temperature grade are exceptionally raised.  Improvements of insulation properties of 

electrical materials are being embodied in the new manufacturing techniques, so that 

thicker insulations may be applied to withstand both thermal degradation and steep-

fronted impulse voltages. The new frontier for conductors is in superconductors. At 

present, superconducting is possible only with some means of special refrigeration 

systems and the mass-market industry is justifiably wary of this technology. However, 

there is noteworthy development of high-temperature superconductivity for applications 

in marine propulsion machines [55], [56], where gains in efficiency are worthwhile as 

mission equipment is mostly operating at part load. 

1.2.5 Fault tolerance  

From the 1990’s, as application of electric motors and actuators started to permeate the 

safety-critical industries, fault tolerance grew in prominence as an aspect required of 

electric machines destined for such industry. Presently, fault-tolerance is required and 

applied to motors in application for aerospace [57]-[61], automotive [62]-[66] and 

traction industries [67], where the drive is towards the more- or all-electric aircraft and 

automobile. Alongside these industries, application in wind generation [68] has also 

gained a sizeable share of the demand for machines with attributes of fault tolerance.  

The property of fault-tolerance is generally exhibited in machines having means of 

redundancy, typically applied by multiphase configurations. It is enhanced by having a 

separation or decoupling of the phases. Switched reluctance machines [69]-[71] and flux 

switching machines [72], [73] have these properties inherently. Due to the inability to 

de-excite during a fault, extraneous effort is required to make PM machines achieve a 

degree of fault tolerance. To this end, PM synchronous machines for fault tolerant 

applications are reported in [74]-[79].  

In the class of PM machines, the interior permanent-magnet motor (IPM) configuration 

[80] presents inherent fault tolerance due facility of reluctance torque. The fault 

tolerance capability in IPM motors may be improved by employing a favourable slot-to-

pole number combination [81], using factional slot-winding configuration [82]-[84] or 

employing a dual-winding configuration [85]. 
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For various types of electrical machines, converter control techniques may be employed 

[86], including techniques for connection of the converter to the motor [87], [88], for 

fault tolerance capability. In [89], [90], special topologies have been suggested with the 

aim of improving fault-tolerance. While it is not necessarily being advocated that the 

poly-phase FSM is a candidate for safety critical applications, its inherent fault 

tolerance capability is overtly suggested by the degree of redundancy and a presentation 

of decoupled phases.  

1.3 General Configurations of Electrical Machines 

The general configuration of an electrical machine is fundamentally based on the 3D- 

orthogonal axes orientation of the three quantities u, l, and B, of  Faraday’s law of 

voltage induction, defined as the speed, u, of a current-carrying conductor of length l, in 

a magnetic field of density, B . The well-known expression  

Blue =  (1.1) 

gives the induced voltage, e across the ends of the conductor, and is the basis of 

electrical machines based on magnetic field excitation. The relative orientation of the 

three quantities on the orthogonal axes, illustrated in figure 1.1, is exploited for defining 

fundamental configurations and gives rise to three major classes of electrical machines, 

namely the radial flux machine (RFM) [91], the axial flux machine (AFM) [92]-[95] 

and the transverse flux machine (TFM) [96]-[99]. In the common cylindrical 

arrangement of the electrical machine, the z-axis in figure 1.1 depicts the longitudinal or 

cylindrical axis of the machine. 

The commonest and widely-applied configuration for electrical machine is the RFM, 

where the structures for magnetic field production (primary excitation) and current-

carrying conductors (secondary excitation) are arrayed in the same plane. If the relative 

positioning of the structures for magnetic field production and current-carrying 

conductor is interchanged, the AFM configuration is the result and is usually 

implemented where there is a restriction in the axial dimension, such as in wheel-motor 

applications [100]-[102]. The TFM configuration is produced by having the structures 

for magnetic field production and current-carrying conductor in different planes. As the 

planes for both magnetic field production and current-carrying conductor are subject to 

greater freedom of independent variation, higher specific torque than in either AFM or 

RFM is possible [103], [104]. 
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Apart from applications in situations of restricted axial dimension, AFM may surpass 

RFM in selected aspects of performance, particularly as presented by the rotor active 

volume advantage at high number of poles [105]-[106]. However, TFM are known to 

suffer a poor power factor [107], a deficiency which is being addressed in recent 

research [108], [109]. The flux switching machines developed in this study are of the 

RFM configuration, such that any design optimisation must be considered as a 

competition of space between the structures for magnetic field production and current-

carrying conductors in the same plane. 

Windings or coils are a source of primary and secondary excitation in electrical 

machines.  The winding configurations in electrical machines take varied forms, but are 

invariably classified as either single-layer or double layer arrangements. Depending on 

the machine type and its topology, there is further differentiation of winding types into 

distributed or concentrated windings, which may be fully-pitched or short-pitched [110], 

[111]. Concentrated winding arrangements appear easier to realise and are well-suited to 

radial flux machines for maximising output and efficiency. In configuring three-phase 

  

(a) RFM (b) AFM 

  

(c) TFM-radial (d) TFM-axial 

Fig. 1.1. Principal spatial orientation of excitation structures in electrical machines   
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machines with a high number of poles, a fractional number of the slots per pole presents 

a difficulty in ordering the phases, but a systematic approach proposed in [112], [113] 

appears to overcome this. The single-tooth form of concentrated windings, however, 

displays more simplicity and the associated short end-windings are key to improving 

machine efficiency. This type of winding, dictated by function, is followed for flux 

switching machines employing a segmental rotor. 

1.4  Objectives and General Methodology 

The principal objective of the work reported in this thesis is to develop three-phase flux 

switching machines implemented with a segmental rotor. There are four specific 

objectives which are outlined below, and also constitute the general chronological 

methodology followed to pursue the principal objective. 

• Concept. As a first object of the project, the intention is to characterise the 

mechanism of flux switching implemented by means of a segmental rotor and 

propose configurations that produce three-phase configurations. Finite element 

modelling and linear magnetic equivalent circuits are to be used for this 

objective.  

• Design and Evaluation. The proposed feasible configurations are to be 

evaluated for a selection of the configuration with favourable performance 

attributes; the favoured configuration is to be subjected to a design process for 

optimisation with defined aspects of performance. FE modelling is to be the 

method by which to obtain prediction results.  

• Construction. Construction of the prototype machine is to be done using the 

current practices of manufacture and assembly.  

• Testing. The final part of the objectives, considers testing and verification of 

performance of the constructed prototype machine; standard laboratory testing 

processes at no-load and loaded conditions are to be followed. 

1.5 Contribution to Knowledge and Publications 

The work in this thesis can claim to have provided new insight or products in the 

following aspects. 
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• Characterisation of the principle of flux switching implemented by means of 

segmental rotors 

• Cause and origin of the asymmetry of induced EMF waveform in segmental-

rotor FSM 

• Feasible topologies for three phase configurations of segmental-rotor FSM 

• A wound-field three-phase segmental-rotor FSM 

• A permanent-magnet three-phase segmental-rotor FSM 

• Inductance profile of the three-phase segmental-rotor FSM 

• An improved dq model of the segmental-rotor FSM for steady-state performance 

prediction    

In the pursuit of research for this thesis, the following publications in journal and 

proceedings at international conferences, all peer-reviewed, have been produced. 

[1] Zulu, A., Mecrow, B.C., and Armstrong, M., ‘A Wound-Field Three-Phase Flux-

Switching Synchronous Motor with All Excitation Sources on the Stator,’ IEEE 

Transactions on Industry Applications, vol. 46, no. 6, November/December 2010, 

pp. 2363-2371. 

[2]  Zulu, A., Mecrow, B.C., and Armstrong, M., ‘Prediction of Performance of a 

Wound-field Segmented-Rotor Flux-Switching Synchronous Motor Using a dq-

Equivalent Model,’ 19th International Conference on Electrical Machines, ICEM 

2010, Rome, Italy, 6-8 September, 2010, pp. 1-6. 

[3] Zulu, A., Mecrow, B.C., and Armstrong, M., ‘Topologies for Wound-Field Three-

Phase Flux-Switching Machines using Segmented Rotors,’ IET 5th International 

Conference on Power Electronics, Machines and Drives, PEMD 2010, Brighton, 

UK,18-21 April 2010, pp. 1-6. 

[4] Zulu, A., Mecrow, B.C., and Armstrong, M., ‘A Wound-Field Three-Phase Flux-

Switching Synchronous Motor with All Excitation Sources on the Stator,’ IEEE 

1st Energy Conversion Congress and Exposition, ECCE’09, San José, California, 

USA, 20-23 September 2009, pp. 1502-1509. 

1.6 Thesis Structure Overview  

The thesis is structured into nine chapters and an appendix, to recount the substantive 

work from concepts to testing of the prototype machines. Citation of the literature 

reviewed is provided through all chapters, except the conclusions, and arranged to 

appear within the themes under consideration.  

Chapter 1 is an introduction and provides the general context in which the motivation 

and surrounding issues for this work are embedded. The major contributions of this 
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work are also outlined together with a set of general objectives and a list of publications 

arising from this work. 

In chapter 2, the topic of flux switching machines is explored, charting its evolution 

from old treatments to modern interest and capabilities.  A uniform and consistent 

definition of the flux switching term is introduced and associated with the evolutionary 

development.  

The principle of flux switching by means of a segmental rotor is scrutinised with the 

help of elementary cell structures in chapter 3. The characterisation of the principle by 

this mechanism is the highlight of this chapter. 

The topological configurations for three phase arrangements of flux switching machines 

by means of a segmental rotor are in chapter 4. This chapter also includes an evaluation 

of the predicted performance of each of the proposed topologies.   

Further design evaluations for the favoured topologies are presented in chapter 5, with 

considerations for construction. It is also in this chapter that the construction process 

and details, as built, are provided. 

Chapters 6 and 7, give accounts of the testing and performance results of the wound-

field and permanent-magnet prototype machines, respectively. The performance of the 

prototype machines are compared with their nearest affinitive counterparts in the 

established classes of machines.  

The conclusion is presented in chapter 9, giving a summary of the major results of the 

previous chapters, but is preceded, in chapter 8, by an exploration of the machine 

inductances and the suitability of using the classical dq modelling in predicting 

performance of the flux switching motor with a segmental rotor. 
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Chapter 2 

Flux switching machines 

This chapter surveys the types of rotating electrical machines operating on the principle 

of switching flux. Firstly, the working definition of the term is presented with a mention 

of the attributes of the principle. Several types of flux switching concepts are described, 

from the early schemes to the modern concepts, before introducing the flux switching 

concept by means of a segmented rotor. As the thesis is on flux switching machines 

which employ segmented rotors, more detail and emphasis is supplied to these types of 

machines in the final sections. 
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2.1 Background and Definition  

The induced voltage e, in the armature system of a rotating electrical machine is 

predicted by Faraday’s law at a specified mechanical angular speed ωr, as the change of 

flux linkages ψa, with position θ,  

 
θ

ψ
ω

d

d
e a

r−=  (2.1) 

It is a standard presentation in electrical machines configurations to have coils in the 

armature system linking the flux from the field system. Through motion, with respect to 

the armature system, the flux linking the armature coil system from the field system is 

made to change with time. A cycle of the change of flux linkage comprises a part for 

building up the flux to a maximum value and another part for reducing flux to a 

minimum value. It may be useful to see the situation as the flux changing between a low 

and a high state. In the conventional configuration of machines, the change of state of 

the armature flux between low and high states is aided by the relative motion of the 

polarised field system, either a pair of single N and S poles, or a consequent-pole 

configuration. The position of either the N or S pole relative to the armature system 

influences the amount of flux that links the armature system.  

In other configurations, the flux may be made to change between the low and high state 

without using the change of the relative position of the N and S polarisation of the field 

system with the armature system. One way to do this is to modulate the flux linking the 

armature system from a field system with a constant or fixed excitation by changing the 

permeance seen by the armature. The permeance seen by the armature is then controlled 

by the position of the rotor. For the rotor position to influence the permeance seen by 

the armature system in a considerable way, the rotor must have saliency on 

circumferential geometry, such as achieved by slotting or tooth structures.  The change 

of the armature flux between the high and low states as caused by variation of the 

permeance seen by the armature has come to be called ‘flux switching’. Machines that 

work on this principle are thus called ‘flux switching machines’ or ‘switching flux 

machines’. They are characterised by having both the field and the armature system on 

the stationary stator, with the rotor design having a structure that provides significantly 

varying permeance of the armature coils as the rotor rotates.  
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The principle of flux switching has been known from as early as the 1940’s when 

Walker [114] codified the theoretical design of the inductor alternator based on this 

principle, but the terminology appears to have come into use a decade later as Rauch 

and  Johnson [115] presented the analytical approach to the design of the inductor 

alternator.  More work on such types of machines followed [116]-[121] on this principle 

even though the publications avoided using the term flux switching. It is not until in the 

recent interest of the implementation of the principle in electrical machines, in the late 

the 1990’s, spurred by the developments in power electronics technology, which 

stimulated the inventions of new topologies and configurations, that the term has been 

overtly used [122]-[125].   

2.2 Modes of Flux Switching 

A tenet of the flux switching principle is that armature flux linkage changes with 

position principally due to the change in the permeance seen by the armature coils with 

position. Although the permeance varies between the maximum (high state) and 

minimum (low state) values with rotor position due to saliency or slotting of the rotor, 

the cycles of variation between maximum and minimum values for the armature flux 

linkages are distinguished by two modes: unipolar and bipolar flux linkages. The 

variable flux linkages for unipolar mode are of one polarity whereas variable flux 

linkages for bipolar are between positive maximum and negative maximum values. The 

two modes of flux linkages are depicted in Fig 2.1, for the idealised variation of 

permeance with position.   

The implementation of the flux switching in unipolar mode may be seen to be entirely 

influenced by the variation of the permeance. However, for the bipolar mode, in 

addition to the influence of the variation of permeance, there is another effect that aids 

the flux switching and defines this mode in a unique way. The armature coils link the 

flux from both the N and S south polarisation of the field system, and the amount of 

flux linkages from each pole is determined by the position of the salient or slotted rotor. 

With this presentation, it is obvious that the net flux linkage in the armature coils may 

vary between two polarities. The nature of the variation of the net flux linkages to the 

extent described, combined with the influence of the variable permeance, is more 

complex for the bipolar mode than depicted in figure. 2.1, even with an idealised view.   
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As the field flux in the flux switching arrangement is invariably of fixed polarity, the 

magnetic circuits associated with the armature coils are correspondingly deemed to 

operate with unipolar or bipolar flux, if the flux linkages are unipolar or bipolar, 

respectively. There is an advantage for operating with bipolar flux, stemming from a 

better utilisation of the armature magnetic circuit or less material usage, with benefits of 

higher power densities and less copper loss [115], [125]-[128].  

 In both the unipolar and bipolar mode, if current ia is applied in the armature coil, the 

electromagnetic torque Te, developed is  

θ

ψ

d

d
iT a
ae =  (2.2) 

 

Figure 2.1. Unipolar and bipolar flux linkage with variation of permeance. 
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2.3 Evolution of Flux Switching Machines 

It is apparent from the definition of flux switching adopted in this thesis that there can 

be classes of flux switching machines broadly defined and differentiated by: 

(a) the source of the field flux, i.e. field winding or permanent magnet 

(b) the orientation of the source of field flux 

(c) the operating mode of the armature flux, i.e. unipolar or bipolar 

(d) the form of the armature current. 

The oldest and early forms of flux switching machines employed wound-field excitation. 

As materials development advanced, the high-energy magnets, which can also operate 

at reasonably high temperatures (> 100°C), became available. This presented the 

possibility to replace wound-field excitation systems with PM excitation in many types 

of high power applications. Configurations with PM excitation generally tend to have 

higher torque densities than the wound-field excitation configurations, as magnets 

provide loss-free excitation, generally occupy less space, and in many cases the space 

freed by the field winding increases the allotment for the armature system. 

 Whether the excitation system is by wound-field or PM, the orientation of the source of 

field flux spawns variations of configurations of flux switching machines. The main 

configurations have the source of the field excitation oriented either in the radial 

direction, (i.e. across the width of stator tooth body), in the circumferential direction 

(along the back-iron body) or in the longitudinal (axial) direction. Configurations with 

the source of field flux orientated in the radial direction are the subject of competition of 

the stator slot space between the field and armature systems, if the excitation is wound-

field. On the other hand, the source of field flux oriented in the circumferential direction 

is preferably deployed with a PM excitation system, especially if the source is oriented 

across the width of stator tooth body. The deployment of the source field excitation in 

the oldest types of flux switching machine has been in the axial direction, and 

characterises the so-called homopolar machine. This configuration also gives the 

possibility to dedicate all the slot space on the stator to the armature system, and has 

been exploited in the development of the transverse flux machine, but leads to having 

unipolar armature flux linkages.  

The distinction between unipolar and bipolar armature flux linkages has been made in 

the definition of flux switching and can be used as a basis for classifying flux switching 
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machines. The early types of flux switching machines, including heteropolar 

configurations, were typically arranged to produce unipolar flux linkages but nearly all 

types of flux switching machines developed in the last two decades are arranged to 

produce bipolar flux linkage because of the premium placed on performance. 

Arrangements producing bipolar armature flux linkages in general can be designed to 

produce higher torque density because the magnetic circuit can ideally undergo twice 

the flux change. 

In the following sections the main types and variations of flux switching machines 

arising from the differentiation listed above are described.  This thesis is on the type of 

flux switching machines with either a field winding or permanent magnet excitation, in 

which the armature coil permeance is made variable by use of a segmented rotor.   

2.3.1 The inductor alternator 

The inductor alternator appears to be oldest form of machine in the class of flux 

switching machines. References in early literature [114] indicate that it dominated in 

electrical power generation until the advent of the excited-rotor and revolving-field 

machine at the turn of the 20
th

 century. As its dominance waned in the subsequent later 

period, its application became limited and specialised. It maintained its attraction where 

generation of high frequency currents was needed and this proved suitable in high 

frequency electric furnaces and wireless telegraphy. 

In the principle of operation, there are two major presentations of the inductor alternator, 

both invariably operating with unipolar armature flux linkages: the homopolar machine 

and the heteropolar machine. As much as there are operational differences in the 

application of the flux switching principle, there are also major structural differences in 

the construction of the homopolar and heteropolar inductor alternator, as will be shown 

below. 

The basic presentation of the homopolar machine is shown in figure 2.2. It consists of a 

slotted and laminated armature core in two parts, a1 and a2, joined on a common frame 

b and housing an armature coil A (or A1 and A2). A field coil F (or F1 and F2) is 

wound concentric with the longitudinal axis of the machine. A slotted rotor core r 

completes the path for the flux, shown in the longitudinal view of the figure. Motion of 

the rotor is accompanied by the variation of the permeance seen by the armature coils 
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due to changes in the airgap length and produces unidirectional flux linkage changes in 

the armature coils. As the armature coil links with unidirectional flux only, the flux 

linkage is characteristically unipolar. 

It is apparent, even from the sketch of figure 2.2, that the homopolar configuration 

presents a complex magnetic geometry, whose analysis requires 3-D capability. Despite 

being a relatively old idea, the concept has been revived in recent years [131], [132], 

with allusions to SRM control concepts, and an accompanying modern-day drive has 

been proposed. It is not surprising that the prototypes report significantly lower flux 

linkages than expected when laminated steel is used, suggestive of substantial eddy 

currents due to cross flux in the laminations.  A solution to this appears to employ 

powdered-iron cores, as in transverse flux machines, which minimises eddy current 

effects in all directions. 

In the early development of the inductor alternators, the homopolar machine was the 

only configuration used for high frequency generation, till the emergence of the 

heteropolar machine. In dynamic operation, the heteropolar machine is typified by a 

significantly smaller time constant than the homopolar machine, making it superior in 

applications requiring close and rapid control of alternator terminal voltage [116]. 

 

Figure 2.2. Basic structure of the homopolar machine. 
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In structural presentation, shown in figure 2.3, the heteropolar machine appears to be 

simpler than the homopolar machine, and its basic configuration consists of slotted 

stator core laminations carrying both the armature and field coils. The armature and 

field coils may be in the same slots, one on top and the other at the bottom or side by 

side, as in (a), or they may be in alternate slots, as in (b),  The number of rotor slots may 

  
aligned, maximum flux linkage unaligned, minimum flux linkage 

(a) 2/2 configuration-shared slots, unipolar flux linkage 

  
aligned, minimum flux linkage unaligned, maximum flux linkage 

(b) 4/4 configuration-alternate slots, unipolar flux linkage 

  
1

st
 alignment-positive flux linkage 2

nd
 alignment-negative flux linkage 

(c) 4/2 configuration-alternate slots, bipolar flux linkage 

Figure 2.3. Basic topologies of the heteropolar machine; field coils in green, armature coils in blue. 
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be designed to be an integer multiple of the number of stator slots. A slotted laminated 

rotor core carries no windings, and its motion causes the flux linkage of the armature 

coil to vary with rotor position, with flux excitation provided by the field coil. As in the 

homopolar machine, the slotting of the rotor and stator causes a change in permeance 

when the rotor moves, which influences the flux linkages of the armature coil. The 

arrangement with alternate slots has been applied in modern schemes to produce bipolar 

armature flux linkages by simply ensuring that the number of stator slots is less than the 

number of rotor teeth [122]. 

Starting with the basic concepts shown in the illustrations in figure 2.2 and figure 2.3, 

the number of slots on the stator and rotor may be increased for optimisation.  In one 

effect this improves the performance of the design, by grouping several pole pairs for 

optimal flux densities in the cores, and in another effect it produces poly-phase 

machines by an appropriate choice of the number and size of slots on the rotor and 

stator. The topologies described in [116], [117], [120], [121] are three phase 

configurations appropriated by the second effect, but an ingenious configuration 

proposed by Subbiah and Krishnamurthy [118], [119] may use a single winding for both 

field excitation and armature output to produce a scheme for either single phase or 

polyphase output. 

2.3.2 The flux-switching alternator 

The basic configuration of the heteropolar inductor alternator of figure 2.3 functions just 

as well in principle if, in the production of the field excitation, a field winding is 

replaced by permanent magnets.  In [115], Rauch and Johnson describe such an 

arrangement and it appears to be the earliest point in history that the term ‘flux-

switching’ is overtly used to describe an  inductor alternator with bipolar armature flux 

linkages. The concept presented at the time is shown in figure 2.4, and it is clear to see 

the similarities with the concept presented in figure 2.3 for heteropolar inductor 

alternator. In practice the concept with permanent magnets evolved to implementation 

in the form shown in figure 2.5. In figure 2.4, a pair of magnets with the orientation 

indicated is mounted on a stack of stator iron laminations, which in turn are wound with 

armature coils. The rotor is a simple stack of laminations with two salient poles. The 

flux shown in part A completely changes direction when the rotor has moved through 
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half the electrical cycle in the position shown in part B. The rotor completes two 

electrical cycles in one revolution.    

The capacity of the available magnets, in terms of the energy and coercive force, posed 

a challenge on the use of the space for practical designs during that period. The practical 

design shown in figure 2.5, for a design with three strokes in one revolution, attempted 

to balance the competing requirements by having a short-circuited coil b around the 

magnets that would prevent demagnetisation and having an arrangement of the armature 

winding f that suited the existing manufacturing methods.  

  

Figure 2.4. A simplified flux-switch alternator scheme [115]. 

 

 

Figure 2.5. A flux-switch alternator concept with 4 stator and 6 rotor poles [115]. 
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2.3.3 The flux-reversal machine 

The flux reversal machine (FRM) [126] is another form of switching flux machine 

operating with bipolar armature flux linkages and bipolar flux in the armature poles and 

appeared in literature a little more than a decade ago. It has the structure of the SRM but 

with a pair of high energy permanent magnets with opposing polarity in the stator poles. 

It possesses a naturally low electrical time constant and low mechanical inertia and 

appears suitable in applications which require fast response, such as electric vehicle 

generators. 

Figure 2.6 shows the basic configuration of the FRM, with two stator poles and three 

salient rotor poles. On the stator pole face are placed two magnets of opposing polarity. 

The structure of the rotor presents varying permeance with position seen by the coils 

wound round the stator poles. 

Both the permeance and armature flux linkages change with position in the manner 

shown previously in figure 2.1. Figure 2.7 illustrates the operating principle, where 

parts (b) and (d) identify the two positions in the electrical cycle with maximum 

permeance and also maximum armature flux linkages, corresponding to the maximum 

positive and maximum negative flux linkage or vice-versa. The positions represented by 

parts (a) and (c) identify the minimum permeance and zero flux linkages flux linkages. 

The complete electrical sequence from (a) to (d) cycles the armature flux linkages and 

the flux in the stator pole from zero to positive maximum, then back to zero before 

going  to negative maximum.  

 

Figure 2.6. Basic configuration of a 2/3 flux reversal concept [126]. 
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Although the depiction in the basic concept is on a 2/3 topology, it is easy to understand 

how variations in the number of stator and rotor poles can be applied to produce 

different configurations, including multiphase machines [129], [130]. 

2.3.4 Modern flux switching machines using a toothed-rotor 

In the last decades, machines with flux switching attributes based on the original 

concepts of the inductor alternator and the flux-switch alternator described in the 

previous sections have appeared in novel configurations. They have been facilitated by 

discoveries of new magnetic materials, advanced developments in manufacturing 

methods, and most importantly, advances in semiconductor technology. The new 

developments in power electronics alone have meant that machine configurations 

requiring power conditioning interfaces are now being considered and are encouraged 

due to the availability of low-cost and more efficient drives. In the usage of the term 

flux switching for modern concepts, it is exclusively meant to apply to those types that 

produced bipolar armature flux linkages. 

 

Figure 2.7. Operating principle of the flux reversal machine [126]. 
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The basic and common presentation of the modern flux switching machine using a 

toothed-rotor is based on the principle of Rauch’s flux switch alternator shown in figure 

2.4. At the close of the last century, Hoang et al [125] presented a new stator structure 

using U-shaped magnetic core modules, which allowed an efficient accommodation of 

both the permanent magnets and the armature coil.  The fundamental principle is 

illustrated in rectilinear representation in figure 2.8, showing an elementary cell which 

contains a permanent magnet sandwiched between two U-shaped magnetic stator cores, 

an armature winding and a toothed-rotor.  At the first alignment position shown in part 

(a), the flux linkage of the armature coil due to the permanent magnet excitation is of 

one polarity and at the second alignment position in part (b), the flux linkage of the 

armature coil is of the other polarity, depicting bipolar flux linkage with rotor motion.   

In practice, a concatenation of a series of the elementary cells in rotary arrangement is 

used to get an optimum design, and an appropriate choice of the combination of the 

number of stator teeth and rotor teeth may be used to create multiphase topologies.  

Based on this concept, a rotary elementary single-phase concept has been discussed in 

[133], while a practical single phase concept of four U-stator cores, four magnets and a 

4-tooth rotor has been credited with industrial application [124]. More extensive 

developments and applications on these structures have been, however, on multiphase 

arrangements [125], [127], [134]-[140]. Figure 2.9 illustrates the main line of evolution 

of the modern flux switching structures, from the basic rotary principle to a polyphase 

concept. 

A major modification to the polyphase structure involves having a further split in the 

tooth structure of the stator, effectively presenting two stator teeth on each side of the 

 

Figure 2.8. Elementary scheme of modern flux switching concept [125]. 
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stator-mounted permanent magnets.  At the expense of torque capability at high electric 

loading, multi-tooth structures presented in [141], [142] require only half the number of 

permanent magnets used in a standard three phase arrangements. A multi-tooth structure, 

with the form shown in figure 2.9 (d), presents lower torque ripple and higher torque 

density at low armature currents.  

Whilst the modern flux switching concept discussed above and the schemes presented 

in figure 2.9 employ permanent magnet excitation, the arrangements can be 

implemented using field winding excitation, in configurations similar in many respects 

to the concept of the heteropolar inductor alternator shown earlier in figure 2.3. With a 

field winding in the place of permanent magnets, it is easier to control field flux using 

the field current.  

In a basic deployment derived from the form of the basic heteropolar topology of figure 

2.3, if the field and armature coils are deployed in separate and alternate slots as shown, 

the armature coil experiences bipolar flux linkages with the motion of the rotor.  This is 

  
(a) basic concept [134] (b) practical one-phase concept [124] 

  

(c) three-phase concept [142] (c) multi-tooth three-phase concept [143] 

Figure 2.9. Modern structures of flux switching machines. 
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illustrated in figure 2.10. For single phase topologies, this requires that the number of 

stator slots is twice the number of rotor slots. If this rule is not followed through, there 

is a possibility for the topology to degenerate to the inductor alternator topology with 

unipolar armature flux linkage, even when the field and armature coils are in alternate 

slots. 

Pollock and Wallace [122] appear to be the first to apply a field winding excitation on 

this concept in a motor application, and developed a form of DC motor having neither 

brushes nor magnets. The scheme evolves from the basic concept of the inductor 

alternator with bipolar flux linkages shown in figure 2.3 (c), where the number of stator 

teeth is purposefully chosen to be twice the number of rotor teeth.  

Instead of the basic 4/2 topology, practical topologies for single phase motors are 

favoured on 8/4 and 12/6 topologies, illustrated in figure 2.11, to reduce the end-

winding conductor material. These configurations have been demonstrated for industrial 

applications requiring high power densities and a good level of durability [143], [144].  

It would appear that a topology with hybrid excitation, i.e. having both permanent 

magnets and a field winding, would pose a more serious challenge in practical 

implementation than in concept. However, a decade following the appearance of the U-

shaped stator structures with permanent magnets, used as elements to develop modern 

flux switching machines, Hoang et al [145], [146] proposed an elementary presentation 

of a hybrid excitation and an accompanying three phase topology, shown in figure 2.12. 

In this concept, the permanent magnets provide the primary field flux whilst a field 

  
(a) positive armature flux linkage (b) negative armature flux linkage  

Figure 2.10. Basic principle with field winding excitation [122]. 
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winding with variable DC current provides the additional secondary field flux, which 

may be cumulative or differential. In the practical evaluation, whilst the addition of the 

DC source adds to complexity and cost, the useful outcome seems to be the facility 

availed for field weakening and influencing the iron losses by changing the field current, 

which can be beneficial in gearless drive applications with a large range of operating 

speeds. In the most recent work exploiting hybrid excitation [147], the effect of the 

position of iron flux bridges are investigated, in which it is found that the position at the 

outer radius of the rotor aids the excitation from the field winding.  

2.3.5 Flux switching machines using a segmented-rotor 

The discussion of flux switching machine in the previous sections was with rotors with 

toothed or slotted structure. With a complete loop coil-turn arrangement, a standard 

configuration in electrical machines with multi-turn windings, the windings are long-

pitched, if not fully-pitched, and invariably overlap. In [148], Mecrow et al suggested a 

scheme of producing mutual coupling of single-tooth coils using a segmental rotor for 

 

 

(a) 8/4 structure [145] 12/6 structure [146] 

Figure 2.11. Motor topologies using field-winding excitation.  

 

Figure 2.12. Elementary cell-representation for hybrid excitation [146]. 
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switched reluctance motor configurations. This configuration maintains the production 

of higher torque densities by the principle of the changing mutual inductance [149], 

[150], but has a further advantage of reduced copper usage and power loss due to 

resulting shorter end-windings. Use of a segmental rotor as applied to flux switching 

machines [123], turns the scheme for field-winding excitation proposed by Pollock et al 

[122] and presented in the previous section, into one with single-tooth windings. Thus, 

for flux switching machines employing a segmental rotor, there is, firstly, the attraction 

of achieving higher torque densities due to operating with bipolar flux and secondly, a 

reduction of copper losses and material due to shorter end-windings. 

The basic scheme employing a segmented rotor is shown in figure 2.13 and is modelled 

from the basic principle illustrated in figures 2.3 (c) and 2.10.  For the two rotor 

positions shown in the figure, while the field flux F1 and F2 are unchanged, there is a 

change of polarity of the armature flux linkages on A1 and A2 as the rotor segments S1 

as S2 rotate. It is easy to follow that the scheme can be implemented with PM excitation 

by replacing the field winding on F1 and F2 with radially acting PMs on the field teeth 

structures, as shown in figure 2.14. In practice, significant benefits of short-endings 

appear with the 8/4-configuration if a single-phase topology is sought, whilst the 12/6 is 

another possible configuration with significantly shorter end-windings.  

2.4 Conclusion 

By embracing a clear yet broad definition of the term ‘flux switching’, it has been 

shown how machines operating on the principle of flux switching have evolved through 

  
(a) positive armature flux linkage (b) negative armature flux linkage  

Figure 2.13. Basic segmental rotor scheme with field winding excitation. 
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the last century, culminating in the modern configurations of the last two decades.  With 

the adopted definition, configurations producing unipolar and bipolar flux linkages are 

embraced, and are characterised by a change of state of the flux linkage due to a 

variable reluctance. The classification of the configurations follows this main distinction 

between unipolar and bipolar armature flux linkages, but is further differentiated by the 

types of the source of the field excitations and their location and orientation on the 

stator.  The configurations have been described from the point of view of the basic 

concepts, as a form of chronological development, chiefly because it is an evolution 

which has profited from both the development of new magnetic materials and advances 

in semiconductor technology and computing techniques.   

Due to a premium on performance and pressing considerations for conservation of 

resources which favour simplicity of manufacture, the dominant configurations in the 

last two decades employ bipolar armature flux linkages. Apart from the differences in 

the principle of operation between the arrangements with toothed-rotor and segmented-

rotor, other differences in their stator winding arrangement may point to an opportunity 

to exploit savings in materials and reduction in copper loss. 

  
(a) positive armature flux linkage (b) negative armature flux linkage  

Figure 2.14. Basic segmental rotor scheme with PM excitation.  
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Chapter 3 

Flux switching using a 

segmental rotor 

The principle of flux switching using a segmental rotor is described and examined in 

detail. Using elementary rectilinear cell representation, the principle is described and 

features are compared or contrasted with the precursor scheme using a toothed rotor. 

Although the elementary cell unit is rectilinear and lacks the complexity and detail 

normally applied in the design of practical rotary machines, the features which are 

elucidated are intrinsic and pertinent to the arrangements producing switching flux by 

means of a segmental rotor. 
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3.1 Background  

The invention of the schemes, about a decade ago, that effectively place the field 

excitation and armature systems in the stator structure for flux switching machines 

[122], [125], presented credible options in the class of brushless machines. For primary 

field excitation, the schemes employ either a field winding with variable DC current, 

permitting control characteristics as of a DC motor, or circumferentially acting magnets 

placed between U-shaped stator structures, with prospects for high power and torque 

densities. Regardless of the type of the source of field excitation, the rotors are 

invariably of a toothed-structure. In this section, the use of a segmental rotor to 

implement flux switching principle is introduced.  The major advantages in the flexible 

control characteristics with field winding excitation and high power and torque densities 

with PM excitation, are maintained, but there are also additional benefits presented by 

this scheme. Firstly, the armature stator teeth experience bipolar flux, effectively 

increasing the magnetic loading capability in the magnetic structure as the flux 

undergoes twice the flux change compared to a design for unipolar flux. Secondly, the 

implementation of the scheme employs single-tooth windings, which are associated 

with shorter end-windings, potentially reducing the use of copper and also the copper 

loss.   

 Use of magnetically conducting segments in rotor configurations has been applied 

previously, since the 1960s, to conventional machines such as synchronous reluctance 

machines to enhance performance characteristics. For instance, the saliency ratio of the 

synchronous reluctance motor with solid iron rotor segments can be significantly 

increased compared to the topologies using toothed-rotors [151]-[154], in a similar 

effect to the application of flux barriers. In the 1990s, switched reluctance motor 

concepts were implemented using laminated-iron segments, in which  performance is 

reportedly increased for both the cases employing the principle of changing mutual 

inductance [155] and the principle of changing self-inductance [148], [156].   Whilst 

rotor segments are applied only to enhance a desired machine parameter in the 

synchronous reluctance machines, specifically the saliency ratio, their use in switched 

reluctance and flux switching machines involves an alteration to the mechanism of 

operation, including the switching sequences and winding arrangements.  
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3.2 Flux Switching Scheme 

The basic scheme of flux switching by means of a segmental rotor can be seen as an 

extended idea of the switching flux scheme by means of a toothed rotor. By using 

elementary rectilinear cell structures with wound-field excitation, it is shown how the 

flux switching concept implemented by a segmental rotor is developed from the well-

known toothed-rotor arrangement scheme. It is a matter of course that both schemes can 

be extended to be implemented with PM excitation. 

3.2.1 Elementary rectilinear cell structures with a field winding 

The stator structure incorporating elementary rectilinear cells for both the schemes with 

a segmental rotor and toothed rotor consists of a core with four identical teeth and four 

identical slots, as shown in figure 3.1. The stator slots accommodate field windings F1 

and F2, or F for the toothed rotor scheme, and armature windings A1 and A2, or A for 

the toothed rotor scheme. For the purpose of comparison, the stator core structure for 

the scheme with a toothed rotor and the segmental rotor are made identical, although the 

winding connections are different. On the rotor, there are two teeth (and two slots) for 

 

(a) toothed-rotor scheme 

 

(b) segmental-rotor scheme 

Figure 3.1. Elementary rectilinear structures with field winding; green = field, blue = armature. 
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the toothed-rotor scheme and two segments, S1 and S2, (and two non-magnetic slot 

spaces) for the segmental-rotor scheme.  

In the toothed-rotor arrangement, each of the coils comprising the field coil F and 

armature coil A, spans two stator teeth, or a full pitch, whilst in the segmental-rotor 

arrangement each of the coils comprising the field coils F1 and F2, and armature coils  

A1 and A2,  is around a single tooth. As each coil is around a single-tooth in the 

segmental-rotor configuration, a stator tooth may be identified as either a field tooth, if 

encircled by a field coil, or an armature tooth, if encircled by an armature coil. A special 

condition is required for the polarity of the field coils around the field teeth in the 

segmental rotor scheme. For this arrangement to produce a change of polarity of the 

armature coil flux linkage, the field coils are arranged such that when flux in one field 

tooth is designated as N pole the flux in the next field tooth has to be of S polarity, or 

vice-versa. In both cases, the polarity of the DC field coil is invariant. 

3.2.2 Mechanism of flux switching 

Starting with a situation when the rotor teeth are aligned with the stator teeth, the 

toothed-rotor scheme is considered as the first case. Over a full cycle of motion and 

with constant DC current in the field winding F, the armature conductors A link the flux 

in the back-iron which changes with rotor position, as shown in the flux plots of figure 

3.2 (a). At one alignment position of the rotor and stator teeth, the flux in the back-iron 

over the armature slots, indicated by the arrows, have one polarity and at the next 

alignment position the flux has the other polarity. At the two intermediate positions, 

when there is no overlap between the rotor and stator teeth, there is zero flux linkage in 

armature coils and also zero net flux in the back-iron core over the armature slots. This 

is a basic illustration of the bipolar flux switching principle, implemented by a 

purposely designed rotor structure. The structure of the rotor also imparts a variable 

reluctance to the armature winding. Whilst the armature winding has bipolar flux 

linkages, this arrangement harbours bipolar flux only in the parts of the back-iron 

associated with the armature slots, with the rest of the stator core structure experiencing 

unipolar, though variable, flux. 

In the second case, where the flux switching scheme is implemented by a segmental 

rotor, the armature coils A1 and A2 link the flux around the teeth encircled by the 

respective coils. The sequence of flux plots as the position of the segments changes is 
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shown in figure 3.2 (b). With constant DC current in the field coils F1 and F2, the 

encircled armature tooth flux changes with the position of the rotor segments. At the 

first alignment position in the initial position, when each of the segments is aligned with 

two adjacent stator teeth, the tooth flux linking an armature coil is of one polarity, and 

at the next alignment position, when the rotor has moved through half the cycle, the 

polarity of the tooth flux is reversed.  Equally in this scheme, bipolar flux switching 

principle is achieved by the purposeful design of the rotor, and the resulting structure of 

the rotor gives a variable reluctance to the armature winding.  

However, in the segmental rotor scheme, the two intermediate positions which give rise 

to zero flux linkages in the armature coils are of special interest. One position of zero 

armature flux linkage results from the segments being centred with the stator teeth, 

while the other position of zero armature flux linkage arises from the non-magnetic 

  
0 % (0 mm) 0 % (0 mm) 

  
25 % (10 mm) 25 % (10 mm) 

  
50 % (20 mm) 50 % (20 mm) 

  
75 % (30 mm) 75 % (30 mm) 

(a) toothed rotor 

 

(b) segmental rotor 

Figure 3.2. Flux plots in elementary structures with field winding at various rotor positions in steps of 

25% of a cycle. Field coils only are excited. 
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space between rotor segments being centred with stator teeth. Though both situations 

have the overall effect of presenting zero armature flux linkages, the magnetic flux 

distribution in the armature teeth is different and may have notable consequences in 

advanced designs, such as the polyphase implementation. This arrangement also 

produces bipolar armature flux linkages but, in contrast to the scheme with a toothed 

rotor arrangement, it is the teeth encircled by the armature coils that experience bipolar 

flux, while the stator core-back structure experiences variable unipolar flux. 

It should also be noted that, with the segmental rotor arrangement, only half the field 

MMF is available to drive the flux round the magnetic circuit. The flux in the core-back 

for the segmental rotor scheme may rise as high as in the field tooth, whilst for the 

toothed-rotor scheme it may rise only to half the value of the flux in the field teeth. This 

gives the possibility to design a core back depth for the toothed-rotor arrangement 

which is significantly less than the width of the stator teeth. 

3.3 Magnetisation of the Stator Armature Teeth 

The magnetisation of the armature tooth through one electrical cycle for the scheme 

with a segmental rotor when only field excitation is applied is of particular interest due 

the incongruence between the armature flux linkage and the geometrical presentation of 

the core arrangement with position. Whilst the two situations for peak armature flux 

linkages correspond to the geometric arrangement when the segments are aligned with 

the stator teeth, the two situations for zero armature flux linkages correspond to two 

different geometric arrangements of the core elements. The sequence of magnetisation 

of the armature teeth through one electrical cycle is summarised in Table 3.1.  

For the this rotor design, in which the segment span exactly overlaps two stator teeth for 

the case of a segmental-rotor scheme, or the rotor tooth exactly overlaps the stator tooth 

in the case of the toothed-rotor scheme, the armature flux linkage is expected to vary in 

a quasi-sinusoidal manner with rotor position. The polarity of the armature flux linkage 

is determined by the orientation of the armature tooth flux, whilst its magnitude depends 

on the combined effects of the level of field excitation and the resultant reluctance seen 

by the armature coil.   

Ideally, the magnetisation of the stator core during the build-up of armature flux linkage 

towards positive and towards negative maximums when only field excitation is applied 
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would be similar. This is the case in the toothed rotor arrangement, but is not so in the 

segmental-rotor scheme. In the segmental-rotor scheme, the trajectories for building 

armature flux linkage to positive maximum and for building flux linkage to negative 

maximum on the rotor position scale tend to be different to the extent given by the 

disparity in effect of a segment and a rotor’s non-magnetic slot being centred with the 

armature tooth.  The discrepancy in the magnetisation patterns of the stator tooth core at 

these two positions may be indicative of the deviation of the two trajectories, and 

appears to be influenced largely by the segment span or the span of the non-magnetic 

space between the segments and to some extent by the level of the constant field 

excitation.  

Table 3.1. Armature flux linkage in relation to core geometry 

Rotor position 

(cycle) 

Armature flux linkage, 

ψψψψ 

Core’s geometrical presentation 

0 -ψm Segment alignment 

¼ 0 Rotor slot centred with tooth 

½ +ψm Segment alignment 

¾ 0 Segment centred with tooth 

1 -ψm Segment alignment 

Whilst the disparity in the magnetisation patterns at these two positions with field 

excitation only can be inferred from the difference in the geometric presentation, figure 

3.3 clearly shows representative flux density plots in the field and armature tooth at 

these two positions, underlining the distinction in magnetisation of the stator teeth. The 

 

 

(a) slot centred with armature tooth  (b) segment centred with armature tooth 

Figure 3.3. Magnetisation of stator teeth at zero flux linkages position, with field excitation only. 
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stator teeth are magnetised at a higher flux density when the armature tooth is centred 

with rotor slot than when it is centred with the rotor segment. This may have the effect 

that, as the rotor is displaced, the stator core reaches saturation flux density more 

quickly in the magnetisation trajectory associated with the armature tooth being centred 

with the slot than one with the armature tooth being centred with the segment.  

3.4 Coil Flux Linkages 

This sections deals with the flux linkages of the coils when only field coils are excited. 

The exact dimensions of the rectilinear model and the excitation applied are fully 

supplied in appendix E.  

The flux linkage in the coils designated as armature coils can be discerned, as from the 

description of the mechanism of flux switching given above, to be changing between a 

definite positive maximum and negative maximum, and may be implemented by a 

toothed rotor or a segmental rotor. Figure 3.4 shows the variation of the field and 

armature flux linkages with the position of the rotor on the elementary rectilinear cell 

arrangement, predicted from finite element modelling. The design applied in this 

comparison is such that the segment span exactly overlaps two stator teeth in the 

segmental rotor scheme and the rotor tooth width is equal to the stator teeth in the 

toothed-rotor scheme. 

Despite employing a constant DC field current in both the segmental and toothed-rotor 

 

Fig. 3.4. Field and armature flux linkages with rotor position at nominal segment 

span and rotor tooth width. 
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schemes, the field flux linkage is unipolar but executes two cycles of fluctuation in one 

electrical cycle. The armature flux linkage is characteristically quasi-sinusoidal and is 

closely identical in both the types of flux switching schemes. 

The fluctuation of field flux linkage due to rotor position, whilst constant DC current is 

applied, underpins the influence of the reluctance seen by the coils, which is predicted 

to change with rotor position.  If the source is constant, the flux linkage of the field coil 

is inversely proportional to the reluctance and therefore the initial inference is that the 

positions for which the field flux linkages fall to minimum values are the positions of 

maximum reluctance. On the other hand, the armature flux linkage is seen to be zero at 

the inferred positions of maximum reluctance. The coincidence of the positions of 

minimum coil reluctance with the positions at which there is maximum flux linking the 

armature coils and the coincidence of maximum coil reluctance with the positions at 

which flux changes polarity in the armature coils are desirable conditions as they 

enhance coil flux linkages, but are not a necessary condition for the implementation of 

the flux switching scheme.   

When the rotor segments are displaced through one electrical cycle the armature flux 

linkages on the armature coils may be described as traversing two magnetisation 

trajectories, one with a positive gradient and the other with a negative gradient, with 

respect to the rotor position.  Although there is a hardly perceptible difference in the 

gradients of the two trajectories for armature flux linkage at the chosen level of field 

current and design of segment span for the segmental-rotor scheme, the field flux 

linkage minima provides the initial glimpse of the difference that may exist in the two 

magnetisation trajectories. The field flux linkage is perceptibly lower at the zero 

armature flux linkage position when the armature tooth is centred with the segment than 

when it is centred with the slot.  These disparities constitute part of the investigation in 

the next subsection, where the parameters of segment span and field excitation are 

varied.  

The mismatch between the field flux linkage minima may be quantified as the 

difference between the two minima values expressed as a percentage of the mean value 

of the field flux linkage. The disparity between positive and negative armature flux 

linkage gradients may be expressed as a percentage of, for instance, the positive 

gradient. As the gradient of the armature flux linkage continuously changes with 
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position, two pairs of symmetrically located positions may be chosen for the 

comparisons. One pair of points may represent the points at zero flux linkage and is 

called ‘gradient through zero’, while the other pair of points are each at an equal short 

distance (5 mm) from the location of the peak flux linkage and is called ‘gradient 

towards peak’. Disparity between positive and negative armature flux linkage, as 

defined, may act as a measure of the asymmetry of the prospective induced EMF in the 

coil. 

3.4.1 Influence of segment span and separation 

An examination of the effect of changing the segment span, interpreted as the segment 

width in the rectilinear representation, below and above the span of exact overlap over 

two stator teeth by 50% of the stator tooth width (i.e. 5 mm) for the scheme employing a 

segmental rotor is shown in figure 3.5. This designation produces three study cases as 

follows:  a nominal segment width denoted as ‘nominal’ at 30 mm, a reduced segment 

width denoted as ‘reduce’ at 25 mm and an increased segment width denoted as 

‘increase’ at 35 mm. For all cases of segment span considered, the field excitation is 

kept constant.  

The shape of the waveform of the armature flux linkage is markedly affected by the 

change in the segment span, departing significantly from the quasi-sinusoidal shape 

(part (a)). A reduction in segment span inclines the armature flux linkage waveform to 

have a triangular shape, whilst an increase in segment span makes it tend towards the 

trapezoidal shape. The impression is that a design which produces a trapezoidal shape of 

armature flux linkage is undesirable as it leads to instances of zero induced EMF, in the 

bands when the flux linkage is constant with motion. As an alternative index (part (c)), 

the peak value of armature flux linkage barely changes with segment span until the 

nominal span is exceeded, when it is observed to fall. The index for quantifying the 

disparity between the positive and negative gradients of the armature flux linkages (part 

(e)) suggests that although the disparity increases with segment span, its magnitude is so 

small as to be insignificant (less than 1.2 percentage points).   

The form of the waveforms of the field flux linkages appears to be greatly affected by 

the segment span. For the case of increased segment span, the positions of zero armature 

flux linkages (at 10 and 30 mm of displacement) have substantially different and 

opposing effects. At 10 mm displacement, the field flux linkage is at its minimum, as in 
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the case of the nominal and decreased segment span, but at 30 mm displacement, 

instead of assuming a comparable minimum value, the field flux linkage recoils to a 

higher value which is comparable to that of the peak value. An examination of the flux 

paths at these two positions, as shown in figure 3.6, explains this fascinating outcome.  

Apparently, when the segment span is increased such that the span of the non-magnet 

rotor slot space is less than the stator tooth width, substantial flux subsists in the field 

teeth (F1 and F2), coupling through the tips of intermediate armature teeth (A1 and A2), 

 

(a) armature flux linkage waveforms (b) field flux linkage waveforms 

 

(c) flux linkages  
(d) field flux linkage fluctuation and deviation 

from symmetry 

 

(e) deviation of armature flux linkage waveform from symmetry  

Figure 3.5. Effect of varying segment span in the segmental-rotor scheme. The segment span is 

inversely related to the rotor slot width. 
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at one of the zero-armature flux linkage positions (at 30 mm displacement). At the other 

zero-armature flux linkage position (at 10 mm displacement), a different amount of flux 

subsists in the field teeth, coupling through the rotor segments. The extended edges of 

the segments tend to provide bridges for flux path to include more than two stator teeth 

in the magnet circuit but circumvent the middle tooth. It is thought that the effective coil 

permeance is increased due the additional parallel paths for flux when more than two 

stator teeth are involved.   The difference in the magnetic circuit constitution, as seen by 

the field coils when the segment span is extended at these positions, accounts for the 

difference in the field flux linkages.  

Changing the segment span has an equally remarkable effect on the magnitude of the 

field flux linkages. Over this range of segment span, the mean field flux linkage (figure 

3.5 (c)) increases with segment span and is accompanied, in figure 3.5 (d), by a 

reduction in the field flux linkage fluctuation and a reduction in the mismatch of field 

flux linkages at the positions of zero-armature flux linkages.   

The general outcome of this examination is that changing the segment span below and 

above the span of exact overlap over two stator teeth produces potentially competing 

outcomes on the field and armature flux linkages, which are summarised in the 

following outline: 

• the shape of the armature flux linkage waveform is significantly affected by segment 

span, causing the waveform to be triangular when span is reduced and to be 

trapezoidal when span is increased. 

• the shape of the field flux linkage waveform is affected by the segment span, 

presenting two different constitutions at the two positions of zero-armature flux 

 

(a) rotor slot centred with armature tooth (10 mm) (b) segment centred with armature tooth (30 mm) 

Figure 3.6. Coupling between field teeth and between armature teeth due to increased segment span.  
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linkages when span is increased, although there is no significant difference when 

span is reduced. 

• the peak armature flux linkage is not perceptibly affected by an increase of segment 

span from the nominal span, but the value tends to fall with a decrease of segment 

span. 

• the mean value of the field flux linkage increases proportionally with increase of 

segment span. 

3.4.2 Effect of field MMF  

In this part of investigation, the field excitation is varied while the segment span is fixed 

at the nominal dimension. The effect of changing the excitation field MMF, from the 

nominal value of 160 A down to 25 % (40 A) and up 3 times the nominal value (480 A), 

on the field and armature flux linkages, is shown in figure 3.7. The characteristic shape 

of the flux linkage waveform with rotor position for the both the armature and field coil 

appears to be unaffected by the field excitation (part (a) and (b)). However, both the 

mean field flux linkage and peak armature flux linkage (part (c)) appear to increase 

proportionally with field excitation, with signs of saturation at high excitation. 

Increasing the field current tends to slightly reduce the fluctuation of the field flux 

linkage but has a substantial effect of raising the mismatch between the two minima of 

the field flux linkage (part (d)). At this specification of segment span, the disparity 

between the positive and negative gradients of the armature flux linkage attains 

prominence when field excitation is increased beyond the nominal level (part (e)). 

As established in the investigation of the effect of segment span, changing the field 

excitation has a notable affect on not just the magnitude but the characteristics the field 

and armature flux linkages.  

3.5 Magnetic Circuit Presentation of Segmental-Rotor 
Elementary Structures 

The magnetic equivalent circuit (MEC) representation of the elementary rectilinear 

structures elucidates the flux switching principle employing a segmental rotor in a 

different light and may be applied to track the mechanism of flux switching with the 

variation of the permeance.   
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3.5.1 Background 

Since the seminal works of Laithwaite [157] and Carpenter [158] in the later part of the 

1960’s, the magnetic equivalent circuit methods have been progressively improved and 

applied in the design and analysis of various forms of electrical machines, ranging from 

the conventional machines of the types of induction and permanent magnet synchronous 

machines [159], [160] to the new forms of machines typified by the switched reluctance 

and flux switching machines 127], [161]. In [159], it was demonstrated how MEC can 

be seen as a form of FEA, and can be made as accurate as necessary. Recently [162], it 

  

(a) armature flux linkage waveforms (b) field flux linkage waveforms 

 

(c) flux linkages against field excitation (d) field flux linkage ripple against field excitation 

 

(d)  

Figure 3.7. Effect of varying field excitation 
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has been argued, with the support of evidence of extensive comparisons of literature, 

that the magnetic circuit equivalent models may be as good as the FE analysis models, 

if not better, when constructed to account for non-linear and eddy current effects. 

However, in the rectilinear representation of the cell elementary structures studied here, 

the MEC representation has been applied in a simplified linear form to study the basic 

characteristics of the permeance seen by coils with rotor position. 

A MEC representation of the segmental-rotor rectilinear elementary structure, with the 

level of detail and complexity to give it the accuracy comparable 2D FEA, requires 

formulation of a reluctance network that incorporates permeances that account for the 

various effects as follows. 

a. Overlap airgap permeance: the permeance which occurs directly between the 

overlap of the rotor segment and the stator tooth. It is therefore dependent on 

the position of the rotor relative to the stator and is at its maximum when the 

segment completely overlaps the stator tooth. The accuracy of this permeance 

can be improved by including a permeance in series, to account for fringing 

effects. 

b. Core permeance: the permeance of the stator and segment core structures. This 

permeance is dependant on the flux in the core structure but not on the rotor 

position and is nonlinear in character. 

c. Permeance due to leakage flux: permeance of the non-magnetic medium other 

than the airgap. There are two major routes for leakage flux. In the first case, 

the flux may pass between two adjacent stator teeth and comes to be called the 

slot leakage. In the second case, the stator tooth and rotor segment are in a non-

overlapping position, but may be close enough for flux to pass between them, 

and the effect may be called tooth-to-segment leakage. The rotor position and 

the amount of flux have no influence on this type of permeance.  

Since the rectilinear elementary structure used here is a conceptual representation, this 

investigation benefits from considerable simplification by assuming the core permeance 

to be very high (infinity) and the permeance due to leakage flux to be negligible (zero). 

The resulting model, incorporating only overlap airgap permeances and without 

considering fringing effects, is deemed sufficient to capture the essential characteristics 

of flux switching by means of a segmental rotor.  
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3.5.2 Linear magnetic equivalent circuit model 

The simplified MEC model for the rectilinear structure with a segmental rotor is shown 

in figure 3.8. The field MMF, FF1 and FF2, are the only magnetic sources in the 

representation, while the flux passing through the unexcited armature coils is denoted 

by φA1 and φA1 in the short-circuit branches. The reluctances, denoted by ℜ, are 

constructed as functions of the overlap length between the segment and the stator tooth, 

xover(x,b),  which in turn is determined by the rotor position, x and the state b of the 

applicable circuit branch, whether connected or isolated by the switch, so that the 

reluctance of a branch is given by  
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where lg and la are the gap and axial lengths, respectively, µ0 is the permeability of free 

space and Λ is the permeance. 

At any particular rotor position, depending on whether the stator tooth is overlapped by 

a segment or not, the links between branches may be closed or open, the effect which is 

represented by the state of switches T1 to T4. Due to vertical symmetry presented by 

the elementary structure, whereby a unit comprising a field and armature tooth and one 

rotor segment repeats itself through horizontal distance, the operation of the switches is 

ganged in pairs as T1 with T3 and T2 with T4. The physical interpretation of the 

operation of the magnetic circuit switches, from the point of view of an armature branch, 

can be seen as admitting flux from the adjacent N or S pole source when either of the 

adjoining edges of the armature tooth are overlapped by a segment (switches are closed), 

and shutting out the flux from the adjacent sources when there is no overlap (switches 

are open). The operation of the magnetic switches leads, inevitably, to a presentation of 

different circuit configurations determined by the states of the switches. Thus, for any 

design of the flux switching configuration employing a segmental rotor, there is more 

than one circuit configuration of operation through one electrical cycle.  
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3.5.3 Magnetic circuit operating stages and their configurations 

Three designs, broadly typifying the ranges of classification of the manner the segment 

may overlap the stator tooth, are considered. The first design, considered as the nominal 

design, has a segment span that exactly overlaps the stator tooth at the alignment 

position, or conversely the span of the non-magnet space between segments is 

equivalent to the stator tooth width. The second design has the segment span which is 

less than that in the nominal design, or conversely, the span of the non-magnetic 

medium between the segments is greater than in the nominal design. To balance the 

investigation, the third design has the segment span which is greater than that in the 

nominal design, conversely expressed as having the span of the non-magnetic medium 

which is less that in the nominal design. The chosen change in the segment span for the 

second and third design is a value which is 25% of the stator tooth width.  

With field excitation only, and starting at the position of segment alignment, the 

operating stages in each design, controlled by the states of the switches, are as shown in 

Table 3.2. Each of the operating stages assumes one of the circuit configurations shown 

in figure 3.9, designated as configurations A, B, C and D.  

It is sufficient to examine only the operation of switches T1 and T2 and their associated 

loops, as the operation of T3 and T4 and their associated loops is a reflection of T1 and 

T2.  

Figure 3.8. Magnetic equivalent circuit model of the elementary segmental-rotor rectilinear structure. 
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In one electrical cycle, the three broad designs generally have two major operating 

stages, coinciding with the states when armature flux linkage is negative and positive, 

and assumes the magnetic circuit configurations A and B in figure 3.9, respectively. In 

particular, the nominal design strictly fits this description, but the designs with reduced 

and increased segment span each have two additional and intermediate operating stages, 

occurring around the transitional change from negative to positive armature flux 

linkages, and vice versa, so that there are four operating stages. The dwell of these 

transition stages is seen to be proportional to the extent of the departure from the 

nominal design. For the design with reduced segment span, the intermediate transitional 

stages assume a circuit configuration without any closed path, whilst in the design with 

increased segment span they assume the magnetic circuit configurations C and D. 

Table 3.2. Magnetic circuit stages and switch states. 

switch state 1 = closed; switch state 0 = open 

Switch State  

Design 

 

Operating Stage T1 T2 T3 T4 

 

Circuit Configuration 

I 1 0 1 0 A 
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II 0 0 0 0 No connected network 
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IV 0 0 0 0 No connected network 

I 1 0 1 0 A 

II 1 1 1 1 C 

III 0 1 0 1 B 
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IV 1 1 1 1 D 

Although it can be discerned from the FE modelling that the segment span has 

significant influence on the armature flux linkages, through the permeance presented to 

the coils, it cannot be as easily shown through this method what is inherently happening 

to the electromagnetic system around the instances when flux switching occurs as with 

the simplified magnetic circuit method. The MEC approach has shown that the 

magnetic circuit configurations, apart from the variation of values of the model 

reluctances or permeance with rotor, change with the change of the polarity of the 
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armature flux linkages. Further more, transitional periods connected with the extent of 

the departure of the segment span from the nominal design, have been identified by 

additional configurations of the magnetic circuit, whose form depends on the direction 

of departure of the segment span from the nominal design. 

 

(a) configuration A 

 

(b) configuration B 

 

(c) configuration C 

(d) configuration D 

Figure 3.9. Magnetic circuit configurations as determined by switch states  
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3.5.4 Stator coil permeance 

The stator coil terminals are the access points for the electric circuit model of the 

elementary rectilinear structure.  Apart from the sources, an electric circuit model may 

consist of passive elements of resistances, inductances and capacitances.  If resistance 

and capacitance are neglected, as in the simplified MEC model, the simplified electric 

circuit model consists of the inductances, which are derived from the permeance 

network. The MEC model, naturally affords the chance to directly view the permeance 

of the coils.  

Figure 3.10 shows the variation of the armature coil permeance with rotor position, 

derived from the permeance network of the MEC model. As the elementary rectilinear 

structure is a relatively simple topology, a more accurate armature coil permeance may 

be as easily extracted from the FE results as the approximate results can be obtained 

from the simplified MEC model, and the results from the two approaches are shown 

side by side. 

The form of the variation of permeance with rotor position is in agreement with the 

theoretical expectation presented, for the ideal variation, in figure 3.1. As expected, the 

simplified MEC model predictions are discernibly different from the prediction from the 

 

Figure 3.10. Variation of armature permeance with rotor position for three designs of segment span. 

solid = MEC model; dashed = 2D FE model  
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more accurate FE models and underestimate the magnitudes of the peaks and the 

troughs, mainly as a result of neglecting the core permeance, leakage flux and saturation. 

However, the MEC model, in predicting the variation of the permeance with position, 

captures the essential characteristic nearly as well the FE model.  From the point of 

view of armature permeance, the effect of reducing or increasing the segment span 

appears to be to accentuate or diminish the fluctuation of the permeance with rotor 

position.  From these results, following geometric correspondence with the graphs for 

armature flux linkage, there is a strong suggestion that the position at which armature 

flux linkage switches polarity coincides with the position for minimum armature 

permeance. This is particularly well collaborated for rotor designs where the span of the 

non-magnetic space between rotor segments does not exceed the stator tooth width. 

3.6 Use of Permanent Magnet Excitation 

Having described, earlier in this chapter, how flux switching is realised with field 

winding excitation for schemes with toothed and segmental rotors using illustrations on 

elementary rectilinear cell structures, it is reasonable to consider that field windings 

may be replaced by permanent magnets. In this conversion, the elementary rectilinear 

cell structures are also applied to illustrate the implementation for both the toothed and 

segmental rotor scheme. It appears that the conversion to permanent excitation may be 

more straightforward in the segmental rotor arrangement, where a field is around a 

single tooth, than in the toothed rotor arrangement where a field coil spans at least two 

teeth. 

With the same constraint of restricting the location of all excitation systems to the stator 

structure, an approach to the conversion is to identify the stator core parts on the 

wound-field schemes that convey unipolar flux throughout the cycle as probable 

locations for magnets. For the scheme employing a segmental rotor, the stator teeth 

encircled by a field winding convey unipolar flux and are the likely locations for 

permanent magnets to act in the radial direction. Some parts of the core back, the 

sections subtended on the slots harbouring field coil, convey unipolar flux in the toothed 

rotor scheme and are the likely locations for permanent magnets to act in the 

circumferential direction. While it is clear that any point on the length of the field tooth 

may house a magnet acting in a radial direction to implement flux switching in the 
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segmental rotor scheme, more careful thought is required for the correct location of the 

magnets in the core-back of  the toothed-rotor scheme. 

3.6.1 Elementary rectilinear structures with permanent magnets  

The feasible structures for flux switching schemes implemented with permanent 

magnets, represented by elementary rectilinear cell structures, for the toothed and 

segmental-rotor arrangements are shown in figure 3.11. The structure for the toothed 

rotor scheme appears to be first reported by Hoang et al [125] around 1997 and is now 

the standard structure for permanent magnet flux switching machines. The structure for 

the segmental rotor scheme, conceived at Newcastle University in 2008 in the course of 

this work, is the subject of the quest for high torque density machine configurations.  

In part (b) of figure 3.11, showing the segmental rotor scheme arrangement, the 

structure of the stator core is similar to the one for the wound-field scheme in figure 3.1, 

except for accommodating the permanent magnets, M1 and M2, at the tips of the field 

 

(a) toothed-rotor scheme 

 

(b) segmental-rotor scheme 

Figure 3.11. Elementary rectilinear structures with PM excitation. 
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teeth. The setting of the magnets at the tips of the teeth is particularly advantageous for 

easy access and assembly. The polarisation of the magnets is in opposing polarity, in 

sequence, and the available slot space is used to accommodate entirely the armature 

tooth windings, A1 and A2 round the armature teeth.  There is no requirement for any 

change to the structure of the rotor from the one depicted for the wound-field 

configuration. 

The structure of the stator core for the toothed rotor arrangement, depicted in part (a) of 

figure 3.11, is drastically different from that depicted for the wound-field configuration 

in figure 3.1 (a). In comparison with the stator core structure for the wound-field 

configuration, the one with permanent magnet excitation appears to have sections of  the 

core-back replaced by magnets, M1 and M2, which extend in the radial direction 

inwards but act in the circumferential direction and in opposing polarity. The 

modularised stator core structure has the appearance of having two identical U-shaped 

sections, sandwiched by magnets. Each of the armature coils, A1 and A2, spans the 

adjoined adjacent legs of the two U-shaped stator cores. The structure of the rotor 

requires no fundamental change, but the rotor tooth width may be adjusted to comply 

with the alignment requirements with the leg of the U-shaped stator core. As a 

representative design for the flux switching principle, the dimensions are chosen as 

suggested in an preliminary design considered in [163], [164], where the stator tooth 

width, rotor tooth width, magnet width in the magnetisation direction and core back 

depth have the same dimension.  The toothed rotor designs discussed in [125], [140] 

also have an identical dimension for the stator tooth and the magnet thickness, at the 

least. Accommodating a magnet between the U-shaped cores, whilst maintaining the 

dimension of the stator tooth width as found in the wound-field configuration, results in 

noticeable concession of slot space for the armature conductors. 

One notable distinction between the toothed and segmental rotor schemes in the 

implementation of the flux switching schemes using PM excitation is the application of 

rather larger amounts of magnets in the toothed rotor scheme. This gives an advantage 

to the segmental rotor scheme in terms of the cost of the applied magnets, although 

there is an associated reduction in its performance. There is also a susceptibility of the 

magnets to demagnetise in the segmental rotor scheme, as the magnets are located next 

to the airgap, a problem also well-known in the flux-reversal machine. 
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3.6.2 Mechanism of flux switching  

With the conversion to permanent magnet excitation described above, the mechanisms 

of flux switching ascribed to configurations employing a field winding for both the 

toothed rotor and segmental rotor schemes are maintained. The conversion ensures that 

sections of the back-iron connecting the two legs of the U-shaped stator core modules of 

the toothed rotor scheme experience bipolar flux with change of the rotor position, and 

so do those stator teeth without magnets for the segmental rotor scheme, as shown in 

figure 3.12. Thus, there is bipolar flux linkage for the armature conductors in slots 

formed by the U-shaped core in the toothed rotor scheme, and for the armature 

 
 

0 % (0 mm) 0 % (0 mm) 

 
 

25 % (10 mm) 25 % (10 mm) 

 
 

50 % (20 mm) 50 % (20 mm) 

 
 

75 % (30 mm) 75 % (30 mm) 

(a) toothed rotor 

 

(b) segmental rotor 

Figure 3.12. Flux plots in elementary structures with permanent magnets at various rotor positions in steps 

of 25% of a cycle. Armature coils are unexcited. 
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conductors in slots forming coils to encircle the stator teeth without magnets in the 

segmental rotor scheme. A replication of the flux switching mechanism, as with a field 

winding, is completed by harbouring only unipolar flux in the legs sections of the U-

core stator modules for the toothed rotor scheme and in the back-iron section of the 

stator core for the segmental rotor scheme. 

3.6.3 Armature coil flux linkages 

The investigation of coil flux linkages with PM excitation only, like that for wound-

field excitation in the previous sections, uses the design dimensions for rectilinear cell 

structures supplied in appendix E. A linear approach, such as shown in the illustration 

of appendix B, is applied to determine the number of turns on the coils.  

The armature flux linkage waveform with respect to rotor position for this design, as 

expected from the above description, is quasi-sinusoidal in shape for both the toothed 

and segmental rotor schemes, as depicted in figure 3.13. However, the disparity between 

the positive and negative gradients of the armature flux linkage is more apparent than in 

the case with field winding excitation. The gradient difference is about 14% and 24% of 

the positive gradient for the toothed and segmental rotor schemes, respectively when 

examined around the zero-flux linkage position. Within a little displacement (or a few 

degrees) either side of the position of peak flux linkage, the gradient difference is about 

34% and 168% of the positive gradient for the toothed and segmental rotor schemes, 

 

Figure 3.13. Armature coil flux linkages. 
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respectively. This result is suggestive of substantial asymmetry in the alternations of the 

prospective induced EMF waveform, and appears to be more pronounced in the 

segmental than the toothed rotor scheme. The effect is attributed to the additional 

reluctance presented by the space occupied by magnets and may be explained with the 

aid of the flux plots in figure 3.14 in the following way. 

The flux and flux density plots in figure 3.14 show the transition of these quantities 

around the position of peak flux linkage, comparing the patterns at the positions which 

are 1/8 of a cycle way on both sides of the position for peak flux linkage. Scrutiny of the 

patterns reveals that the difference in the flux linkages at these two positions for the 

toothed rotor scheme is due to more leakage of the flux in the conductor slot when the 

rotor tooth is approaching than when it is leaving the alignment position.  

 

 

approaching alignment  leaving alignment 

(a) toothed rotor scheme 

 

 

 approaching alignment  leaving alignment 

(b) segmental rotor scheme 

Figure 3.14. Magnetisation patterns at positions of approaching and leaving alignment. 
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For the case of the segmental rotor scheme, two effects combine to produce the 

difference in the flux linkages. Firstly, the magnet is fully overlapped by the segment at 

the approaching position to link more flux to the armature tooth than at the leaving 

position when it is partially overlapped by the segment. Secondly, since the magnet 

thickness is larger than the airgap length ( 20=
g

m

l

l
, in this case), the reluctance presented 

by the magnet space is dominant, so that the reluctance seen by armature coil is lower at 

the approaching position than at the leaving position.  In both the toothed and segmental 

rotor schemes, the differences are fundamentally due to the incongruence in the 

geometries for magnetisation introduced by accommodating the magnets. 

3.7 Comparison of the Toothed and Segmental Rotor 
Schemes  

It is shown in the above sections how a segmental rotor can be applied to implement the 

principle of flux switching, developed as an extension of the scheme employing a 

toothed rotor. A comparison of some salient features inherent in the two schemes serves 

to suggest areas which may be exploited for optimisation and specific performance.  

The approach to this comparison is to firstly reiterate the features which are common to 

both schemes. The second part compares the differences that subsist in the two schemes.    

3.7.1 Common features  

 It is worth repeating that both the schemes produce bipolar armature flux linkages with 

constant application of field excitation and involve a similar mode of variation of 

reluctance with rotor position.  The field and armature systems are stationary and are 

both located on the stator, allowing the rotor to be of a simple structure without carrying 

any winding or magnets.  The excitation systems on the stator may benefit from easy 

access to a variety of cooling methods making high loading possible. The simplicity of 

the rotor may aid construction and the resulting robustness may permit increased speeds 

to be attained. As a drawback in both the schemes, the location of the primary excitation 

system together with the secondary excitation system on the same structure, i.e. the 

stator, is indicative of a competition for space traditionally designated for only one of 

the excitation systems, and may affect performance.  
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3.7.2 Differences  

There are a number of pertinent differences between the schemes with a toothed and 

segmental rotor, both in structure and operation, and are tabulated in Table 3.3.  

As there is bipolar flux operation through each electrical cycle in the pertinent magnetic 

sections (back-iron for toothed scheme and armature tooth for segmental rotor scheme), 

the utilisation of the magnetic structure is superior to that for arrangements with 

unipolar flux in all sections, such as DC and switched reluctance machines.  However, it 

appears that the segmental rotor scheme potentially may have gains for applying coils 

with shorter end-windings than the toothed rotor scheme. This may mean savings both 

in materials and in copper loss.  It also appears that the segmental rotor scheme, when 

implemented with permanent magnet excitation, concedes less useful space for the 

magnets than the toothed rotor scheme, with prospects for improved performance. 

Table 3.3. Differences between toothed and segmental rotor schemes 

 Toothed Rotor Scheme Segmental Rotor Scheme 

1.   Bipolar flux in back-iron Bipolar flux in armature teeth 

2.  Unipolar flux in all teeth Unipolar flux in back-iron and field 

teeth 

3.  Magnets located in back-iron structure Magnets located in teeth structure 

4.  Magnets acting circumferentially Magnets acting in radial direction 

5.  Magnet position displaces slot (and tooth) 

space on stator 

Magnet position is recessed into 

stator tooth. 

6.  Reduced space for conductor slots with 

PM excitation 

Increased space for conductor slot 

with PM excitation 

7.  Coil spans more than one tooth Coil around one tooth 

8.  Long end-windings Short end-windings 

9.  Large amounts of magnets Small amounts magnets 

3.8 Conclusion 

The elementary rectilinear cell structures have been applied to describe and investigate 

the principle of flux switching as implemented by toothed and segmental rotor schemes 

on arrangements with all excitation sources on the stator.  Although either field coils or 
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permanent magnets may be applied to provide primary excitation, there are some 

important distinctions which arise in the arrangements and in performance. 

As part of the investigation of the salient features of segmental rotor scheme compared 

to toothed rotor scheme, the field and armature flux linkages reveal remarkable effects 

underlined by the magnetisation trajectories with respect to rotor position. The 

difference in the trajectories for magnetisation and demagnetisation, presented by the 

peculiar method for implementing flux switching in the segmental rotor scheme, 

appears to be responsible for the inequality in the alternations of the prospective 

induced EMF waveform. However there are other factors, such as the segment span and 

the level of field excitation or the type of excitation (wound-field or PM) which seem to 

affect the symmetry of the alternations in the EMF waveform. A linear magnet circuit 

model has helped to identify and synchronise the variation of reluctance with the 

armature flux linkage. 

A comparison of the segmental and toothed rotor structure affirms some subtle 

differences in operation, but the perceived difference in the structure of winding 

arrangements points to savings in materials and reduced copper loss that arises for the 

segmental rotor scheme in employing single-tooth windings, which gives shorter end-

windings. 
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Chapter 4 

Three phase topologies using 

segmental rotors 

This chapter describes the development of three phase topologies for flux switching 

machines using segmental rotors and single-tooth windings on the stator.  In the 

previous chapter it has been shown how a segmented rotor can be applied to realise 

switching flux in the armature teeth, with the description of the development of the 

wound-field and PM implementation. The basic principle of flux switching by means of 

a segmental rotor is now extended to apply for three phase AC working. At the outset, a 

set of performance indices to be used in the assessment of the designs is prescribed and 

defined. Several possible designs are proposed, examined and compared for merits and 

drawbacks. The schemes reported in this chapter are based primarily on the wound-field 

configurations, but the principal conclusions are deemed to be the same as for PM-

excited configurations. 
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4.1 Introduction 

There are advantages for employing machine arrangements with more than one phase, 

some of them known since inception of polyphase AC machines and other asserted 

during the development of modern torque control techniques for AC machines and new 

requirements of attributes of machines. Below is a listing of the some of the known 

advantages.  

• Utilisation of airgap periphery.  It has been known since the development of early 

polyphase AC machines [165], [166] that utilisation of the airgap periphery is 

enhanced with increase of the number of phases employed in the machine, even 

though there is a limit, set by the trend of diminishing returns.  On this aspect, 

polyphase arrangements on three phases appear to be widely applied. 

• Torque pulsations. An increased number of phases in an arrangement has the effect 

of reducing the torque pulsations [167]-[170]. This is easily evident in machines 

where torque is produced in strokes, such as the SRM. As such, it justifies the 

consideration of configurations starting from the 6/4 topology in SRMs, if the 

application is known to be sensitive to torque ripple [171]. 

• Converter rating.  The rating of the power converter per phase is lower for poly-

phase than single-phase arrangements. As with utilisation of the airgap periphery, 

the law of diminishing returns is prominently applicable with power converters, as a 

high number of phases is associated with increased number of switches and 

complexity of control.  

• Fault tolerance. The redundancy afforded by a presentation of more than one phase 

is an attribute of fault tolerance. Polyphase arrangements are routinely employed to 

enhance fault tolerance, as introduced in chapter 1.  

• Direct torque control. In AC machine control, direct torque control is known to be 

improved due to an increase of the number voltage vectors to be applied for 

arrangements with number of phases exceeding three, in so-called multiphase 

machines [172], [173]. 
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The wound-field single-phase FSM employing a segmental rotor in [123] presents 

substantial fluctuation of DC field current, reported at twice the electrical frequency and 

interfering with DC current control. This result is consistent with the effect of the 

coupling of the armature circuits carrying sinusoidal currents with the field circuit 

carrying DC current. Three phase AC armature circuits are, in principle, expected to 

produce a null coupling effect in the field circuit. Three phase arrangements of FSM 

with a segmental rotor may therefore give a presentation that eliminates the fluctuation 

of the DC field current in wound-field configurations.    

4.2 Performance Indices  

In order to make a performance evaluation and comparisons, a set of quantifiable 

parameters is introduced. The approach followed is to examine combinations of the 

number of stator teeth and rotor segments for producing three phase armature flux 

linkages. A stator in standard presentation [174] for holding concentrated single tooth 

windings is considered. This allows the segment span to be the main variable parameter 

across the segment pitch in the design process. The merits of the designs are appraised 

on the basis of the following parameters:  

• torque capability 

• peak armature flux linkage 

• RMS value of the phase induced EMF 

• level of distortion of the induced phase EMF 

• torque ripple 

These parameters influence performance in ways described below. 

Torque Capability 

For a general electrical machine, torque capability is derived from the torque output 

equation [175], the torque produced at specified dimensions of a machine’s physical 

dimensions and loading conditions. The torque per unit rotor volume Trv is controlled in 

a direct manner by the functional electrical loading A and magnetic loading Bgmax as 

given by 

maxgmrv ABkT =  (4.1) 
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where km is a machine constant and embodies the physical dimensions of the machines 

and the excitation pattern. If the dimensions of the machine are fixed, the torque 

capability can be evaluated at different magnetic and electric loading conditions, 

alongside their susceptibility to machine topology and design parameters.  

Peak Armature Flux Linkage 

The armature flux linkage is directly affected by the magnetic loading. It has already 

been mentioned that the magnetic loading affects the torque per unit volume in direct 

proportion, and therefore the peak armature flux linkages, a parameter which can be 

predicted from simulations, forms a reliable part of the performance assessment indices. 

If the slot space and winding turns are defined and specified, the armature flux linkage 

can be a functional measure of performance.  

Induced EMF 

At specified speed, the power output of an electrical machine is proportional to the EMF 

in the armature winding. The induced EMF in the armature winding at specified speed 

and magnetic loading can thus be reliably be used as a performance index.  

Waveform Distortion 

For AC machines, the sinusoidal waveform is the ideal shape. Drive schemes 

implementing sinusoidal current control are presently pervasive. When supplied with an 

AC sinusoidal current, an AC machine develops power with the fundamental of the AC 

EMF. In this arrangement, the harmonic components of the EMF are associated with 

undesirable effects. Total harmonic distortion (THD) is a standard measure of the 

distortion of the waveform from the ideal sinusoidal waveform. The definition adopted 

in this investigation is given by [176] 
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×=  (4.2) 

where Ea is the rms value of the EMF and Ea_1 is the rms value of the fundamental 

component of the EMF. 

Torque Ripple 

By adopting concentrated single-tooth winding arrangements, there is a likelihood of 

torque pulsations. This is generally an undesirable outcome as it produces vibrations 
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and acoustic noise. It is commonly quantified as torque ripple, Tripple. There are several 

definitions of torque ripple but in this evaluation the computationally efficient form, 

described in [177], is generally adopted, and is defined as 

max

minmax%100
T

TT
Tripple

−
×=  (4.3) 

where Tmax and Tmin are the maximum and minimum torques, respectively. It is 

sometimes desirable to apply the other definition of torque ripple expressed as  

mean

ripple
T

TT
T minmax%100

−
×=  (4.4) 

where Tmean, is the average torque. Where this is done, it is explicitly stated. 

In choosing the desirable attributes, the optimisation function is to maximise the torque 

capability, peak flux linkage, and induced EMF, whilst minimising the EMF waveform 

distortion and torque ripple. 

4.3 Feasible Topologies 

The fundamental principle of the flux switching scheme using rotor segments has been 

explained in the previous chapter. For its implementation, there is a requirement for the 

positions of the armature teeth to alternate in series with the position of the field teeth. 

A further requirement is for the polarity of one field tooth to be opposite that of the next 

field tooth. Following these tenets, it is seen that the minimum number of teeth on the 

stator for single-phase arrangements is 4. It might appear that 6 is the minimum number 

of teeth for basic three-phase arrangements, but this is not the case. Three of the six 

teeth are to be deployed as armature teeth for the three phases, leaving three teeth which 

can not form alternate pairs of field teeth. Therefore, under this restriction, the plausible 

minimum number of teeth for three phase AC arrangements is 12, and other 

configurations may be built in multiples of 12, as in 24, 36, etc. The primary 

investigation therefore considers a 12-tooth stator which may allow for two sets of three 

phase windings. 

The deployment of the field and armature teeth on a 12-tooth stator, implementing the 

flux switching principle by means of a segmental rotor, is shown in figure 4.1. Six of 
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the twelve stator teeth, F1 to F6, are wound as field coils and excited with DC current. 

These field coils produce three N poles interspersed between three S poles.  The 

remaining six stator teeth, A1, A2, B1, B2, C1, and C2, contain six armature coils. As 

the rotor rotates the displacement of segments causes a switch of the armature tooth flux 

so that flux alternates up and down these six teeth. Each time the rotor rotates through 

one segment pitch, the flux linking the armature coils goes through a complete cycle. If 

Nseg is the number of segments on the rotor, the frequency ω of the AC EMF induced in 

the armature is 

rsegN ωω =  (4.5) 

where ωr is the angular speed of rotation. 

Adjacent armature coils are displaced 60 mechanical degrees apart, corresponding to 

60Nseg electrical degrees, and so the flux linkages or induced EMF in the stator armature 

adopt this angle of separation in electrical degrees.  

For effective implementation of the flux switching principle using rotor segments as 

 

Fig.4.1. Deployment of field and armature teeth. 
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described in the previous chapter, it is desirable to limit the number of segments on the 

rotor to less than the number of stator teeth. With a 12-tooth stator, it is apparent that 

any number of rotor segments from 1 to 11 may produce three phase AC working, 

except for 3, 6 and 9, which result in single phase AC working. Table 4.1 presents the 

results for all segments.  

Topologies of apparent practical significance on a 12-tooth stator start from 4 segments. 

Although there is an anticipated unbalanced magnetic force (UMF) for topologies with 

an odd number of segments, topologies with 5, 7 and 11 segments warrant an 

examination as they may naturally transpose into even-number segments on a 24-tooth 

stator, as in 24/10 for 12/5 and 24/14 for 12/7 configurations. 

Table 4.1. Segment and phase relations 

No. of  

segments, Nseg 

Phase separation,  

60°×Nseg 

[° electrical] 

Equivalent phase 

separation 

[° electrical] 

No. of 

phases 

3-phase 

sequence 

1 60 60 6 A, C, B 

2 120 120 3 A, B, C 

3 180 180 1  

4 240 120 3 A, -B, C 

5 300 60 6 A, C, B 

6 360 0 2  

7 420 -60 6 A, B, C 

8 480 -120 3 A, C, -B 

9 540 -180 1  

10 600 120 3 A, -B, C 

11 660 60 6 A, C, B 

12 720 0 2  

4.4 Design Parameters 

The basic dimensions for the designs are sized within the capacity of the in-house 

manufacturing equipment which can produce stator laminations up to an outside 

diameter of 200 mm. The philosophy for a fair comparison of the topologies is to keep 

the similar dimensions on all topologies the same, except those which may define and 

differentiate the topology. As the number of rotor segments is used to characterise a 

topology, dimensions of the segment on the rotor are deemed variable while all other 

dimensions are fixed and are common to all topologies. 
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4.4.1 Common parameters 

Starting with a choice of a stator with a prescribed outside diameter, the common 

dimensions are chosen and derived by the approximation using linear magnetic circuit 

approach and exemplified as in appendix A3. In this investigation, the terms and 

parameters, constructed from the denotations of the more detailed scheme in figure 4.2, 

are defined as follows. 

a) stator tooth pitch, θθθθtp and rotor segment pitch, θθθθsp. The pitch of the rotor 

segment and the stator tooth, respectively. 

b) stator tooth span, θθθθts and rotor segment span, θθθθseg. The span of the stator tooth 

and the rotor segment, respectively. 

c) number of stator teeth, Nst and number of rotor segments, Nseg. The number of 

stator teeth and rotor segments, respectively. 

d) angle of full segment alignment, θθθθalign. The angle measured for a segment to 

exactly overlap two stator segments. It is equivalent to the span of two stator 

teeth and one slot span, thus 

slottsalign θθθ += 2  (4.6) 

 

e) angle of segment separation, θθθθsep. The angular span of the space between two 

adjacent rotor segments. It is also known as the span of the rotor slot, if the rotor 

segment separation is considered as a slot, and is expressed as 

 

 

Figure 4.2. Definition of stator and rotor parameters. 
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A summary of the common dimensions applied for modelling is shown in Table 4.2. 

Table 4.2. Common dimensions for modelling 

Stator outside diameter 150 mm 

Stator yoke depth 11 mm 

Stator tooth width 12.5 mm 

Span of stator tooth tip 25
o
 

Span of slot opening 5
o
 

Rotor diameter 90 mm 

Core axial length  150 mm  

Air-gap length 0.3 mm 

Number of turns per field tooth coil 44 

Number of turns per armature tooth coil 44 

4.4.2 Variable parameters 

Of the possible dimensions on the rotor segment, the segment span is the principal 

variable in the optimisation of the rotor design for each topology. The segment depth for 

a particular topology may be adjusted only as deep as it is required to avoid magnetic 

saturation of the segment, but matched to the saturation level of the stator field teeth. A 

particular topology is defined by the number of segments, which in turn prescribes the 

segment pitch. For that topology, the maximum segment span is limited by the segment 

pitch.  

Since there are as many presentations of segment pitches as there are topologies, a 

preliminary study of the predisposed ability of a topology to be influenced by the 

segment span is necessary.  Two new parameters, which are the utilisation factors of the 

rotor space, peculiar to the principle of switching flux by means of rotor segments, may 

be defined as follows. 

a) segment pitch utilisation factor, kp. The ratio of the segment pitch to the angle 

of full segment alignment, expressed as 
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align

sp

pk
θ

θ
=  (4.8) 

  It is a factor to measure how a choice of the number of segments affects the 

relative ability to vary the segment span, both below and above the full segment 

alignment span.  This factor returns a value less than 1 for segment spans which 

are below the angle of full segment alignment and returns a value greater than 1 

for those above this angle, thus defining the range of segment spans which 

exceed the angle of full segment alignment. 

b) segment span utilisation factor, ks. This is the ratio of the maximum permitted 

segment span to the angle of full segment alignment. It is expressed as 

 

align

seg

sk
θ

θ max−
=  (4.9) 

  When the segment span matches the angle of full segment alignment, a value of 

1 is returned, indicating 100% compliance with the principle of flux switching 

by means of a segmental rotor, and may therefore be viewed as a compliance 

factor. To have meaningful use of the compliance factor, the numerator θseg-max 

is set to the value of θalign if the topology has the ability to exceed θalign. 

   

Figure 4.3 shows the values of kp and ks for the 12-tooth and 24-tooth stator, as the 

number of rotor segments is changed for a specified θsep of 4° (mechanical). The 

 

Figure 4.3. Rotor utilisation factors on various topologies. 
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segment pitch utilisation factor, kp varies inversely with the number of segments on both 

the 12-tooth and 24-tooth stator, closely following the trend presented by the segment 

pitch against the number of segments. The trend is broken with the 4-segment and 5-

segment rotor on the 12-tooth stator, because these configurations have the capacity for 

the segment pitch to exceed the angle of full segment alignment. The 12/4-configuration 

has the highest segment pitch utilisation factor on the 12-tooth stator while the 24/14-

configuration has the highest segment pitch utilisation factor on the 24-tooth stator. The 

12/11-configuration presents the lowest segment pitch utilisation factor on the 12-tooth 

stator. On the 24-tooth stator, the segment pitch utilisation factor is better for the 10-

segment rotor than for the 14-segment rotor.  

On a 12-tooth stator, the segment span utilisation factor ks is lowest with the 4-segment 

rotor at 0.61 and highest with 7-segment rotor at 0.92. As a general trend the 12-tooth 

stator presents relatively low values of ks if the number of segments is less than 7, but ks 

hovers at relatively high values for configurations from 7 segments.  On the 24-tooth 

stator the 14-segment rotor has a higher value of ks than the 10-segment rotor and 

definitely higher than all rotor configurations on the 12-tooth stator. 

Based on this preliminary investigation of applying utilisation factors kp and ks, it 

appears that the 12/7 topology gives the best mix of attributes for a three phase flux 

switching scheme employing a segmental rotor on a 12-tooth stator. For the 24-tooth 

stator, the 24/14 topology is a better configuration than the 24/10 topology, combining 

relatively high values of both kp and ks. 

4.5 Modelling and Simulation 

The electromagnetic behaviour of the machines of different topologies and various 

design specifications is predicted from machine models and simulations performed 

using a commercial finite element analysis package.   

4.5.1 Modelling 

2D models of the machines are prepared and extruded in the axial direction. The 

adoption of this method obviously neglects the end-winding effects, including the actual 

conductor material presented by the end-windings.  Additionally the model ignores the 

effects in the casing and external airspace by limiting the external airspace boundary to 
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the radius of the stator. This model proves to be adequate for the electromagnetic 

parameters being examined, and produces results in reasonable time on a desktop 

computer with a 3-GHz processor and 2.5 GB RAM, ranging between 20 minutes and 2 

hours for a simulation of a rotation of one segment pitch in steps of 1° mechanical. 

4.5.2 Simulations 

Two simulation methods were used to obtain the electromagnetic quantities of interest. 

In the first method, static electromagnetic fields quantities are obtained at specified 

electromagnetic conditions by invoking the static field solver. With a parameterization 

facility to automatically change the position of the components in the model, whilst 

maintaining the specified electromagnetic conditions, field solutions could be obtained 

for various rotor positions. Using this method the output electromagnetic quantity of 

interest is the flux linkage information in the stator coils. In the second method, the 

motion of the rotor is directly simulated by a time-stepping approach using the 

‘transient-with-motion’ solver. With this simulation method, the relevant 

electromagnetic quantities are the voltages in the coils, forces and torques on the model 

components. 

Among the electromagnetic quantities listed for evaluation, it is seen that only flux 

linkages can be deemed to be directly presented from the field solutions of FE analysis. 

The voltage on the coils is a quantity derived from the flux linkages, whilst the force or 

torque is calculated from the flux density by the “Maxwell stress” concept, within the 

FEA package. 

4.6 Electromagnetic Evaluation of the Topologies 

The eight feasible topologies evaluated in this investigation are shown in figure 4.4, 

together with the corresponding multi-phase flux linkages. For each topology 

configuration shown in the figure, the excitation is arranged to have constant current 

density in the field winding, at a current of 14 A. 

The armature tooth flux linkages alternate between equal positive and negative peaks, 

loading the armature tooth in a true bipolar mode. The flux linkage waveforms for the 

six armature tooth windings may initially be construed as a set of six phases. By 

grouping the armature tooth flux linkages labelled A, B and C, in pairs for the 12-tooth  
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(a) 12/4 topology 

 

 

(b) 12/5 topology 

 

 

(c) 12/7 topology 

 

 

(d) 12/8 topology 
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(e) 12/10 topology 

 

 

(f) 12/11 topology 

 

 

(g) 24/10 topology 

 

 

(h) 24/14 topology 

Figure 4.4. Flux distribution and phase flux linkages against rotor position, with field excitation only at 

rated value and at a segment span which gives maximum armature peak flux linkage. 
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stator or in sets of four for the 24-tooth stator, a three phase system is constructed. In the 

12/4, 12/8 and 12/10 topologies, the phase relationship between the tooth windings of a 

complementary pair is 180°. The approach taken is to construct each phase of the three 

phase system on the stator by connecting pairs or sets of complimentary armature tooth 

windings in cumulative-series. 

In the following sections the electromagnetic characteristics of each topology are 

examined with variation of the segment span at rated field tooth flux density. 

Additionally, the characteristics of the topologies are compared against each other. 

4.6.1 Peak armature flux Linkage 

The peak flux linkages tend to increase with the segment span until the full teeth-

segment alignment span is reached, equivalent to the span of two stator teeth and one  

slot-opening. The full teeth-segment alignment span as designed is 55° for the 12-tooth 

stator and 27.5° for the 24-tooth stator. Figure 4.5 shows the influence on the peak 

armature flux linkage of the segment span, normalised on the base of the segment pitch 

for each topology. 

The highest armature peak flux linkage is obtained with the 12/4 topology at 0.21 Wb 

when the segment span is about 55°. The 12/5 topology can achieve 98% of this flux 

linkage at the same segment span, and this is maintained when the segment span 

exceeds 55°. At differently specified segment spans, close to the maximum permitted 

within the segment, the 12/7 and 12/8 topologies achieve about 88% and 71% of peak 

 

Figure 4.5. Armature peak flux linkage per phase. 
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flux linkages achieved in the 12/4 topology, respectively. The other topologies give 

achievable peak flux linkages in the range which is less than 30% of what is obtained 

with the 12/4 topology. 

The results of low peak flux linkages are expected for topologies on the 24-tooth stator 

because the increased number of stator teeth causes a reduction in the level of field 

excitation when the total slot space is maintained. It seems remarkable that the 

topologies with 10 and 11 segments on a 12-tooth stator have similarly low flux 

linkages. With increased number of segments the maximum limit of the segment span 

remains further from the angle of full segment alignment. As the principles prescribe 

that optimal flux linkages are obtained when the segment span is equal to the angle of 

full-segment alignment segment, topologies with maximum permitted spans which 

substantially depart from this are expected to have a significant fall in performance.   In 

the case of the 10- and 11-segment rotors, the maximum permitted segment span are 32° 

and 29°, respectively, corresponding to a compliance of  52 to 58% of the angle of full 

alignment span. 

If there are fewer than seven segments on the rotor the segment pitch permits the 

segment span to be extended beyond 55°. Beyond this barrier there is likelihood of 

cross-coupling of flux in the phases, and the peak flux linkage falls with increasing 

segment span, as observed in the 12/4 and 12/5 topologies. 

4.6.2 Induced armature rms EMF 

The bipolar flux linkages in the armature coils produce induced EMF at the winding 

terminals. To a large extent, the variation of the rms value of the phase EMF with 

segment span, shown in Fig. 4.6, is similar to the variation of the peak armature flux 

linkages. On the 12-tooth stator, the 7-segment rotor gives the highest induced phase 

EMF of 49.1 V at a segment span of between 44° and 48°, followed by the 8-segment 

rotor at 44.6 V with a segment span of between 37° and 41°. Although the 4-segment 

rotor has the highest peak armature flux linkages, it produces a modest 70 % of the 

phase EMF produced by the 7-segment rotor at the same speed. This is a curious result 

at first glance, but on recalling that EMF is derived from the rate of change of flux 

linkages, it becomes apparent that, at similar speed, the change in flux linkages for a 

rotor with smaller segment pitch is more than for a rotor with a larger segment pitch. 

The 5-segment rotor can achieve a maximum possible phase EMF which is about 80% 
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of that achieved by the 7-segment rotor, while the 10- and 11-segment rotors achieve 

significantly lower values of the maximum possible EMF, at the less than 50% of what 

can be achieved by the 7-segment rotor. 

For the 24-tooth stator, it is seen that both the 10-segment and 14-segment rotor can 

produce higher phase EMF than the 10 and 11-segment rotor on the 12-tooth stator. 

Between the two rotor topologies on the 24-tooth stator, the 14-segment rotor presents a 

slight edge over the 10-segment rotor. 

4.6.3 EMF waveform distortion 

The waveforms of the induced EMF for both phase and line quantities, as shown in 

figure 4.7 for maximum segment spans which give the maximum possible phase EMF 

at the same current density in the field winding, indicate a perceptible distortion from 

the ideal sinusoidal shape. Additionally, there is a lack of parity in the alternations of 

the phase EMF waveforms for the tooth windings for all topologies.  This is clearly pure 

AC, with no DC component, and where there is a discrepancy in the amplitudes of the 

alternation this is compensated for by a corresponding discrepancy in the duration of the 

alternation, thereby maintaining equal areas under the EMF-time graph for the 

alternations.  

However, if the phase EMF is considered, the lack of parity in the alternations of the 

resultant waveform is apparent only for topologies with even-numbered rotor segments 

on the 12-tooth stator. This is because the complementary tooth windings produce 

 

Figure 4.6. Induced rms EMF per phase. 
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alternations which are identical on the time axis and are reproduced exactly in the series 

connection of forming a phase for topologies with even numbered rotor topologies. The 

case with odd-numbered rotor segments is different, as the complementary tooth 

winding produces alternations which interchange in shape on the time axis, resulting in 

a symmetrical phase EMF in the series connection. This is also the situation with the 

10-and 14-segment rotor implemented on the 24-tooth rotor, where a phase comprises 

two pairs of complementary windings. Though the EMF waveforms of a pair of 

complementary winding are identical, the two pairs of complementary windings have 

alternations which interchange shapes on the time axis.  

 

(a) phase EMF 

 

(b) line EMF 

Fig. 4.7. Waveforms of induced EMF at 500 r/min in one period. 
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A scrutiny of the EMF waveform distortion in quantified form for both phase and line 

quantities are shown in figure 4.8. Waveform distortion appears to decrease with 

increase of segment span for topologies with even-numbered rotor segments on the 12-

tooth rotor, with the lowest value of THD being with the 12/8 topology at 13 % on 

phase quantities. Of the odd-numbered rotor segment topologies, the variation of the 

phase THD of with segment span for the 11-segment rotor defies a simple 

characterisation but can be said to fluctuate at a high value of between 64% and 87%. 

The 5-segment and 7-segment rotors present low values of phase THD at less 17 % and 

less than 8%, respectively, and this trend is replicated even with line quantities. 

 

(a) phase EMF at various segment spans 

 

(b) line EMF at optimum at segment span for maximum EMF 

Figure 4.8. THD of the EMF for various topologies. 
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On the 24-tooth stator, both the 10-segment and 14-segment rotors present phase THD 

which fluctuates with segment spans, but the fluctuation is limited to THD of between 6 

and 25%.  

Of all the topologies considered, the 12/7-topology presents the lowest phase and line 

THD, at about 4% phase THD when the segment span is 47°, and a corresponding line 

THD of 2.6%.  

4.6.4 Electromagnetic torque 

The armature flux linkages and induced EMF evaluated in the preceding sections are 

components of the magnetic loading.   Since torque is proportional to the magnetic and 

electric loading, a segment span in each topology which produces the largest value of 

armature peak flux linkage and induced EMF is selected for comparison of the 

electromagnetic torque among the topologies. The control regime adopted in the 

simulations is one with constant speed, with sinusoidal currents in the armature 

windings placed in phase with the back-EMF.  

As in similar machine topologies with double saliency and concentrated windings the 

FSM topologies are expected to present fluctuations of torque with time [177], as seen 

in torque waveforms of figure 4.9. This fluctuation of torque, technically known as 

torque ripple, is due to one or a combination of the following two main causes [178]: 

• the interaction of the spatial and time harmonics between the magnetic field  

 

Figure 4.9. Torque waveforms  for various topologies at rated load conditions, with 

DC field current and sinusoidal armature current. 
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produced by the field winding or PM and the magnetic field produced by the 

armature winding. Even when a sinusoidal current is supplied to the armature 

winding, the MMF produced is not a pure sinusoid because the slotting causes a 

concentration of MMF in space, and the resulting MMF has space harmonics. 

Similarly, the EMF induced in the armature winding by the field excitation as the 

rotor rotates is not sinusoidal because the excitation flux has spatial harmonics, seen 

as rotating at the same speed and direction as the rotor mechanical motion. Both 

these two effects are significant in the FSM topologies. 

• the variation of the reluctance seen by the armature phase winding and the exciting 

field winding or permanent magnet, in the permanent magnet excited machines. The 

FSM topologies presents substantial variation of reluctance as seen by the armature 

and field winding as the rotor rotates, signified by the change from the aligned to 

unaligned positions of the rotor segments. In geometric terms, this effect is 

pronounced by slotting and the gaps separating the segments. When the armature is 

not energised this torque ripple still exists due the variation of the reluctance seen by 

the field winding or PM, and is generally known as cogging torque. 

There is strong suggestion that both the two types of effects described above are making 

a significant contribution to the torque ripple, as the back-EMF has substantial 

harmonics and there is notable slotting on the stator accompanied by a presentation of 

isolated segments on the rotor. 

The electromagnetic torque, Te developed in an electrical machine generally consists of 

a reluctance torque component, Trel and an excitation torque component, Texc,, and may 

be expressed in a polyphase arrangement as [179]  
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where Lk is the phase winding inductance, ψexc is the flux linkage due to field excitation, 

ik is the phase current, θ is the electrical angular position of the rotor and k = a, b, c is 

the phase designation. As the operation of the FSM with sinusoidal current is with the 

current placed in phase with the back-EMF, the principal torque is due to Texc and the 

contribution of Trel is negligible, so that Te can be expressed as  
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with Pi being the instantaneous power, ωr the rotational speed and ek the phase back-

EMF. 

Although the current, ik is prescribed and supplied as sinusoidal, it has been seen that 

the back-EMF, ek of the FSM in all topologies has significant harmonics, indicative of 

existence of spatial excitation flux harmonics. Thus, Pi and the resulting torque are 

subject to fluctuations of the first type, as observed in the overall effect in figure 4.9.  

The second contribution to torque pulsations, attributed to cogging torque, has been a 

subject of recent investigations [180]-[182], in the pursuit of methods of minimising 

torque ripple in various configurations of electrical machines. A simple analytical model 

proposed in [182], [183] may be applied to characterise and define the nature and 

contribution of the cogging torque to the torque ripple of an electrical machine, based 

on the configurations of the stator teeth (or slots) and the rotor poles. Applying this 

approach, the cogging torque, Tcog may be described by a general Fourier series 

expansion for the FSM employing segmental rotors as  

)sin()(
1

cog hrst
h

hr hNTT ϕθθ +∑=
∞

=

 (4.12) 

where Nst is the number of stator teeth, Th and ϕh are the Fourier coefficients for the 

harmonic cogging torque magnitude and phase, respectively. 

The number of periods, Np of the cogging torque waveform over a rotation of one stator 

tooth pitch is given by 

},{HCF segst

seg

p
NN

N
N =  (4.13) 

where the denominator is defined as the highest common factor (HCF) between Nst and 

Nseg, and Nseg being the number of segments on the rotor as defined in chapter 3. Using 

the index Np, the electrical angle of rotation, αcog for each period of the cogging torque 

and the number of periods of cogging torque, Ne per electrical cycle are therefore 
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respectively. 

For the waveforms of the cogging torque obtained by the FE modelling for the 

topologies of the FSM considered, these parameters are shown in Table 4.3. 

Interpreted according to the simplified model in [183], the quantity Np is a useful index 

that indicates the relative phase angle alignment of the two types of elementary cogging 

torques, of which the cogging torque is composed. The superposition effect of the two 

types of elementary cogging torque produces two distinct results on the resultant 

cogging torque: a cumulative effect which amplifies the resulting torque and a spreading 

out effect which diminishes the resultant cogging torque. The first kind is associated 

with a low value of Np and is indicative of the elementary torques tending towards being 

in phase, whilst a high value indicates the elementary torques leaning towards being out 

of phase. 

Table 4.3. Cogging torque parameters for the considered topologies.  

 Topology HCF(Nst, Nseg) Np Np classification ααααcog 

[°] 

Number of  

periods / elec. cycle 

12/4 4 1 low 30 3 

12/8 4 2 low 15 3 

12/10 2 5 high 6 12 

24/10 2 5 high 3 12 

ev
en

 

24/14 2 7 high 2.1 12 

12/5 1 5 high 6 12 

12/7 1 7 high 4.3 12 

o
d

d
 

12/11 1 11 high 2.7 12 

An examination of the results of the Np index, shown in table 4.3, reveals that the 12/4 

and 12/8 configurations have relatively low values of Np, at 1 and 2, respectively, and 

are therefore expected to show high magnitudes of cogging torque. The remaining 

configurations in the table are identified with high indices of Np, with the 12/11 
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configuration having the highest Np at 11, and therefore expected to give the lowest 

cogging torque. The 12/7 and 24/7 configurations are expected to present the next 

lowest cogging torques for having Np of 7, followed by the 12/5 and 24/10 

configurations for having Np of 5. 

A harmonic decomposition of the cogging torques waveforms of figure 4.10, shown in 

figures 4.11- 4.13 are in agreement with the predictions produced by using the Np index. 

The cogging torque is manifested as an integer multiple of triplen harmonics. From the 

predictions of table 4.3, while examining αcog, all the topologies with an even number of 

segments on the 12-tooth stator are expected to have significant first order triplen 

harmonics, while the topologies with odd-number of segments on the 12-tooth stator 

and all topologies considered on the 24-tooth stator are expected to show prominent 4th 

order triplen harmonics. These further predictions, using Ne and αcog, are confirmed by 

the harmonic spectra for the FE predictions results in figures 4.11-4.13. A comparison 

of the contribution of the cogging torque, in relation to the peak torque, is made in 

figure 4.14, where is it verified that the severest effect is in 12/4 topology. 

In most cases, torque pulsations are undesirable and designs of high performance 

electrical machines apply techniques to eliminate or minimise them.  The notable 

methods in designing for reducing cogging torque are listed as [181], [182] 

a) Rotor pole or PM arc width. A method generally applied to eliminate some of 

the cogging torque, and involves a computation of the optimum arc. Changing 

 

Figure 4.10.  Cogging torque for various topologies. 
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the rotor or PM pole arc also has an effect on the form of the back-EMF, but the 

more difficult part to deal with is the computation of the optimum arc due to 

various variables involved. 

b) Skewing of stator teeth or rotor magnets. This is an effective method applied at 

design stage. For the cogging torque to be entirely eliminated, the skewing angle 

   
(a) 12/4 (b) 12/8 (c) 12/10 

Figure 4.11. Cogging torque spectra for 12-tooth stator with even number of segments. 

  
(a) 24/10 (b) 24/14 

Figure 4.12. Cogging torque spectra for 24-tooth stator with even number of segments. 

   
(a) 12/5 (b) 12/7 (c) 12/11 

Figure 4.13. Cogging torque spectra for 12-tooth stator with odd number of segments. 

 

Figure 4.14. Ratio of peak cogging torque to peak output torque for all topologies. 
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must equal the angle of the mechanical period of the cogging torque. This said, 

it is easy to appreciate how this method poses manufacturing difficulties in 

automated and mass production lines. A variation applies this method in steps 

along the axial direction, in what is known as stepped skewing. 

c) Rotor pole or PM shifting or (circumferential pole skewing). This method 

involves an adjustment of the mutual positions of the rotor poles or PMs on the 

rotor surface, in what appears as circumferential pole skewing, and has the same 

effect as the stepped skewing method. This method also generates the same 

design challenges as the skewing method.  

d) Rotor pole or PM arcs of different width. In this approach, magnets of different 

arc widths are employed, causing the effect of the elementary components of the 

cogging torque to be distributed along the pitch of the stator slot.   

e) Stator teeth notches. If dummy slots are introduced in the stator teeth, there is 

an increased interaction between rotor poles (or PMs) and stator slots, causing a 

reduction in the peak value of the cogging torque. A careful choice of the 

number of dummy slots is required so that the harmonics eliminated are the 

highest; otherwise a risk of only increasing the frequency rather reducing the 

amplitude of the cogging torque exists. 

Of recent, rather approach the problem of torque pulsations at the design stage, 

reduction of torque is dealt with in operation of the machine by use of harmonic current 

injection or current profiling techniques [179], [184]-[191]. The attraction of this 

approach, apart from that it is quite effective, is that both the two causes of torque 

pulsations are addressed in one method. 

The mean torque and the torque ripple are evaluated from the torque waveform data, 

and are shown in figure 4.15. Clearly, the 12/7 topology presents the largest mean 

torque at 29.7 Nm and the least amount of torque ripple at 4.7%. The 12/8 topology 

follows in ranking on mean torque at 26 Nm but has more torque ripple at 34.9%. The 

12/5 topology gives a mean torque of nearly the same amount as the 12/8 topology at 

24.4 Nm and has lower torque ripple at 8.6%. The two topologies on the 24-tooth stator 

present a mean torque which is about 50-55% of that in the 12/7 topology and have 
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relatively low torque ripple at about 10%, with the 14-segment rotor having an edge on 

both aspects. The poorest performance across all topologies is found in the 12/11 

topology on mean torque and in the 12/4 topology on torque ripple.  

4.6.5 Unbalanced magnetic force  

The global force F acting at a point on a rotary body in a magnetic field has two 

components: the circumferential or tangential component, Ft which is responsible for 

the torque and the radial or normal component Fn which results in linear displacement. 

In rotating machines, if the radial component of the force is finite, i.e. not balanced, a 

magnetic side-pull on the rotor results and is generally known as the unbalanced 

magnetic force (UMF) or unbalanced magnetic pull (UMP).  

The production of the global force on the rotor can be predicted by applying the 

Maxwell tensor stress approach to the airgap magnetic field distribution, B(α). The 

airgap field density at a point can be viewed as composed of the normal and tangential 

components Bt(α) and Bn(α), respectively, with α being the angular position with 

respect to a rotor reference position, θ , and normally defined as 

tωθα +=  (4.10) 

The x-axis and y-axis components of the radial force, Fnx and Fny, on the rotor of axial 

length la around the surface in the middle of the airgap which is at radius r, are [192], 

[193] 

 

Fig. 4.15. Mean electromagnetic torque and torque ripple at rated load for all topologies. 
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A geometric disposition of a rotating machine which causes a diametrically 

asymmetrical magnetic field distribution in the airgap round the rotor is likely to result 

in a finite value of UMF, rather than zero. This situation may arise by any of the several 

ways listed in the following situations. 

• diametrically asymmetric phase windings inherent in the design topology [192]-

[194]; 

• phase winding faults while in operation [194]; 

• rotor eccentricity [196]; 

• an odd number of rotor poles [197]. 

From the foregoing, there is therefore a justified expectation of UMF on the rotor for 

topologies considered in this investigation which have odd-numbered rotor segments. 

The computation of the x-axis and y-axis forces using Maxwell’s stress tensor equations 

is implemented within the FE analysis software and yields results for odd-numbered 

rotor segments which are discussed below. The topologies for discussion are the 12/5, 

12/7 and 12/11 configurations. 

The magnetic field distribution in the airgap, both at no-load and rated load, shows 

diametric asymmetry round the periphery of the rotor in all cases of topologies with 

odd-numbered topologies, as shown in figures 4.16, 4.17, and 4.18, and is consistent 

with the substantial values of the predicted UMF shown in part (b) of the figures. The 

magnitude of the UMF pulsates six times in one cycle between 960 and 1250 N for the 

12/5 topology and between 800 and 1200 N for the 12/7 topology. The magnitude of the 

UMF for the 12/11 topology is steadier but is more than three times the maximum found 

in either the 12/5 or 12/7 topology. The UMF at no-load, for all cases considered, is 

nearly as much as the UMF at rated load. As the armature current is increased from no-

load, the magnitude of the UMF falls gradually and reaches a minimum value at about 

half the rated armature current, before gradually rising again with current to reach the 

value at full-load, as in figure 4.19. The change between the minimum value and the  
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(a) field distribution at 14 A armature current UMF at various armature currents 

Figure 4.16.  Field distribution and UMF for 12/5 topology at 14 A field current. 

 
 

(a) field distribution at 14 A armature current UMF at various armature currents 

Figure 4.17.  Field distribution and UMF for 12/7 topology at 14 A field current. 

  

(a) field distribution at 14 A armature current UMF at various armature currents 

Figure 4.18.  Field distribution and UMF for 12/11 topology at 14 A field current. 
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maximum value is 42, 47 and 9% of the maximum value for the 12/5, 12/7 and 12/11 

topologies, respectively. 

The presence of significant levels of UMF is obviously a drawback, culminating in 

excessive mechanical vibration and acoustic noise. Ultimately, the effect of the UMF is 

borne by the shaft bearings, and a judgement for tolerance of the UMF considers the 

type and quality of the bearings, together with requirements of the application.  

4.7 Discussion and Conclusion 

Topologies for three phase flux switching machines using a segmented rotor have been 

considered. The investigation has considered the requirements for stator teeth and the 

rotor segments. The flexibility in the rotor configuration has produced an extra variety 

of machine topologies over the choice presented by the stator configuration. Features of 

the machines have been examined and the topologies compared on the basis of the 

electromagnetic performance.  

A stator with 12 teeth has been found to be the basic requirement for a three phase 

topology. Other stator configurations may appear in multiples of 12. This investigation 

has emphasised stator configurations with 12 and 24 teeth. Adaptation of a 24-tooth 

stator on similar dimensions of outside and inside diameter as the 12-tooth stator causes 

a significant reduction of the working flux density. Moreover, the resulting smaller 

tooth-width raises a concern for the mechanical strength of the 24-tooth stator structure. 

 

Figure 4.19. Variation of the mean UMF with armature current for topologies with odd-numbered 

rotor segments. 
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Any number of rotor segments between 1 and 11 has been found to potentially produce 

a three phase topology on the basic 12-tooth stator, except for 3, 6 and 9 which confine 

the topology to single phase configuration. Notwithstanding this observation, feasible 

designs appear to subsist in the topologies with 4, 8 and 10 segments. If geometric 

balance is ignored, the choice for plausible designs is extended to topologies with 5, 7 

and 11 segments.  

It is has also been investigated how the segment span influences the performance 

parameters in each topology. Discounting the span of segment separation, the design of 

the rotor segment span in each of the topologies is constrained by the segment pitch and 

the angle of full segment overlap at alignment. Within these constraints, the optimum 

segment spans in each topology can be identified by examining the quantifiable 

electromagnetic parameters. As a general outcome, it has been found that the optimum 

segment spans tend to cluster near the maximum permissible segment span for cases 

where the alignment compliance factor is less than 1 and are equivalent to the angle of 

full segment overlap at alignment for the cases where the alignment compliance factor 

is 1. For the cases considered, all the topologies fall in the category with the alignment 

compliance factor less than 1, with the exception of the 12/4, 12/5 and 24/10 topologies 

which fall in the category with the alignment compliance factor equal to 1.  

A comparison of the electromagnetic performance of the topologies shows that the 12/7 

topology gives the highest performance, when considered on the parameters of 

achievable peak flux linkages, induced armature voltage and available torque. At the 

other end of the spectrum, the 12/11 topology gives the lowest performance on the same 

parameters. The 12/7 also gives the highest performance in terms of the secondary 

attributes on EMF waveform distortion and torque ripple. However, topologies with 

odd-numbered rotor segments, including the 12/7 topology, have shown remarkable 

UMF.  If it is a condition of the design requirement to exclude topologies with potential 

UMF, the 12/8 topology ranks as the configuration with the best performance. There is 

undoubtedly a mixture of advantages and disadvantages in the other topologies 

including those on the 24-tooth stator, which may warrant consideration depending on 

the specifications and applications. 

It is central to this study to end by mentioning that these general conclusions, derived by 

examining wound-field configurations, are equally applicable to configurations with 
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permanent magnet excitation, as long as the circumferential span of the magnet at the 

airgap periphery is the same as the span of the field tooth tip at the airgap periphery in 

the equivalent wound-field stator. 
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Chapter 5 

Design and construction of 

three-phase segmental rotor 

machines 

The design and construction of three-phase segmental-rotor flux switching machines for 

practical implementation as wound-field and PM configurations are considered in this 

chapter. The feasible topologies for three phase implementation using a segmental rotor 

were revealed in the previous chapter. It appears prudent to define a set of criteria and 

apply it to select the configurations for development of the representative machines. 

This is the approach followed in this chapter. Design optimisation may then be 

instituted on the preferred topology based on the defined criteria, and the approach and 

method of its construction may subsequently be considered.  
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5.1 Introduction  

Although a 2-phase, wound-field, flux switching machine employing a segmental rotor 

[123] has been implemented, operated from a single-phase drive with sinusoidal current 

control, there is interest to implement practical configurations for three phase operation 

to overcome the limitation of single phase configurations. The advantages for 

considering three phase configurations have been presented at the beginning of chapter 

4, and are as attractive as to outweigh the foreseeable disadvantages in applications 

accruing in output power of over a kilowatt. The single phase machine in [123] was 

implemented on an 8-tooth stator and a rotor with 4 segments in an 8/4 configuration.  

5.2 Considerations on Choice of Topology 

It is clear, from the investigations in chapter 4, that the configuration of a three phase 

flux switching machine employing a segmental rotor topology with a 12-tooth stator 

and 7 rotor segments, herein called the 12/7 topology, gives the best of the desired 

attributes. The 12/7 topology presents the highest torque capability, the least torque 

ripple, the most symmetrical phase EMF and the least distortion in the EMF waveform 

from a sinusoid. However, the use of an odd number of rotor segments entails an 

intrinsic unbalanced radial force in the rotary application, which has been shown to be 

significant. With this factor in consideration, it is natural to choose to develop the next 

best topology which avoids this penalty. Thus, the 12/8 topology is proposed for 

development. With all factors considered, it becomes the best topology, though it gives 

87.5% of the torque capability, about 7 times the torque ripple, a more unsymmetrical 

EMF waveform and about 1.6 times the EMF THD of the 12/7 topology.  

Alongside the 12/8 topology, the 12/5 topology may be considered for development to 

validate some features of flux switching by means of a segmental rotor which may not 

be exhibited by the 12/8 topology. The development of the 12/5 topology serves to 

validate or illustrate the following bundled features. 

• Each of the two armature coils making a phase winding produces unsymmetrical 

EMF waveform with dissimilar alternations which is an intrinsic property of flux 

switching by means of a segmental rotor. In topologies with an even number of 

segments, the alternations of the two coils are synchronised while in topologies with 

odd number of segments, they are transposed. This has the effect of producing a 
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resultant EMF in the phase winding composed of the two complementing coils 

which is symmetrical for topologies with odd-numbered segment but unsymmetrical 

for topologies with even-numbered segments. The 12/5 topology, together with the 

12/8 topology, gives a chance to validate this expectation. 

• As developed from single phase principles, the ideal presentation of segment 

overlap at alignment position is to have the rotor segment fully and exactly 

overlapping two adjacent stator teeth, i.e. the segment span being equal to the span 

of two stator teeth and one stator slot. The span of segment separation may thus be 

allowed to be larger than the specified minimum, which is possible in the 12/5 

topology in which the segment pitch can accommodate it. The facility of using a 

large segment separation eliminates a posturing that creates coupling between phase 

coils or between field coils and, as such, the mutual inductance between phases 

tends to be ideally zero.  

A combination of all these considerations gives strong credence to develop the 12/8 and 

12/5 topologies for implementation.  

5.3 Stator Design   

The winding disposition of the flux switching machine is predominantly a series of 

concentrated windings wound around each stator tooth. Therefore, the design 

considerations of the stator for the flux switching machine may be grounded in the 

accumulated research of machines with concentrated windings, rather than those with 

distributed windings. The common traditional machines employing concentrated 

windings on the stator are stepping motors, switched reluctance machines and some 

classes of modern permanent magnet machines. Unlike stator cores for distributed 

windings, where deeper concern is on slotting for the conductors, so that design of the 

slot openings is an important function to control machine performance, the design of 

stator cores for concentrated windings tends to place importance on the tooth or pole. 

This section considers both the geometry and dimensions of the stator teeth. 
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5.3.1 Tooth geometry for wound-field configuration 

The general presentation of the shape of the stator tooth for concentrated winding 

arrangements is one with a radial structure jutting out from the back-iron or yoke and 

profiling the circular shape of the rotor on the mating side with the airgap. The 

development of such a structure from a basic shape with straight parallel sides to ones 

with refinement meeting specified functions is shown in figure 5.1 (a) [198], as applied 

to switched reluctance machines. In [198], the principles for the modification to the 

basic shape for a concentrated winding tooth are outlined and may be applied to 

progress to a judicious selection of the shape for this application. 

Modification of the basic shape in part A of figure 5.1 (a) may be imparted to serve 

(a) Stator tooth geometries for concentrated windings [184] 

 

 (b) Stator tooth geometry adopted for development 

Figure 5.1. Stator-tooth shapes for concentrated windings. 
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various purposes. As a way to brace the tooth against vibrations in the circumferential 

direction, the sharp corners at the root connecting the yoke may be made with a radius 

as in part B. Tapering the sides of the tooth, as provided in part C, reduces the MMF 

drop in the tooth and concentrates the flux near the airgap. The modification made to the 

tip in part D, by providing overhangs, is similar to what is done for distributed winding 

arrangements as a way of adjusting the slot openings. In concentrated winding 

arrangements, this type of modification is not followed if the coils are made for 

insertion after winding but, where applied, it may be for one or both of the following 

two reasons. Firstly, the overhangs may be applied to soften the torque impulse that 

may arise at the start of overlap, and secondly the overhangs may serve as markers for 

supporting the coil in assembly. A modification rarely applied is one shown in part E, 

where the tooth tip corners are rounded. It is obvious that this modification increases the 

airgap, and may be too high a price for attempting to soften the torque impulse at the 

start of overlap, as is the envisaged purpose. A good deal of the modification in recent 

times, after considerations of bracing the tooth root, is done at the tips of the tooth for 

the advertent effect of minimising the torque ripple [199]-[202]. 

The shape of the stator tooth for the flux switching machine developed for this study is 

intended to gather as many of the benefits outlined above but also to have a simplicity 

that befits construction with standard machining equipment in the university’s in-house 

workshop. The general tooth shape adopted has, ultimately, rounded corners at the root 

and, for simplicity, triangular overhangs at the tip. The tooth shape is still kept simple 

by adopting straight parallel sides, as the benefits of a tapering structure are minimal in 

the purpose of this study. Figure 5.1 (b) shows the outline shape of the stator tooth 

adopted, with details provided in appendix F. 

5.3.2 Tooth geometry for permanent-magnet configuration 

As pointed out in chapter 3, the segmental-rotor configuration with permanent magnet 

excitation has to have the magnets on the stator acting in a radial direction. Design and 

construction considerations favour locating the magnets at the tip of the stator teeth on 

account for the following benefits: 

• a reduction of the number of sections on the stator, as the stator tooth requires no 

segregation if the magnets are at the tip. 
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• an increased volume of magnet is possible, which takes advantage of the permitted 

extended span of the tooth tip. The span of the tooth tip, by employing overhangs, is 

generally larger than the span across the parallel sides of the tooth. 

• assembly of the magnets onto the stator is thought to be easier if they are to be fitted 

at the tip. 

• at the tip of the tooth, the magnet is further from the heat source (coil slot) than at 

other positions on the tooth. 

There are minor disadvantages for locating the magnets at the tips, as follows. 

• the magnets may not be easily cooled if located at the tooth tips, and are unlikely to 

benefit fully from forms of forced convective cooling method on the outside surface 

of the stator.  

• there is a risk of inflicting damage to the magnets during assembly of the rotor as the 

magnets are on the exposed side. 

The choice to locate the magnets at the stator tooth tip presents several geometries for 

the magnet and modifies the shape of the field tooth significantly in relation to the 

armature. Figure 5.2 shows the geometries considered. The preferred profile of the 

magnet where it mates with the airgap is a curved surface so that the airgap length, lg, is 

constant and the same over the armature field teeth. In all the designs of the magnet 

geometry, the magnet depth, lm, is also fixed and is calculated from the magnetic field 

intensity required to produce the same MMF as with an equivalent wound-field tooth. In 

order to have the same overlap conditions over the magnet as over the armature tooth, 

the span of the magnet is made the same as that of the armature tooth. 

The beginning of the tapered overhangs in A and C is designed to be the same as in the 

armature tooth, while in F the tapered overhang begins higher up on the field tooth to 

create a well-proportioned overhang for supporting the bonding of the magnet. In 

contrast the tapering overhangs D and E and the parallel overhangs in B are created on 

the magnet itself and start at the height of the magnet, lm, from the airgap side. It is 

calculated that geometry A gives the same slot area as when a tooth similar to the 

armature is used, while D and E presents more slot area and the geometries in B, C and 

F present less area. 
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While the variety of the geometries of the combined field tooth and magnet shown in 

Figure 5.2 might appear to be differentiated only by aesthetics, their shapes may have an 

impact on the strength of the bonding and assembly and on the volume of the magnet, 

ultimately affecting performance. For instance, the geometries C and F may be preferred 

for the larger surface for bonding the magnets and increased torque output for the same 

armature current as shown in figure 5.3. On the other hand, output torque may be 

sacrificed and high torque ripple may have to be incurred for reduced THD of the 

induced EMF by preferring geometry D. While geometry F clearly presents the highest 

torque capability, there are small differences differentiating the performance of 

geometry C from that of A, B and E.  

In building a demonstrator machine for this study, geometry F was favoured. This 

selection ensured ease and simplicity in propping of jigs for assembling the magnets on 

their flat surfaces, an expansive surface for the bonding area, whilst keeping the most 

favourable electromagnetic performance.  

5.3.3 Stator teeth dimensions 

The maximum overlap arc between segments and a field tooth determines the width of 

the field and armature teeth, along with the stator core-back depth and the segment 

depth, so that all regions have similar peak magnetic flux densities. Having identified a 

   

A B C 

  

D E F 

Figure 5.2. Geometries for magnets. 
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working peak flux density, the influence of the armature tooth width relative to a fixed 

field tooth width is investigated for both configurations with 8 and 5 segments, with all 

other parameters fixed. Determination of the width for the field tooth is performed with 

a simplifying outline design approach represented in appendix B. 

The effect of reducing the armature tooth width on the performance parameters of rms 

EMF, Ea, electromagnetic torque, Te and total harmonic distortion (THD), of the EMF 

waveform, is shown in figure 5.4. The per-unit (p.u.) quantities in the graph are with 

reference to the quantities of the baseline design with the armature tooth width equal to 

the field tooth. As the armature tooth width is reduced, more room is availed to the 

armature winding, and as such the graphs with solid lines represent the performance 

with proportionally adjusted armature winding turns, (keeping the current density and 

slot fill factor fixed), whilst the graphs in dashed line represent the cases with same 

armature turns as the field turns (i.e. the 1 p.u. case).  

In respect of the rms EMF and electromagnetic torque, the optimal width of the 

armature tooth is when it is between 60-80% of the field tooth in the 12/8 configuration. 

However, in this configuration, the THD of the EMF waveform increases with 

reduction of armature tooth width, with the least THD presented when the armature 

tooth width is the same as the field tooth width. 

 

Figure 5.3. Outlook of performance for various magnet geometries, comparing mean electromagnetic 

torque capability, T, torque ripple, t-ripple, and THD of EMF waveform at assumed rated condition. 
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For the 12/5 configuration, the combination of EMF and electromagnetic torque is 

optimum at a width of the armature tooth which is in the range 80-100% of the field 

tooth. The THD decreases with increase of the width of the armature tooth, but is 

virtually unchanged in the range when the armature tooth width is 60-100% of the field 

tooth width. Due to this outcome, there is a reasonable case to have a reduced armature 

tooth width relative to the field tooth width by a margin of up to 40 % for optimum 

performance for a saving in core material. 

It is seen that the performance parameters of torque, flux linkage and EMF generally 

appear to be unchanged until reduction of armature tooth width reaches about 70% of 

(a) 12/8 configuration 

 

(b) 12/5 configuration 

Figure 5.4. Influence of armature tooth width on performance.  

Solid = with adjusted armature turns; dashed = without adjustment of armature turns 
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the field tooth width, when it starts to fall, if the armature turns are not adjusted in 

relation to the proportionally freed slot space. This seems to suggest that there is a 

improvement in the utilisation of the magnetic circuit up to this point, beyond which the 

armature tooth is operating at saturation flux density and any further increase in 

performance is largely due the compensated increase in the armature turns.  

The armature tooth width which is equivalent to the field tooth (the 1 p.u. case) is 

chosen as it gives the least THD of the EMF for both the 12/8 and 12/5 topologies, 

without conceding significant torque capability.   

5.4 Segment Design 

The principal use of magnetic segments in the flux switching machine is for provision 

of magnetic paths for flux to defined regions of the stator, while ensuring isolation of 

these paths. It is expected that the segment has to be a good receptacle of flux at the 

airgap periphery, and may be as deep as necessary in relation to the span, so that 

reasonable working flux densities subsist in the segment core.  

5.4.1 Segment geometry 

A rotor segment is invariably either solid or laminated magnetic steel isolated from 

other segments in the rotor by a non-magnetic medium. In rotary configurations, the 

surface profiling the airgap follows the prospective circular shape of the rotor, other 

parts may be modified to impress some electromagnetic property or serve a mechanical 

function. Figure 5.5 shows typical shapes applied in segmented rotors. The basic shape 

of the segment, viewed in the axial direction, has a circular arc as the main side and two 

tapering sides starting for the end tips of the arc. The tapered sides extend the same 

distance on each side and are closed by a generally straight edge or circular edge which 

may follow the profile of the non-magnetic shaft.  

The shape design in part (a) shows one of the earliest geometries applied in 

synchronous reluctance machines [152], [153], [203], [204]. A notable modification 

from the basic shape is the channel in the middle of the arc, the position defined by the 

interpolar centre-line. The size of channel and the shape of the segment ends have a 

notable effect on the fringe and permeance factors [204] which impact on the quadrature 

axis reactance, and hence the available torque of the machine. This shape is quite basic 
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and without handles, so that a way to secure the segments on the through shaft of 

nonmagnetic stainless steel is by the clamping force exerted by axial bolts and 

nonmagnetic stainless-steel discs at the ends and, in some cases, in the centre. The 

design in part (b) was applied for an SRM [123], and has a handle at the seating of the 

segment. This shape of the segment permits circumferential location of the segment on 

the rotor by using the flat bottom of the handle. Retention of the segment against 

centripetal and magnetic radial forces is by application of non-magnetic steel wedges 

dovetailed into the handle and radially bolted on to the rotor shaft. The modifications 

applied for the FSMs [123], [205] are shown in parts (c) and (d). The first aspect of the 

modification is the thickening of the edges of the segments, believed to help relieve 

magnetic saturation on the edges on the segments at the start of overlap. The edges in 

part (c) are designed to present asymmetry, for self-starting capability in single phase 

applications. The second modification is on the handle of the segment for location and 

Figure 5.5. Geometries for rotor segments.  
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retention of the segment, where a semi-circular protrusion is used. The protrusion is 

designed to fit in a similarly shaped semi-circular indentation on the non-magnetic rotor 

shaft, so that the resulting press-fit assembly is mechanically tight and strong. The 

assembly may be further strengthened mechanically by non-magnetic caps axially 

bolted at the ends of the rotor shaft. The geometry shown in part (d) is the one adopted 

for the rotor of FSMs in the 12/8 and 12/5 configuration of this study. 

5.4.2  Segment dimension 

Of the segment dimensions, the span is more likely to significantly influence 

performance than the depth. The segment depth is therefore adjusted only as deep as to 

avoid saturation and no deeper than the back-iron depth. The angle of full overlap at 

segment alignment for the stator with baseline dimensions incorporating tooth 

overhangs as adopted in the previous section is 55°. With allowance for segment 

separation of 4° on the chosen size of rotor, the segment span variation for the topology 

with 8 segments is limited to 41°, whereas for the topology with 5 segments it can vary 

up to the angle of full overlap at segment alignment. When the segment span is 

normalised, with the angle of the segment pitch as the base, the effect of changing the 

span on the performance has been investigated and presented in chapter 3. For the 12/8 

configuration, the optimum performance on the basis of peak flux linkage and rms EMF 

when the span is varied from 25 to 41° occurs when the segment span is about 38°, but 

as in the case of changing armature tooth width, the THD is at optimum when the 

segment span is at maximum (i.e. 41°). The 12/5 topology, in which the range of span 

for this investigation is from 45 to 65°, gives a different outlook. As there is no 

influence of the segment span on THD, the parameters of peak flux linkage and rms 

EMF are applied to determine the optimum performance. The optimum performance is 

ascribed to the span of full segment alignment and occurs at 55° segment span for the 

stator design adopted.  

5.5 Manufacturing and Assembly 

The discussion in the previous section considered the shapes of the stator core and rotor 

segments, which are the principal magnetic material elements in the machines. This 

discussion concentrates on the manufacture and assembly or construction of these 

elements for the flux switching machine employing a segmental rotor. While 

consideration of the design of the principal elements is chiefly based on their 
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electromagnetic function, the important aspect of the processes of fabrication plays a 

significant role in the final decision. Designing for manufacturability considers 

specifying components that can be fabricated at minimum cost, of which the cardinal 

principles are simplicity and use of standard materials and components [206].  

5.5.1 Consideration on manufacturing methods  

The stator core for the flux switching machine with 12 teeth, as in this design, typifies 

core arrangements for concentrated windings, and benefits from the wealth of 

manufacturing techniques accrued in their development. The laminations for both the 

stator core and rotor segments may be manufactured by the standard or advanced 

processes of sheet metal cutting [207], of which the following are widely applicable. 

• Shearing by guillotine or scissors. This may be a preferred method for large-sized 

sheets to prepare the laminations before another cutting process. It is effective on 

soft alloys such as brass and mild steel but hard alloys such as stainless steel and 

silicon steels tend to work-harden due to plastic deformation on the cutting edges. 

However, it is not unusual to prepare laminations used for electrical machines for 

electrical testing in the single sheet or Epstein strip test [208] by this method. 

• Shearing by punching. It is the conventional and commonly applied cutting method 

for mass production of laminations and also the most cost effective. Like the 

guillotine, there is significant burr on the edges of the cutting, and often some means 

of relieving this by heat treatment are employed.  

• Laser cutting. As one of the advanced cutting methods with an in-built flexibility 

for use in a wide variety of situations, it competes strongly with conventional 

punching methods and it is not far-fetched to aim at improved overall efficiency of 

production by combining the two processes. Deep cuts and sharp corners can be 

difficult to execute, and are better avoided in this method. There is virtually no 

mechanical deformation on the cut edges, but there may be some adverse effects 

arising from localised high temperatures.  

• Electrical discharge machining (EDM). With the two main variants of spark 

erosion and wire erosion, this cutting method also places some restrictions on the 

shapes that can be cut, tending to be avoided for deep slots and narrow openings. 

The surface finish can be as fine as laser cutting but if a high production rate is 
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required the removal of the bulk of the material should be done by conventional 

cutting methods.  

Apart from undergoing the cutting process, the laminations may be subjected to a heat 

treatment process, for annealing and welding, and a compacting process, for stacking 

and sticking. Figure 5.6 shows the relative deformation at the edges of samples cut by 

different methods, which is proportional to the stress induced at the cut edges. In 

relative terms, the sample cut by the guillotine endures the most stress at the cut edge, 

followed by one produced by the punching method, whilst the one produced by laser 

cutting has virtually no deformation at the edges.  

Apart from considering the variety of the manufacturing methods for laminations on 

cost and manufacturability, another far-reaching position is that each of the considered 

manufacturing process has significant effect on the magnetic properties of the electrical 

steel alloys [209]-[218]. Punching and laser cutting tend to increase the iron loss at 60 

Hz by up to 10% and lower the permeability at 1.5 T by up to 20%. The iron loss at 1.5 

 

(a) guillotine (b) punching 

 

(c) laser 

Fig. 5.6. Edge profiles for different cutting methods [198].  
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T, after welding with six passes, may increase by as much as 15 % due to the short 

circuits created on laminations, whereas there are appears to be no significant effect of 

the pressing and sticking processes on the iron losses, reported at increase of less than 

3%.  

Manufacturers quote properties of steel lamination from tests performed on prepared 

specimens which undergo one of the cutting processes, usually by guillotine and 

punching, and it is clear why discrepancies exist between the quoted properties and 

those of the unprocessed lamination. The characterisation of the magnetic properties of 

laminations is rendered significantly deficient if preparation of the test specimen in the 

standard test subjects it to some form of deformation such as by a cutting process [208], 

[219], [220]. While it appears easy to rectify the deformation arising due to cutting 

processes by using heat-treatment, some researchers [221] also advocate incorporating 

the effects of lamination processing at the design stage of an electrical machine. 

5.5.2 Consideration on the manufacturing approach  

There are several ways to produce the stator of a rotating machine intended for 

concentrated winding configuration [222]. The choice of the approach for production of 

the stator may be influenced by a number of factors including the size of stator, scrap 

minimisation, production processes and assembly considerations. Some of the novel 

approaches to production of the stator laminations outlined in this section have been 

chiefly motivated by a desire to ease the assembly of coils, with benefits of low turn-

around times and increased slot-fill factors. Four approaches are considered as fitting 

application to production of stators designated for concentrated winding configuration 

and are listed as follows [228]: 

• Complete core. Using a punching process or one of the advanced machining 

processes, the whole cross-section of the stator core may be produced. This 

approach is known to produce considerable scrap, up to 90%, especially if the centre 

part remaining after cutting out the section is not intended for other use. A way to 

make good use of the left-out cutting is to produce laminations for smaller motors or 

the rotor of the same motor. Nonetheless, it is a traditional approach to produce 

laminations by the punching process for machines up to medium size frames (< 400 

mm stator diameter). 
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• Modular core. If the stator core is separated into equal sections for production, 

preferably along lines of symmetry, there may be substantial reduction in the 

amount of scrap. The number of sections defines the degree of modularisation, but if 

the ultimate case of modularising to one stator tooth section is employed, there is a 

possibility to wind the coils on the teeth before assembling the stator core. Figure 

5.7 shows the possibilities of modularisation on a 12-tooth stator with six lines of 

symmetry. These possibilities are reduced by one if the configuration is for 

permanent magnet excitation.  

It is thought that the amount of scrap may be reduced in proportion to the degree of 

modularisation. For the case of the 12-tooth stator, the computed wastage of core 

steel with the degree of modularisation is shown in figure 5.8, where it is assumed 

the 150 mm diameter by 150 mm axial length single stator is manufactured from 

standard lamination sheets of 600 mm x 300 mm and the production requires 

margins of approximately 5 mm around the edges of the sheet for handling. These 

cases illustrate steel wastage being reduced from 84.6 %, if complete core 

laminations are produced, to 45.8 %, if one twelfth of core section modules are 

  

(a) 360° module (complete core)  (a) 180° module (a) 120° module 

  

(a) 90° module (a) 60° module (a) 30° module 

Fig. 5.7. Six degrees of modularisation of a 12-tooth stator. 
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produced, with the number of standard sized steel sheets needed correspondingly 

being reduced. The cutting patterns per standard sheet for each case of 

modularisation for the wound-field FSM stator are presented in appendix D.  

The modular core approach has the disadvantage of requiring further processing 

such as alignment and joining of the sections by welding or bonding agents. It is 

also prudent to consider that the bonding agent or small remnant airgaps between 

the sections may present a change in permeability along the flux paths. A hybrid 

approach of the complete core and the modular core is what is called the connected 

core, in which modular sections of the core are connected by thin bridges to form a 

complete core [223].  

• Spiral laminated core. In applications where the core-back is not too deep, a spiral 

laminated core is an attractive approach to production of the stator core. While it 

requires producing a long band of lamination from which slots are punched before 

being furled and welded, and effectively culminating into a complete core, the 

amount of scrap can be considerably less than in the traditional approach. It is 

thought that the furling process may affect the magnetic properties of the steel, but it 

is the requirement of special production machines and a limitation on the geometries 

that can be produced that count as apparent disadvantages. 

•  Joint-lapped core. This approach, attributed to Akita et al [223], is novel and 

relatively new (the turn of the second millennium). It is similar to the production of 

Figure 5.8. Effect of modularisation of core production on steel usage. 
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the modular core, except for the connections of the modular sections, and similarly 

reduces scrap. It relies on an arrangement where pairs of cylindrical convex and 

concave jointing areas on either faces of the joints on the modular sections are 

overlapped and jointed, making axes of rotation. The freedom to rotate at the 

jointing axis permits assembly of the modular sections into a complete core and the 

assembly is highly amenable for automation.  

The first two approaches thus discussed for producing stator cores are equally 

applicable for rotor cores. Being smaller in size than the stator core, the material 

wastage due to scrap is relatively smaller and is not expected to vary significantly 

between the approaches. This observation is reinforced if the rotor is of a segmental 

configuration. 

5.5.3 Coils  

Before embarking on a review of the approaches to coil winding, some of them which 

are now standard but others completely novel and ingenuous, it is helpful to mention the 

factors considered in processing and assembling coils on electrical machines.  

Foremost, a decision on the level of automation, dictated by cost, needs to be made 

from a wide range, starting from manual hand-winding to various levels of automation, 

with and without intelligent control. A simplified general guide is that if only a few 

samples of experimental or high performance dedicated machines are to be made, then 

the winding methods employing manual skills and some form of mechanical gearing 

and spindles suffice. However, an extended level of automation, up to intelligent 

correction with feedback systems, may be necessary for the winding processes that 

encounter frequent changes in winding patterns and parameters or for large volumes of 

mass production. 

Next, the specification of the required or acceptable winding pattern needs to be 

determined. Even for single-tooth windings with parallel sides, there are inherent 

difficulties in implementing certain winding patterns [224], of which figure 5.9 is a 

good illustration. The orthocyclic winding pattern, so-called perfect winding, is the 

most practical winding pattern close to the ideal pattern in part (a), reaching a 

theoretical fill factor of 90.6%, and some fairly simple techniques of how to approach a 

pattern of this form with success have been devised [225]. 
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A final consideration in the treatment of coil winding is the need for application of 

optimum tension in the wire. Tension in excess of the optimum tends to deform and 

change the characteristics of the wire while inadequate tension may let the wire wander 

during winding, creating unevenly spaced turns, even with automated controls. If 

winding is to done by automated machines, control of this tension may have to 

accommodate several factors [226], including the ever changing winding conditions. A 

recently invented technique for use with thick wire [227], along with application of the 

right tension, is the use of a ‘reverse bend’ for coils created on a form. If the traverse of 

the winding machine is made to advance by a pitch of the wire in a chosen direction, a 

reverse bend is achieved by passing the wire over the pulley system to make the wire 

lay flat against the coil form. The effect of this technique can be appreciated, even 

visually as seen in figure 5.10, in the straightening of the layers. Using this technique, it 

is possible to reduce the amount of wire in the coil by up to 15%.  

Having considered the three factors of cost, winding pattern and the required tension in 

the wire, these may be be combined, together with the stator core geometry, to 

  

(a) ideal flat layer pattern (impractical) (b) practical flat layer pattern 

  

(d) practical multilayer pattern (d) orthocyclic pattern (perfect) 

Figure 5.9. Coil winding patterns [224]. 
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determine the approach for the winding. The basic choice on the approach appears to be 

between winding by manual and machine. The process of manual winding can be slow 

and labour intensive but relatively high slot fill factors can be achieved. If only a 

prototype machine is to be produced or only a few samples of the machine are needed, 

this approach can be generally effective. The machine winding approach easily leads to 

automation and can rapidly produce large volumes of samples. A winding machine 

deploys one or two or all of the winding jigs: needle, nozzle and fly winder [228]. Since 

the wire-guiding jig needs room to manouver in the slot, there is invariably some space 

left unfilled in this winding approach and leads to lower fill factor, not exceeding 40%. 

However, if the coils are pre-wound before assembly the restrictions of the jigs are 

eased and can produce coils of remarkable fill-factor. There have been some remarkable 

designs of stator cores that exploit the method of prewinding the coils before assembly 

[223], [229], [230], which can be classified in two ways way, broadly following the 

complexity of the stator tooth geometry: 

• Stator tooth tips without overhangs. In single-tooth configurations, this type of 

stator core is manifested as one with open slots and the coils have to be fixed to the 

core by some means. As the tips are straight, pre-winding the coil winding is 

relatively easier, even when the stator core is not modularised. The slot fill factor 

may increase, up to 60%, but since the motor characteristics are affected in different 

ways by the open slots whose form is specific to the type of motor, they need to be 

weighed against the benefits of easy assembly. 

• Complex tooth tips. Tooth presentations of tips with any form of overhangs may be 

considered as complex tooth tips. One arrangement may be made to have the teeth 

to be straight before winding, which are then pressed by a special tool into the 

required shape of the overhang after winding [229], illustrated in figure 5.11 (a). 

 

(d) without reverse bend (d) with reverse bend 

Figure 5.10. Coil winding technique for thick wires [227]. 
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The forming of the tooth tip into shape after winding causes considerable distortion 

and deformation of the tooth tips, but may be an excellent choice for joint-lapped 

cores. Another type of arrangement [230], shown in figure 5.11 (b), uses 

asymmetrical modularisation of the stator core so that preformed coils may be easily 

slipped onto the tooth from one end and avoids forming the tooth tips into shape 

 

(a) sequence of assembly for formable complex tooth tips [229] 

 

(b) asymmetric modularisation of stator core for easy insertion of single-tooth pre-formed windings [230] 

 

 

 

(c) accommodation of pre-wound coils on stator teeth with complex tips [231] 

Figure 5.11. Modern production approaches for stator cores. 
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after assembly. If the teeth can be produced separately from the yoke [231] (figure 

5.11(c)), as may occur with isotropic materials, an opportunity arises to pre-form 

and possibly pre-press the coils on a former for high fill factor before slipping them 

on to the teeth and assembly. The work in [231] has demonstrated that a machine 

with preformed and pre-pressed windings is superior to conventionally wound 

machine if the stator is of soft magnetic composite (SMC) rather than laminated iron 

core, taking special advantage of the isotropic properties of SMC. 

In concluding this section on the consideration of approaches to windings for single-

tooth arrangements, it is reiterated that as there several ways to produce single-tooth 

windings, the number of factors that are involved need to be considered to determine the 

best choice on the defined criteria. Simplicity, low cost and an easy bent on automation 

are qualities generally sought for mass production, but these factors may be waived in 

considering production of prototypes or a few samples of a machine.  

5.5.4 The 12-tooth stators 

The two stators for wound-field and permanent-magnet implementation were produced 

using two different approaches and two different production methods. The complete 

core and modular section were the approaches applied separately to either one of the 

two types of stator cores, whilst the laser and EDM cutting methods were the production 

methods for laminations applied to either one of the two stator cores. The geometries 

followed for the stator teeth for both types of stators and for the magnets have been 

discussed in the previous sections. Some of the features and production stages of two 

types of the stators are shown in figure 5.12. 

The stator for the wound-field implementation was prepared as 30°-modular section 

laminations from non-oriented silicon steel and manufactured by the laser-cutting 

method. Stacking of the laminations along the axis was aided by a bonding agent and 

application of moderate pressure. The teeth assemblies were then manually pre-wound 

with single-strand solid wire before assembling the wound-stator sections to form the 

complete stator core. Winding before assembly, as followed in the wound-field 

arrangement, achieved a slot fill-factor of 48.2% using 1.4-mm diameter wire. Specially 

prepared but simple jigs and spiders were used to centre and align the stator sections on 

the circumferential layout.  
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Contrasted with the wound-field construction, the stator for the permanent magnet 

implementation was prepared as complete core laminations. The stator laminations were 

stacked and bonded with adhesive and application of high pressure before cutting into 

shape by wire-erosion EDM. The inner outline of the stator comprising the airgap 

needed to be of a fine finish and so, in addition to the initial rough pass, a second and 

fine-finish pass of cutting was applied on this outline. The outcome, after completion of 

cutting, was a complete stator core ready for winding. A reverse bending winding 

approach was contemplated to fill the slot with the required number of turns but 

restrictions of working space in practice and the large number of layers of windings 

compared to the wound-field arrangement counted against it. The coils were laid by 

looping the wire over the tooth and applying the regular forward bend, a method which 

seemed more practical and successful for the manual hand-winding approach. Due to 

 

 

 

(a)modular stator section 

lamination 
(b) assembled stator section 

(c) magnet for pm stator showing 

curved airgap surface 

  

(d) assembled wound-field stator (e) assembled PM stator 

Figure 5.12. 12-tooth stators’ components and assembly. 
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springing of the wire on the straight runs, a property of the forward bend, and variable 

tension in different parts of the coil, it became increasing difficult to lay coils after the 

7th or 8th layer. As a result, 65% of the coil turns were laid by looping the wire over the 

tooth and the remaining 35% were laid by threading the wire through the slot. A slot 

fill-factor of 47.2% using 1.25 mm diameter wire was achieved by this method. 

Rare earth magnets (Neodymium-iron-boron) were prepared as three sections along the 

axial length and bonding to the tip of the stator teeth was accomplished with a strong 

industrial adhesive. As there was strong axial repulsion of magnets placed next to each 

other, the two outer magnets were placed in first, with the middle magnet following to 

easily slip in between the two. The flat surfaces on the bonding surfaces of the magnet 

and the tooth tip ensured ease of placement of the magnetised magnets. 

5.5.5 The 8- and 5-segment rotors 

The rotor laminations and the shaft were cut into shape by wire-erosion EDM. The 

segment laminations for both the 8- and 5-segment rotor were produced with semi-

circular protrusions and the non-magnetic shaft was of high-strength aluminium alloy 

grooved with matching semi-circular indentations to enable firm press fitting on 

assembly. Parallel to the flat side of the semi-circular protrusion and tangent to the 

curved surface of the outline of the protrusion, were two flat resting surfaces for 

circumferential location of the segments. This gives a simple, but mechanically strong 

arrangement which can be replicated for mass production. Once pressed into the 

grooves, the laminations were further tightly held in place by aluminium discs bolted at 

both ends of the shaft. The views in figure 5.13 show components of the rotor, including 

semi-circular protrusions, the matched indentation on the shaft and the process of 

assembling the laminations into a complete rotor.  

5.5.6 Auxiliary components 

Machine components that are not participating in the electromagnetic behaviour of the 

machine are classified as auxiliary components. Their principal function is structural 

support or thermal consideration or both, and, to some extent, aiding assembly of the 

machine. The auxiliary components playing a role in the structural composition of the 

machine are the rotor shaft and the stator casing. The stator casing is also usually 
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designed with thermal considerations in mind. The components considered to be aiding 

assembly are the end-discs on the rotor. 

The rotor shaft was built in two parts, designated as an inner and outer part. The outer 

part, forming the sleeve for supporting the segment laminations, is built of duralumin, 

this material is selected for its nonmagnetic property, high strength and good durability. 

Ironically, by the requirement of being nonmagnetic, it may be considered in the main 

to be taking part in the electromagnetic behaviour of the machine. The support of the 

laminations is attained through the semi-circular grooves located on the circumference 

of the sleeve which mate with the semi-circular protrusions of the segment laminations, 

 

(a) The 8- and 5 segment laminations (b) assembling the 8-segment rotor 

 

(c) The fully assembled and turned 8-segment rotor 

Figure 5.13. The 8- and 5-segment rotors’ components and assembly. 
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illustrated by figure 5.13 (b). The sleeve could be made of nonmagnetic stainless steel 

for ultimate strength and durability but, in practice, it is difficult to ensure that the steel 

graded as nonmagnetic has permeability close to that of air. The inner part of the rotor is 

solid cylinder of standard steel stainless steel, for strength and rigidity against 

deflections normal to the axial direction. This cylinder has stepped extensions of smaller 

diameters on either side for sequentially locating the bearings and terminal couplings 

for the feedback device coupling or loads. As can be seen in figure 5.14, a lip is 

essential at one end of the cylinder for bracing the sleeve at one position on the axis of 

shaft, whilst a keyway in the inner part of the sleeve ensures the sleeve is locked against 

rotational slip on the shaft.  

Since the two discs at the ends of the sleeve are in direct contact with the segment 

lamination, they are required to be made of a nonmagnetic material. In this application 

duralumin was also employed for the discs. Loading of the machine is expected not to 

exceed current density of 10 A/mm
2
 so that cooling of the machine on the surface is by 

natural convection of air or forced-air convection at high and prolonged loading. Thus, 

the outer casing of aluminium alloy can be of simple cylindrical shape, but may be 

enhanced for this type of cooling by having grooves on the surface, as seen in figure 

5.10 (d), to increase the surface area and direct the air-flow.  

5.6 Conclusion 

In this chapter, an account has been given of the considerations for the design and 

construction of three phase flux switching machines with segmental-rotors. Although 

there is a myriad of factors and parameters to consider in designing and construction of 

an electrical machine, this consideration has drawn on the wealth of information 

accumulated for similar configurations of machines such as those of concentrated 

windings and segmental rotors. Inevitably, as these types of machines are new 

inventions, there have been some fresh considerations and new methods devised to 

satisfy their design and construction requirements.  

The choice to design the 12/8 and 12/5 topologies for construction is intended to 

develop a topology with optimum performance and to test the varied and intricate 

characteristics of the flux switching principle using segmental-rotors in three phase 

arrangements. In both configurations, the stator tooth and rotor segment dimensions 

applied in the design are the optimum on the basis of electromagnetic torque capability 
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and total harmonic distortion of the induced EMF. As the topology of the machine on 

the 12-tooth stator configuration is distinguished by number of segments on the rotor, 

the wound-field and PM stators are intentionally designed to fit either of the two types 

of rotors, so that is possible to configure two wound-field machines and two PM 

machines using two rotors only.  

Considerations of the approach and methods of manufacturing of machines of this type 

have been presented, highlighting the attraction of simplicity and low overall cost of the 

construction process. The stators and rotors for this study have been produced by 

 

(a) outer sleeve for 5-segment rotor 

 

(b) inner shaft 

Figure 5.14. Rotor shaft components. 
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variation and combination of more than one of the modern production methods and 

construction approaches. The production methods and construction approaches 

employed have been fully described and contrasted.  

Performance measurement and testing on the two wound-field and two PM 

configurations are the subject of the next two chapters. 
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Chapter 6 

Testing and performance of 

wound-field machines 

This chapter reports the test results and performance measurements of the three-phase 

wound-field machines whose design and construction have been considered in the last 

chapter.  Two configurations of the experimental machines are tested: the 12/8 and 12/5 

configurations. The tests include the no-load running test, the static load test and 

thermal characterisation. The performance of the 12/8 machine is measured by 

operating in synchronous mode as a motor, up to full load and the available DC link 

voltage of the drive.  Finally, a comparison with the established machine types of 

similar configurations is made. 
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6.1 Introduction  

For the wound-field configurations, the field orientation has to be one polarity for a 

field tooth and of the other polarity for the next field, so that the excitation is constant 

for each individual tooth but alternates up one tooth and down the other. In practice, this 

is achieved by connecting the coils in series to a single DC source supply and by 

reverse-connecting every other field coil. The DC source employed is adjustable so that 

variable field current may be easily applied. Figure 6.1 shows the configurations of 

topologies and the connection scheme of the field coils for all the practical 

measurements on the 12/8 and 12/5 configurations. 

6.2 No-load Test: Induced EMF   

Induced EMF at no-load is a form of initial parameter measurement and involved 

coupling the rotor of the motor under test to a brushless servomotor which acted as a 

prime mover. The test machine with field-only excitation was then driven by the 

servomotor at required speed.  The armature EMF was observed using a high bandwidth 

(350 MHz) digital oscilloscope. Initially the EMF was observed at a fixed speed of 500 

rpm and subsequently, the speed was varied from 100 to 1500 r/min. The measured 

EMF (waveform and rms) were compared directly against the 2D FE predictions. 

Predicted EMF was obtained by the “flux linkage” concept from within the finite 

element modelling package by invoking the transient analysis solver on the 2D model. 

6.2.1 The 12/8 configuration   

With the first case of fixed speed at 500 r/min and variable excitation from 3.5 to 14 A, 

and the second case of fixed excitation at 14 A and variable the speed from 100 to 1500 

r/min, the measured and predicted EMF waveforms are shown in figure 6.2. and 6.3, 

whilst a comparison of rms EMF is made in figure 6.4.  The general appearance of the 

EMF waveform at low excitation is one with a trapezoidal shape in one alternation and 

a stepped trapezoidal shape in the other alternation, and conforms to a good degree to 

the expectation described in the idealised principle of operation. The linear relationship 

between the generated EMF and the field excitation, with indication of saturation at 

high excitation, is evidently apparent and so is the linear relationship between the EMF 

and the speed, when the speed is varied between 100 and 1500 r/min at fixed excitation. 
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Whilst the EMF waveforms are quasi-sinusoidal, the lack of similarity and symmetry 

between the alternations is striking but this is expected for the 12/8 arrangement. As 

predicted in chapter 4, each of the armature coils in the flux switching arrangement 

employing a segmental rotor produces unsymmetrical alternations of the EMF 

waveform and the alternations of the complementary coils which constitute a phase  

  

(a) 12/8 FSM (b) 12/5 FSM 

 

(c) coil designation  

(d) Scheme for field connection for flux switching 

Figure 6.1.Topology deployment and coil terminal designation in wound-field FSM. 
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(a) phase EMF waveforms 

 

(b) harmonic decomposition of predicted phase EMF  

 

(c) harmonic decomposition of predicted line EMF 

Figure 6.2. Induced phase EMF waveforms at 500 r/min and various field 

excitations for the 12/8 configuration. 
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remain synchronised and in phase. The resultant phase EMF is therefore unsymmetrical. 

The effect of the field excitation is also remarkable, wherein it is seen that the waveform 

tends to be less unsymmetrical and more sinusoidal with increase of field current. The 

harmonic spectrum up to the 22nd harmonic are shown in figure 6.2 (b) and (c) for four 

levels of excitations. Considering the measurement results, the total harmonic distortion 

of the phase EMF falls from 43.8% at 3.5 A to 17.8 % at 14 A of field current as shown 

in figure 6.3. There is no significant difference between the phase and line EMF in the 

behaviour of the THD with field current, but the harmonic spectra show that the triplen 

harmonics are notably absent in the line EMF. 

The predicted results show reasonable agreement with the measurement results when 

field excitation is less than 10 A, with the error not exceeding 5%. There is an 

overestimation of the predicted rms EMF values for field currents over 10 A, but this 

error is limited to within 10%. The error in the predicted instantaneous EMF, as 

compared in the positive alternation of the waveform with 14 A field excitation, is close 

to 18%.  These deviations are within the expectations of employing 2D FE modelling. 

 

(a) phase EMF (b) line EMF 

Figure 6.3. THD with varying field excitation for 12/8. 

 

(a) with field excitation at 500 r/min (b) with speed at various field excitations 

Figure 6.4. RMS armature phase voltage 
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6.2.2 The 12/5 configuration   

A set of tests similar to the one performed on the 12/8 configuration were repeated on 

the 12/5 configuration for the induced EMF.  It must be pointed out beforehand that the 

variation of the rms EMF with field current at fixed speed and with speed at fixed field 

current are almost identical to that of the  12/8 configuration in figure 6.4. Both the 12/5 

and 12/8 configurations produce nearly the same phase rms EMF (37.5 and 35.6 V, 

respectively) at the rated field current of 14 A when running at 500 r/min. These results 

are in agreement with predictions from the FE models. As the 12/8 configurations 

produces more electrical cycles in a fixed period of time than the 12/5 topology by a 

factor of 8/5 (= 1.6), the EMF produced by the 12/8 configuration is predicted, from 

basic principles, to be greater than that of the 12/5 by this factor.  However, it may be 

recalled from chapter 4 that the 12/5 configuration produces a peak armature flux 

linkage which is greater than that of the 12/8 topology by a factor of 1.47. By 

accounting for these differences as quantified by these factor, it is becomes clear why 

the EMF of the 12/5 and 12/8 topology are nearly the same.  

Despite the similarity in the behaviour of the rms value of the EMF, there is an 

important distinction between the EMF waveforms for the 12/5 and12/8 configurations 

which has been verified by measurement. The alternations of the phase EMF waveform 

for the 12/5 are identical and symmetrical, as shown in figure 6.5. The alternations of 

the EMF of the complementary coils that constitute a phase are dissimilar and 

unsymmetrical, as in all considered configurations of FSM with a segmental rotor, but 

the alternations in configurations with an odd number of segments are transposed in 

time, so that the series combination of the two coils to make a phase results in the phase 

EMF which has identical and symmetrical alternations. The harmonic spectrum of the 

phase EMF of the 12/5 configuration, as shown in figure 6.5 (b) , is composed of odd 

harmonics of which the 3rd harmonic is dominant after the fundamental, when field 

current is high, while the 9th is equally prominent when  field current is low. However, 

the line EMF harmonic spectrum is devoid of the triplen harmonics as seen figure 6.5 

(c).  The symmetry of both the phase and line EMF for the 12/5 configuration is 

reflected in the absence of even harmonics in the spectra, and the improvement in the 

quality of the waveforms towards a sinusoid is reflected in the lower values of the THD, 

more so for line than phase quantities, as shown in figure 6.6. 
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(a) phase EMF waveforms 

 

(b) harmonic decomposition of predicted phase EMF  

 

(c) harmonic decomposition of predicted line EMF 

Figure 6.5. Induced EMF waveforms at 500 r/min and various field excitations for 

the 12/5 configuration. 
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The error between the measurement and the prediction of the EMF waveform does not 

exceed 13%. A surprising outcome is that the error appears to be such that the measured 

values are higher than the predicted values for field currents up to 10.5 A. This is 

apparently due to the significant fluctuation of the DC field current even at no-load, 

which was not the case with the 12/8 configuration. The DC field current settings were 

primed on the measuring oscilloscope set to rms value, but the reading of DC supply’s 

inbuilt meter reflected a mean value which did not account for the fluctuating AC 

component. This seems to suggest that the machine was actually excited with mean DC 

currents higher than the DC current depicted in the measurements set. The ripple on the 

DC current at no-load was entirely unexpected and explains the decision to initially 

ignore the distinction of the mode of the reading (rms or mean) as they are 

indistinguishable when there is no ripple. 

6.3 Load Test: Static Torque   

Static torque test results were measured using an in-line torque transducer with the rotor 

shaft locked on a rotary dividing-head, with defined positions over one electrical cycle.  

A snapshot of the instance of the three phase operating condition may be represented by 

connection of three phase winding to a single DC supply in one of the two ways. The 

first way is when the current is at 
2

3
of the positive peak in one phase and at 

2

3
of the 

negative peak in the second phase, while there is zero current in the third. This can be 

realised by connecting the first two phases in series but opposing polarity to the DC 

current source, and leaving the third unconnected. The second way is when the current 

is at positive peak in the one phase and half the negative peak in the other two phases. 

This is implemented by connecting one phase in series with the parallel combination of 

 

(a) phase EMF (b) line EMF 

Figure 6.6. THD with varying field excitation for 12/5. 
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the other two phases to DC supply. The second method has the advantage that there is 

more even distribution of the heating sources, depicted by the energised of the phases, 

around the machine than in the first. However, this method assumes that the two 

parallel-connected phase windings are exactly identical to share the current equally, in 

amounts half that of the series phase.  In practice, it is not unusual to find slightly 

unbalanced phase windings and the error that may arise due to the assumption of 

identical windings is avoided by using the first method. The second method, whose 

scheme connection on the FSM is depicted in figure 6.7, was employed for the 

illustrated test results for the 12/8 configuration, with field winding supplied from a 

separate DC source and connected as shown previously in figure 6.1.  The first method 

was employed for the illustrated test results of the 12/5 configuration. 

In both the 12/8 and 12/5 the measured torque was compared directly with predictions 

made using the “Maxwell Stress” concept within the finite element simulations. These 

measurements were taken at several levels of field excitation, in steps of 3.5 A for field 

current and 5 A for armature current.   

6.3.1 The 12/8 configuration   

Figure 6.8 shows the results of the static torque at the rated field current of 14 A for 

12/8 configuration. There is a possible 7.2 % error band in comparing the values of 

simulation and measurement results on the position scale, arising from the digitization 

in steps of 1° (mechanical) from independent starting positions. Low values of the 

measurement set were also particularly susceptible to errors due to poor stability of the 

readings on the lower end of the range.  Allowing for these errors and the assumptions 

 

Figure 6.7.Schemtatic connection of armature coils three phase static torque test on the 12-tooth 

stator. 
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of the 2D model, the measurement results agree within these reasons with the 

simulation results, with the worst mismatch in the peak values being at about 2% 

difference for the highest armature current used and at about 35.5% difference when no 

armature current is applied. 

The torque increases approximately linearly to a maximum as the dominant rotor 

segment moves from the aligned position with the armature tooth and starts to reduce 

sharply as the next segment builds overlap from the other side of the tooth. Torque 

changes polarity at the point where an armature tooth is overlapped in equal measure by 

both a receding and an approaching segment.  It is also obvious to see that this is a point 

of torque instability with respect to position. After this position torque has changed 

polarity and tends to be at a constant value until there is no overlap of the first segment 

with the armature tooth. The torque then falls sharply but linearly as the next segment 

builds overlap with the armature tooth up to the alignment position, when the new cycle 

begins.  

The cogging torque in this machine, measured when there is no current in the armature, 

is significant. It is manifested as six sub-cycles in one electrical cycle (i.e. dominated by 

the 2nd order triplen harmonic cogging torque) corresponding to the effect described in 

chapter 4, and profiles the overall torque curve with undulations when the armature is 

energized.  Some methods to reduce the cogging torque and the torque ripple in general 

have been presented in chapter 4. 

 

Figure 6.8. Static torque at 14 A field current and various armature currents for the 

12/8 configuration. 
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Conventional machines with distributed windings give a sinusoidal presentation of 

static torque with position. In this machine, the results show the expected discrepancy in 

the positive and negative alternations of the torque, similar to the presentation of the 

EMF waveform. 

6.3.2 The 12/5 configuration   

The variations with rotor position of the positive and negative parts of the static torque, 

from the position of zero torque, are identical for the 12/5 configuration. This result is 

illustrated in figure 6.9 for rated current in the windings and is in agreement with the 

expectation for this configuration whose phase EMF alternations are also symmetrical 

and identical.  The variation of the torque with rotor position closely resembles the 

sinusoidal shape and is similar to the presentations of static torque for conventional AC 

machines. The cogging torque is lower than that of the 12/8 topology at the same field 

excitation by factor of about ½ and only slightly ripples the profile of the total static 

torque. The magnitude of static torque with field excitation and armature current varies 

in proportion with the level of the current, similar to the 12/8 configuration. 

The prediction of the static torque closely follows that of the measurement, when the 

armature is energised, but the error between measurement and prediction appears to be 

high for cogging torque. Reading the measurements when there was no current in the 

armature was generally unreliable as the values were at the low of end of the full scale 

Figure 6.9. Static torque at 14 A field current and two values of armature current for 

12/5 configuration. 
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of 50 Nm, and may account for this significant discrepancy, in which the measured 

cogging torque appears to be higher than the predicted cogging torque.  Additionally, 

the torque meter has an accuracy error of ±0.5% of full-scale-deflection, giving a 

starting error of ±0.25 Nm.    

6.4 Thermal Characteristic   

A test was performed to establish the basic thermal behaviour of the wound-field 

machines, in which both the field and armature systems generate heat. As the thermal 

capacity of the 12-tooth stator harbouring an 8-segment rotor is nearly the same as when 

harbouring a 5-segment rotor, only the 12/8 configuration was tested. The machine had 

two thermocouples, one attached to the winding conductor in the slot and the other to 

the casing of the machine. The general test involved energising all the coils, connected 

in series for even dissipation and transfer of heat, with a moderate current 

(approximately half of the anticipated full-load current, i.e. 6.5 A) from ambient 

conditions and observing the conductor and casing temperature for 90 min. 

The characteristic shown in figure 6.10, was with a desk-fan placed about 40 cm from 

the machine and blowing a steady stream of air perpendicular to the axis of the casing at 

a specified airflow of about 2100 m
3
/h.  Under these operating conditions, the thermal 

characteristics for the machine were derived and are shown in Table 6.1. 

Table 6.1. Basic parameters of thermal characteristics for wound-field machine 

slot-to-casing 

(conduction) 

 

4.05 min 

 

Thermal time constants 

casing-to-ambient 

(convection) 

 

10.56 min 

Power loss 458.6 W 100°C temperature 

rise in conductor rms current 13.6 A 

 

6.5 Synchronous Performance  

The performance of the 12/8 configuration was investigated when run as a synchronous 

motor. Two identical commercial three phase AC drives, one for the test motor and the 

other for load machine, were applied to perform the tests initially at a fixed speed of 500 
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rev/min and then at various speeds up to nearly the base speed. The test motor was 

coupled to a permanent magnet servo-machine with a regenerative drive which acted as 

the load machine. The drive for testing the motor is designated for universal operation 

of three phase AC machines, and consequently, running of the motor required 

adaptation to the most appropriate operating mode, ‘servo mode’ in this case, which for 

operation of traditional AC  motors uses the rotor flux reference frame with stator 

currents placed in the quadrature axis [232]. This mode of operation, in effect, 

implements the id = 0 control method [233]. To use this drive, the 12/8-experimental 

machine was translated as an equivalent 16-pole conventional permanent-magnet 

synchronous motor. With closed loop speed control selected for the motor drive, the AC 

drive applied sinusoidal current control implemented as a PWM scheme at a selected 

maximum switching frequency of 6 kHz. Rotor position feedback was employed using 

an absolute encoder. 

6.5.1 Torque 

The graphs for torque in figure 6.11 verify the flexible characteristic of the torque, 

controllable by both the field current and the armature current. The mean torque output 

increases proportionally with the armature current and with the field current. At high 

currents, saturation effects come into play. Knowing that the measurement graphs are 

for the mechanical output torque and the predicted graphs are for the electromagnetic 

torque, which includes windage and friction, the differences, which range from 1.2% at 

low loading and 9.5% at the highest loading, are expected and also serve to underline 

the 2D simulation assumptions and some mismatched measuring conditions. The 

Figure 6.10. Thermal behaviour of the wound-field machine. 
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measured AC armature currents used to benchmark the points for recording mechanical 

torque contained harmonics while the simulation values assumed pure sinusoidal 

armature currents, which made the actual fundamental rms value of the measurement 

somewhat lower at every benchmark point.  Additionally, the measured DC field 

current, whose waveform is examined in the next section, presented a ripple while the 

simulations used steady and constant DC values. 

As shown in figure 6.11 (b), torque ripple was noticeable in the measurement results, 

more at low field currents and high armature currents than at other conditions. This is in 

contrast to the appreciable ripple in the electromagnetic torque predicted by simulations 

at similar operating conditions and presented in chapter 4. It is thought that, in practice 

(a) variation of mean value with currents 

 

(b) waveforms 

Figure 6.11. Output torque at 500 r/min. 
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and in these tests, the inertia of the rotating mass has the tendency to smoothen the 

torque. 

6.5.2 Armature and field current waveforms 

The armature current waveform was a good sinusoid, underlying a robust current 

control scheme of the PWM drive, although a slight distortion appeared at high loading. 

Current ripple in the DC field circuit was present at all load conditions, although barely 

perceptible at light loads. As can be seen for the situation with rated currents in figure 

6.12, the ripple was at three times the electrical frequency and the peak-to-peak 

variation was at approximately 19% of the mean DC value. The content of current 

ripple observed across the range of loadings in this three phase arrangement appears to 

be substantially lower than that in the single-phase arrangement reported in [123], 

where the extent of the oscillations interfered with the stability of current control. The 

postulation was that three phase configurations would eliminate current ripple in the DC 

field winding by coupling a resultant null effect. Evidence in this investigation shows a 

noticeable reduction of the ripple. This outcome is expected because the EMF induced 

in the field winding by the armature reaction flux is, for this design, still substantially 

distorted from a sine wave. With the presence of a fluctuating field excitation, the 

contribution of this effect on the form of the torque, and particularly the torque ripple, 

should be acknowledged. 

Figure 6.12. Current waveforms at rated currents and 500 r/min. 
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6.5.3 Power, efficiency and power factor 

This section deals with power measurement results at a fixed speed of 500 r/min. The 

measured output power was proportional to the field and armature currents, in 

agreement with theoretical expectations. The total efficiency, including losses in the 

field winding, initially rises with loading of the armature but starts to fall after reaching 

a maximum value, except when the field current is possibly 3.5 A and less. This is 

illustrated in the measurement results in figure 6.13, where the maximum efficiency of 

68.65% at 3.5 A field current occurs at the lowest armature loading and progressively 

falls with increasing armature current to the minimum of 46.5% when armature loading 

is at maximum. At field currents greater than 3.5 A, the maximum efficiency is obtained 

(a) total efficiency variation with armature current  

 

(b) with varying output power 

Figure 6.13. Variation of efficiency with load. 
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when armature current is between 50 to 80% of the full-load value and is in the range 

66-71%, depending on the field current. The range of output power, for locating the 

efficiency curves, is influenced by both the field and armature current, as seen in figure 

6.13 (b). The contribution of the losses of the field circuit to the total efficiency is 

illustrated in figure 6.13 (b), where the total efficiency is plotted alongside the ac 

efficiency. The ac efficiency is evaluated as the efficiency without taking into account 

the losses in the field circuit. The total efficiency when field current is low, i.e. less than 

3.5 A, is not significantly higher than the ac efficiency, but the difference between the 

two becomes substantial as the field current, and hence the power range, is increased. 

The power factor, according to the measurement results illustrated in figure 6.14 (a), 

varies inversely with the armature currents at all levels of field excitation.  On the other 

hand, at any specified armature current, the power factor appears to be linearly 

proportional to the field current. It is a combination of a high field current and a low 

armature current that gives the maximum power factor, measured at 0.9 when field 

current is 14 A and armature current is 3.5 A in the considered tests. At rated conditions 

and compared to other AC machines, the power factor is poor. It is thought that an 

increase of field turns and a reduction of the armature turns in the design may help 

improve the power factor.  

The line-to-line terminal voltage increases approximately linearly with the armature 

current, as shown in figure 6.14 (b), but appears to be less affected by the change in the 

field current. For instance, at 14 A armature current, the change in the terminal line 

voltage as field current changes from 3.5 A to 14 A is a reduction of 12% in the 

required terminal voltage. The trend of demanding a lower terminal voltage with 

increase of field current is maintained at all levels of field excitation except when field 

current is less than 5 A, when it is reversed.  

The complex behaviour of the power factor and terminal voltage as the field and 

armature are varied can be studied theoretically by the equivalent circuit representation 

of these quantities as mapped on a vector diagram. The field current influences the 

terms with open-circuit flux linkage, whilst the armature current influences the voltage 

drop terms of the armature resistance and inductance in the representation. The 

influence of both the field and armature current is indeed complex, but the measurement 

results for the operating power factor and terminal voltage at specified values of field 
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and armature current for motoring in the FSM have been revealed and are consistent 

with the behaviour of the conventional wound-field synchronous motor. 

The armature reaction increases proportionally with current and is the principal cause of 

the fall of power factor and the rise of terminal voltage with current. The simplified 

phasor illustration in figure 6.15 (b) for constant field excitation and speed, shows both 

the power factor angle, φ and terminal armature voltage, Va rising, for the case of 

doubling the armature current of figure 6.15 (a). 

 

(a) power factor 

 

(b) terminal voltage 

Figure 6.14. Variation of power factor and armature terminal voltage 

with load. 
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6.5.4  Performance with speed variation  

In the tests, values of output torque for a speed range of 100-1250 r/min at a rated field 

current of 14 A were recorded to reveal the performance characteristics with speed, 

shown in figures 6.16-6.19. 

At constant armature current the torque speed-curve is a straight line with a small droop, 

typically about -1.5 x 10
-3

 Nm per r/min, shown by figure 6.16. The point of instability 

for speed control occurred at a progressively lower speed with increase of armature 

current but was difficult to capture with good precision as the operation of the drive 

depended on a constant speed.  The base speed of the motor at 14 A field excitation on 

the 400-V drive would be determined by locating the speed at which the drive, set to 

speed control, starts to lose stability of controlling the speed as speed is increased. This 

was found to be about 1500 rev/min at no-load and about 1300 rev/min at rated load (14 

A field and armature currents) and is the point of inception of field weakening. 

Characteristic of electrical machines, the efficiency increases with speed as shown in 

figure 6.17 and it appears that maximum efficiency at a specified torque or armature 

current would occur at maximum possible speed, while maximum efficiency at a 

specified speed would occur at maximum torque or armature current, the field current 

remaining fixed. 

  

(a) high power factor (b) low power factor 

Figure 6.15. Effect of armature reaction on power factor and terminal voltage
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Although the power factor falls with increase of speed at constant field current, as seen 

in figure 6.18, the change is not significant for high armature current, but may be in the 

order of about 50% for low armature currents, between the lowest and highest speeds in 

the considered range. The variation of the terminal voltage with speed at the specified 

field current and various armature currents is proportionally linear and is illustrated in 

figure 6.19 for 14 A field current. This relationship may be applied to infer the base 

speed of the motor on a drive of specified voltage. For instance, in this application with 

a 400-V drive, it is observed that if the voltage-speed curves are extrapolated beyond 

the recorded value 1250 r/min, the curve meets the 400 V level close to 1500 r/min, the 

speed beyond which the drive starts to run out of volts and must operate in the field 

weakening mode if equipped by the control. This is in good agreement with the 

approach described at the beginning of this section where the base speed of the 400-V 

 

Figure 6.16. Mean output torque with speed 

 

Figure 6.17. Total efficiency with speed 
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drive was revealed by estimating the speed at which stability of speed control is 

disturbed. 

6.6 Comparison with Other Similar Machines  

The principles of the wound-field flux-switching motor employing a segmental rotor are 

a relatively new concept but the ultimate configuration of the motor bears resemblance 

to configurations of some well-established motors. It is thought that the physical 

configuration of a synchronous reluctance motor, especially the type with a segmental 

rotor [153], may be similar to the FSM employing a segmental rotor and differs in the 

main on the assignment of the stator coils the field and armature systems in the FSM. 

Another type of well-established motor with resemblance to the FSM employing a 

 

Figure 6.18. Power factor with speed. 

Figure 6.19. Terminal line voltage with speed. 
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segmental rotor is the switched reluctance motor, typically those employing a segmental 

rotor [155]. They differ from the FSM employing a segmental rotor only in that all the 

coils typically carry a switched dc current. A comparison is made of the FSM with a 

synchronous reluctance motor employing a segmental rotor, based on FE simulation 

results and with a series of different types of switched reluctance motors, based on 

practical measurement results.     

6.6.1 Synchronous reluctance motor   

Following the geometry and specifications of the 12/8 FSM employing a segmental 

rotor, an equivalent synchronous reluctance motor SyRM may be realised. The design 

of the rotor for the SyRM takes various forms [151], thus: 

• toothed rotors 

• segmental rotors 

• flux barrier rotors (typically, axially laminated with distributed anisotropy) 

Designs with salient-pole toothed rotors are known to have relatively low reluctance 

torque and poor power factor due to their low saliency ratio. Rotors with segments or 

flux barriers give significant improvement to the performance of the SyRM. For strong 

resemblance to FSM employing a segmental rotor, this comparison is made with a 

configuration of the SyRM employing a segmental rotor. Using eight rotor segments, 

the equivalent SyRM is an 8-pole motor, with semi-closed slots carrying a concentrated 

single-tooth winding (figure 6.20 (a)). This winding design configuration gives 

comparatively low torque. For a fairer comparison, an alternative winding configuration 

in the form of concentrated winding with overlapping winding is used as in figure 6.20 

(b). 

As can be seen in table 6.2, the 12/8 wound-field FSM has torque capability and torque 

density at 300 W winding loss which are more than twice the values for an equivalent 8-

pole SyRM. Although this may not be used as a general or definitive relation of the 

performance between the FSM and SyRM, as there are other improved forms of rotors 

for SyRM with Ld/Lq = 10-12 [151], this comparison serves to show in one way the gain 

of arranging machines for production of excitation torque rather than for reluctance 

torque. 
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Table 6.2. Comparison of FSM with SyRM 

Type of motor Saliency ratio, 

Ld/Lq 

( ) 

Torque 

Capability 

(Nm) 

Torque 

density  

(kNm/m
3
) 

Torque ripple, 

(of max.) 

(%) 

12/8 wound-field 

FSM 

- 26 27.2 34.9 

SyRM: single-

tooth 

2.22 3.33 3.5 69.0 

SyRM: 

overlapping 

4.52 9.96 9.96 61.2 

6.6.2 Switched reluctance motors  

A series of SRMs, with the same stack length, outside diameter, and similar slot-fill 

factor [156], is compared on torque density with the experimental wound-field FSM 

operating as synchronous motor. The comparison in table 6.3 is on the torque density at 

a winding loss of 300 W, corresponding to rms current of about 11 A (current density of 

7.2 A/mm
2
), against three types of switched reluctance motors, ranging from the 

conventional to the high performance configurations. 

As designed, the wound-field synchronous motor has a torque density comparable to 

that of the conventional toothed-rotor motor, but substantially lower than that of the 

optimised high performance segmental rotor machine. The 12/8 wound-field motor in 

this study is a preliminary design and improvements in this value of torque density can 

be expected with optimisation of other parameters. 

 

(a) concentrated single-tooth winding  (b) concentrated overlapping winding  

Figure 6.20. Configuration of 8-pole SyRM on the 12-tooth stator. 
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Table 6.3. Comparison of torque density with SRMs 

Type of motor Torque density (kNm/m
3
) 

12/8 wound-field FSM 19.9 

12/8 toothed SRM 19.3 

12/8 segmental SRM 28.7 

12/10 segmental SRM 28.9 

6.7 Conclusion 

Testing and measurement of performance of the wound-field FSMs employing a 

segmental rotor have verified the characteristics portrayed from the predictions by FE 

simulations. Additionally a thermal characterisation has identified the loading capability 

of the experimental machines.  

The tests reveal an AC induced EMF in the phase of the 12/8 configuration which is 

rich in harmonics and with dissimilar and unsymmetrical alterations of the EMF 

waveform. The EMF waveform for the 12/5 configuration was found to be largely 

symmetrical with less harmonics than the 12/8 topology. In both types of configurations 

of the machine, the distortion of the EMF waveform appears to be influenced by the 

field current, with high field current generally producing less distortion. These findings 

are consistent with the predictions from FE simulations, and the remarkable features 

have been fully explained.  

As the alternations of the induced EMF waveforms were found to be unsymmetrical in 

the 12/8 configuration, it was not surprising that the static torque measurements showed 

unequal positive and negative torque presentation in the test representing an instance of  

three phase loading. However, the presentation of the measured static torque for the 

12/5 was with equal positive and negative torque presentations, as was the alternations 

of the EMF. The cogging torque, strongly anticipated in the FSM, was reliably 

detectable by tests in the 12/8 configuration. In the 12/5 configurations, the cogging 

torque was predicted to be relatively lower than in the 12/8 configurations and presented 

uncertainties in its measurements, causing larger errors in the measurement values. 

The 12/8 configuration was successfully operated as a synchronous motor with variable 

field excitation and variable load. The synchronous motor performance measurements 

demonstrated steady-state motor performance characteristics similar to the conventional 
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synchronous motor with field-winding excitation at a fixed speed. Torque capability 

was virtually constant with variable speed, save for a gentle droop arising from the 

change in voltage drop over the motor impedance elements. A base speed of about 1500 

r/min was inferred from the test on the 400-V drive with speed control. 

When compared on torque density, the motor appears to present torque density similar 

to a conventional SRM, but significantly higher than an equivalent SyRM with a 

segmental rotor by a factor of nearly 2. 
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Chapter 7 

Testing and performance of 

permanent-magnet machines 

The design and construction of the experimental three-phase permanent-magnet flux 

switching machines (PMFSM) employing segmental rotors has been considered in 

chapter 5.  This chapter presents the test results and performance measurements of the 

experimental machines. Two configurations of the experimental machines, in 12/8 and 

12/5 arrangements, are considered. The test and measurement methods follow much of 

the arrangements employed in the tests and measurements performed on the wound-

field machines reported in chapter 6. As such, much of the description of methods are 

avoided in this chapter and referred in the appropriate text to chapter 6. As with the 

wound-field machines in chapter 6, the tests cover the no-load running test, the static 

load test and thermal characterisation. The experimental machine on the 12/8 

configuration was operated as a synchronous motor up to full load and the available DC 

link voltage of the AC drive, providing results for performance evaluation.  Finally, 

comparisons of performance with the wound-field machine and the conventional AC 

permanent-magnet machine are made. 
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7.1 Introduction  

The important difference between the wound-field and permanent magnet machines, as 

the terms suggest, is in the type of field excitation. As the properties of the magnets are 

invariable on the machine, there is no variation of field excitation in the operation of the 

permanent-magnet machine. Therefore, there are fewer parameters for measurement and 

investigation and fewer pieces of equipment to deploy in the permanent magnet 

machine than the wound-field machine. The electrical supplies, which include DC 

supplies for static no-load tests and three phases AC drives for motoring, and the 

metering instruments are all for deployment on the armature system. The topology 

arrangement and the coil terminal connections are as provided in figure 7.1. 

  

(a) 12/8 PMFSM (b) 12/5 PMFSM 

 

(c) coil designation  

Figure 7.1.Topology deployment and coil terminal designation in the PMFSM. 
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7.2 No-load Test: Induced EMF 

The test set-up for measurement of the no-load induced EMF in the armature system is 

the same as described for the wound-field machine in chapter 6.  The EMF was 

observed in the phase winding at a fixed speed of 500 r/min in the 12/8 and 12/5 

configurations. 

7.2.1 The 12/8-configuration 

The EMF waveform is quasi-sinusoidal, as shown in figure 7.2. The alternations of the 

EMF are dissimilar and the phase waveform yields significant harmonics, the 2nd 

harmonic being the largest after the fundamental at 7.2% of the fundamental in the 

measurement results. The triplen harmonics are absent in the observation of the line 

EMF. There is general good agreement between the measurement and predicted EMF 

waveforms, but there appears to be an overestimation of the predicted EMF in the peak 

value of the positive alternation by 28.4%. This appearance of an unusually high peak in 

the positive alternation is yet to be fully accounted for. There are also noticeable 

differences in the harmonic spectra between the measurement and the prediction. This 

difference is believed to be due to the difference in the resolution of the data range 

between the measurement and predicted waveforms, by which the measurement uses 

about 4000 data points and the predictions uses 45 data points for one electrical cycle in 

the computation of the harmonic spectrum.  The measurement set of results produces a 

THD of 11.7% whilst the prediction has a THD of 13.3% for phase EMF. The predicted 

THD for line EMF is even lower, at 7.5%. 

7.2.2 The 12/5 configuration 

The AC waveform for the 12/5 configuration, shown in figure 7.3, is also quasi-

sinusoidal but appears to be more sinusoidal than that for the 12/8 configuration. Unlike 

that for the 12/8 configuration, the waveform for the 12/5 configuration is symmetrical 

and has identical alternations. The inclination to symmetry and sinusoidal shape is 

reflected in the near absence of the even harmonics in the harmonic spectrum.  After the 

fundamental, the third harmonic is the dominant harmonic at 5.8% of the fundamental 

in the measurement results of phase EMF. As in the 12/8 configuration, the are no 

triplen hanmonics when line EMF is considered. The phase EMF waveform presents a 

THD of 7.6 % in the measurement, compared to 7.9 % in the prediction, whilst the 
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predicted THD for the line EMF is appreciably lower, at 4.5%. The THD in the 

 

(a) phase waveform 

 

(b) spectrum of phase EMF 

 

(c) spectrum ofline EMF 

Figure 7.2. EMF for 12/8 configuration at 500 r/min. 
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measurement set is significantly lower than that for the 12/8 configuration, and 

underpins the preliminary assertion that the sinusoidal quality of the waveform for the 

(a) phase waveform 

 

(b) spectrum of phase EMF 

 

(c) spectrum of line EMF 

Figure 7.3. EMF for 12/5 configuration at 500 r/min. 
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12/5 configuration is better than that for the 12/8 configuration. The error between the 

measured and predicted peak value of the phase EMF waveform is around 4.6%, with 

the predicted being higher than the measured value. 

The grounds accounting for a presentation of identical alternations in the phase EMF for 

the 12/5 configuration and a presentation of dissimilar alternations in the 12/8 

configuration have been advanced in chapter 6 for the wound-field configurations, and 

are equally applicable for the permanent magnet configurations. 

7.3 Load Test: Static Torque 

The static torque test results presented in this section were produced from the three 

phase connection described in chapter 6, where one phase carries positive peak current 

and the other two phases carry half the negative peak current. The merits and demerits 

of the approach to represent a three phase situation have been discussed. In the 

following subsections the results of the test for permanent-magnet configurations of the 

experimental machines are presented. 

7.3.1 The 12/8-configuration 

The static torque profile for the 12/8 permanent-magnet configuration, shown in figure 

7.4, is similar to that of the 12/8 wound-field configuration described in chapter 6. It 

reveals similar and substantial cogging torque, which is superimposed on the torque of 

the loaded machine, evidenced by the undulations at the same frequency of the cogging 

torque on the total profile. Due to the nature of the 12/8 topology, the profile and peak 

values of the positive torque are not identical to those of the negative torque. Whilst the 

positive torque can reach peak torque of 31.4 Nm, the negative torque reaches 36.5 Nm 

for the same dc armature current of 12 A. 

7.3.2 The 12/5-configuration 

The major differences in the static torque profile of the 12/5 configuration, shown in 

figure 7.5, compared to that of the 12/8 configuration, are that the positive and negative 

torque profiles are identical and the cogging torque is significantly lower in the 12/5 

configuration. The exceptionally low values of cogging torque in the 12/5 

configurations also appears to be a source of errors in the measurement value set for 

cogging torque, so that that the measured values tend to be higher than the predicted 
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values. On the overall, the predicted static torque matches the measured torque 

reasonably well when the armature is loaded, with a 2.3 % error in the peak value at 12 

A armature current. The major observations on the measured static torque for the 12/5 

configurations with wound-field excitation in chapter 6 are applicable to this 

configuration with permanent magnet excitation. However it is worth repeating here that 

the presentation of the torque profile of the 12/5 configuration, even with permanent 

magnet excitation, approaches that of conventional AC machines in appearance.   

Figure 7.4. Static torque for 12/8 configuration at various armature currents. 

 

Figure 7.5. Static torque for 12/5 configuration at various armature currents. 
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7.4 Thermal Characteristic 

A thermal test, similar to that executed on the wound-field machine and described in 

chapter 6, was performed on the permanent magnet machine with an 8-segment rotor. 

The difference in the permanent magnet arrangement, arising from the configuration, is 

that there are six series-connected coils to energize, which act as heat sources, 

presenting a different arrangement of thermal sources to that the wound-field machine at 

the same current. 

The thermal curves in figure 7.6 show the temperature responses of the conductor in the 

slot and the surface of the casing with time for two cases of assisted and unassisted 

cooling. The thermal parameters derived from the curves are shown in table 7.1. 

Table 7.1. Basic parameters of thermal characteristics for permanent-magnet machine 

  Unassisted 

cooling 

Assisted 

cooling 

 

Units 

slot-to-casing 

(conduction) 

 

4.13 

 

3.34 

 

min 

 

Thermal time constants 

casing-to-ambient 

(convection) 

 

40.26 

 

32.19  

 

min 

power loss 381.5 504.2  W 100 °C temperature 

rise in conductor rms current 9.8 11.4  A 

 

The use of an ordinary desk fan to aid cooling is tentative but its effect on increasing the 

loading capability, shown by the change in the response time constants, is significant. 

The fan had a specified airflow of about 2100 m
3
/h and was positioned about 40 cm 

from the test machine. By using such a fan, the current loading in the conductor may be 

increased from 7.9 A/mm
2
 to 9.3 A/mm

2
, to achieve the same temperature rise of 100°C 

in the slot conductors, as computed from the response parameters in Table 7.1. 

7.5 Synchronous Performance 

The 12/8 permanent magnet experimental machine was set up for synchronous motor 

operation in the manner described for the wound-field machine in chapter 6. In the 

following subsections the results of synchronous operation up to rated load torque, 

initially at a fixed speed of 500 r/min and subsequently at variable speed, are presented. 
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7.5.1 Torque 

The output torque varies linearly with armature current at fixed speed. The motor 

produces an output torque of 40.7 Nm at a motor current of 12 A (J = 9.8 A/mm
2
), 

which is nearly the rated motor current, with assisted cooling as determined from the 

thermal test. Figure 7.7 shows the variation of measured output torque with motor 

current alongside the predicted electromagnetic torque. There is a noticeable 

discrepancy between the measured and predicted torque, estimated at 12.3% at the 

Figure 7.6. Thermal response of permanent-magnet machine. 

 

Figure 7.7. Output mean torque for 12/8 PM motor. 
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maximum output torque.  Part of the discrepancy is attributed to the prediction value not 

discounting the frictional and windage torque, which is any case expected to be quite 

small, but the main part of the discrepancy is thought to be due to limitations posed by 

the 2D modelling.  A combination of neglecting end-winding effects and leakage flux in 

the stator frame has been known to produce errors of up to 10 % in the EMF of PM 

machines [234].  

Although torque ripple is predicted to be significant in the permanent magnet 

configuration, the measurement results showed hardly any ripple. As in the wound-field 

machine, much of the torque ripple is thought to be smoothened by the inertial mass 

system of the motor and load, but the apparently more smoothened torque in the PM 

motor is also due to the steady flux supplied by the magnets. 

7.5.2 Power, efficiency and power factor 

The power output of the motor was found to be linearly proportional to the armature 

current, attaining a value of 2.13 kW with a motor current of 12 A at 500 r/min. Figure 

7.8 shows that the efficiency of the motor at 500 r/min is relatively high when motor 

current is low, with a value of about 81% for motor current between 3 and 6 A, and 

starts to fall as current is increased. At the maximum current of 12 A, the efficiency has 

dropped to 71.4 %, suggestive of the dominance of the copper loss in the total loss at 

high loading. 

At a fixed speed of 500 r/min, the terminal voltage, shown in figure 7.8 increases 

proportionally with armature current up to 415 V when maximum motor current is 

reached, while the power factor falls with increase of current from 0.9 at 3 A to 0.52 at 

12 A. As with efficiency, it appears advantageous to operate with a low current to get a 

high power factor at the test speed of 500 r/min. Compared with other AC machines, the 

power factor is relatively poor at rated conditions, although it is better than for the 

wound-field FSM at the same conditions.   

7.5.3 Performance with speed variation 

Performance on load was measured for a speed range 100-1400 r/min for the 

permanent-magnet motor. The motor current applied in this test was limited to 11 A, 

corresponding to the capacity limit of the load machine to measure the torque.  
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Inception of instability (i.e., when converter runs out voltage) occurred between 900-

1400 r/min, depending on the load. The higher the torque, the lower the point of 

instability, with lowest being a little above 900 r/min when motor current is at its 

possible maximum of 11A. This range of stability in speed control at a specified motor 

current is slightly higher than that with the wound-field machine, possibly due to the 

steadier field flux in the PM motor. 

The torque-speed curves at various loads are shown in figure 7.10. They reveal a 

drooping characteristic which is typical of the conventional PM synchronous motor. 

The torque-speed curve is almost a straight line droop, whose gradient is influenced by 

 

Fig. 7.8. Efficiency against armature current. 

Figure 7.9. Power factor against current and terminal line voltage against current. 
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the per unit impedance of the phase winding. The sudden change of torque at the upper 

end of the speed reached is indicative of inception of flux-weakening. 

The effect of the speed on the efficiency is shown in figure 7.11. Generally, efficiency 

increases with speed at any particular motor current, but the increase is substantially 

lower at high speeds than at low speeds, in the speed range considered. As the 

efficiency also appears to increase with motor current at a particular speed, particularly 

in the lower speed range, it is a fair observation to generally note that the efficiency 

increases with output power. A presentation of the maximum efficiency is at a value of 

83.3% when the speed is about 100 r/min with an armature current of 6 A. 

At any particular speed, the power factor falls with increase in motor current, as shown 

in figure 7.12. There appears to be no change in the power factor with speed when the 

 

Figure 7.10. Mean output torque with speed 

 

Figure 7.11. Efficiency with speed 
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motor current is at 6 A. However, in the speed range up to 500 r/min, when current is 

above 6 A, the power factor has a linear droop with speed, and when the load current is 

above 6 A the power factor tends to increase with speed. At speeds above 500 r/min, the 

power factor tends to be constant with speed, regardless of the motor current. 

The terminal voltage is observed to be inversely proportional to the motor current at a 

specified speed, as illustrated in figure 7.13 and noted in the measurement with fixed 

speed. However, when speed is varied, the terminal voltage is proportional to the speed 

at any specified load current. As a result of this characteristic, the terminal voltage 

reaches the limit set by the dc link voltage of the drive at a higher speed for low motor 

currents. 

Figure 7.12. Power factor with speed 

Figure 7.13 Terminal line voltage with speed. 
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7.6 Comparison with Other Machines 

The permanent magnet flux switching synchronous motor employing a segmental rotor 

is being studied for the first time. As pointed out in chapter 2, permanent magnet flux 

switching motors that have been studied in the last 13 years employ a toothed-rotor and 

the action and placement of the PM magnets are significantly different from that of the 

PMFSM employing segmental rotor introduced in this thesis.  For the purpose of 

comparison, the wound-field flux switching synchronous motor studied in this thesis, 

and which differs from the permanent-magnet motor mainly in the manner of field 

excitation, is considered. It also appears interesting to compare the permanent magnet 

flux switching synchronous motor employing a segmental rotor with the established and 

convention permanent synchronous motors with magnets on the rotor. In the following 

subsections, the permanent magnet flux switching synchronous motor employing a 

segmental rotor is compared with these two types of motors. 

7.6.1 Wound-field synchronous flux switching motor 

The permanent-magnet synchronous flux switching motor, like most permanent-magnet 

motors, is expected to give a higher torque capability than a wound field-field motor for 

the same general size of machine.  Table 7.2 shows the comparison of the permanent-

magnet and wound-field flux switching synchronous motor on selected measured 

performance parameters.  

Table 7.2. Comparison of PMFSM and wound-field FSM 

  PMFSM Wound-field FSM 

Torque capability (at thermal limit) Nm 40.7 22 

Torque density (at 300 W loss) kNm/m
3
 31.7 19.9 

Torque ripple (from prediction) % mean 23.5 38.0 

Estimated base speed (at rated torque) r/min 830 1250 

Rated power (at rated speed) kW 3.3 3.4 

Power factor (at rated load, speed) - 0.54 0.45 

Efficiency (rated load, speed) % 77.6 75.6 

The two motor types have identical dimensions and operating criteria, except for the 

mode of field excitation. The depth of the magnets was calculated to give the same flux 

density in the stator teeth as would the field excitation of the wound-field machine with 

open-circuit armature windings, with the assumption of linearity in the magnetisation. 
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Due to space freed by a field winding, the PM motor has more armature turns than 

wound-field motor, by a factor of 2.27 in this case.  

The torque capability, at thermal limit, of the permanent-magnet motor is nearly twice 

that of wound-field motor. The increased torque capability of the permanent-magnet 

motor is largely due to the augmented slot area for the conductors, so that the electrical 

loading may ideally be doubled. In practice, as copper loss is the main component of the 

loss, it requires a higher current (increased electrical loading) in the permanent-magnet 

motor than in the wound-field motor to produce a winding loss that results in the same 

temperature rise. The subtler effects, in the differences that arise due to thermal 

structures, though extensively examined in these comparisons, are believed to add the 

observed differences in the torque capabilities of the two types of motors.  When 

compared at the specific winding loss of 300 W, a loss which is on the margins of the 

operating loading with unassisted cooling, the torque density of the permanent-magnet 

motor is about 1.6 times that of wound-field motor. 

Aside of the torque, the torque ripple predicted from FE simulations is also lower for 

the permanent-magnet motor than for the wound-field motor by nearly half, with 

prospects of the permanent-magnet motor being quieter than the wound-field motor. 

Although the permanent-magnet motor shows only marginal improvements in the 

power factor and efficiency, there is significant lowering of the base speed at rated 

torque of the permanent motor, principally due to producing a noticeably higher back-

EMF. The rated output power of the permanent-magnet motor, considered at the base 

speed is, however, practically the same as that of the wound-field motor. 

7.6.2 Permanent magnet synchronous motor 

There are several configurations for conventional AC permanent magnet synchronous 

motors [235]. One main variety can be conceived by the manner of the winding type, 

either with distributed or concentrated stator windings. Another major variety may be 

produced by the arrangement of the magnets on the rotor. In respect of the variety due 

to rotor magnet configurations, there are four major types identified by the location of 

the magnets: interior, insert, surface and flux concentration configurations. As the 

PMFSM in this study implements a concentrated winding arrangement, a choice of this 

type of winding on the PMSM presents a fairer comparison. There are equally good 

reasons premised on fairness, to avoid comparing the PMFSM with the PMSM 
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employing either flux concentration magnets or interior magnets. In practice, the flux 

concentration arrangements of the magnets on the rotor for PMSM are usually applied 

for designs with low flux-density magnet materials. On the other hand, while the type of 

torque in the synchronous PMFSM is largely due the excitation torque produced by 

placing the current in phase with back-EMF, the PMSM with interior magnet 

configurations are designed to also exploit the reluctance torque availed by their 

substantial saliency. Therefore, the comparison of the PMFSM employing a segmental 

rotor in the 12/8 configuration is made with the PMSM employing insert and surface 

magnets in an 8-pole configuration. As there were no experimental PMSM machines of 

similar size available, the comparisons are from modelled performance results using FE 

simulations, with the models having similar stator and rotor dimensions, including the 

airgap, based on the constructed 12/8 PMFSM. Figures 7.14 and 7.15 show the 

presentation of the 8-pole PMSM motors employed in the comparison with 12/8 

PMFSM. 

Although the machines all employ permanent magnet excitation, the PMSMs have 

about 35% higher torque capability than the PMFSM, principally due to the higher 

volume of the magnets of the same depth that the PMSM machines can accommodate 

on the rotor in an 8-pole arrangement. With 8 magnets on the rotor for the PMSM and 6 

magnets on the stator for the PMFSM, the ratio of the volume of the magnets for either 

insert or surface PMFM to that for the PMFSM is approximately 2.1.  Accordingly, the 

torque density, evaluated at 300 W loss, is higher for the PMSMs than the PMFSM by a 

factor of 1.6. A tabulated summary of the comparison on the selected principal indices 

is shown in table 7.3. 

As there are serious implications of the usage of magnets on cost, a fairer comparison of 

torque capability, which takes into account the mass of the applied magnets, is shown in 

the 4th row of table 7.3. It is then seen that the PMFSM surpasses the PMSM in torque 

capability per unit mass of applied magnets, at thermal limit, by factor of about 1.48. 

Despite presenting a higher torque capability, both configurations of the PMSM incur a 

higher torque ripple than the PMFSM, the surface magnet configuration significantly 

further higher than the insert magnet configuration, as shown in the summary. The 

cogging torque of the PMFSM is appreciably lower than that found in the PMSM.  
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According to the findings, when expressed as a percentage of the mean torque capability, 

the peak value of the cogging torque for both the insert and surface magnet 

configurations of the PMSM is more than double that of the PMFSM. 

  

(a) insert-magnet configuration (b) surface-magnet configuration 

Fig. 7.14. Conventional 8-pole double-layer single-tooth winding PMSM configurations. 

 

(a) insert-magnet configuration (b) surface-magnet configuration 

Fig. 7.15. Conventional 8-pole single-layer single-tooth winding PMSM configurations. 
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Table 7.3. Comparison of PMFSM and PMSM 

PMSM   

Double-layer Single-layer 

  

PMFSM 

insert surface insert surface 

Total volume of magnets mm
3
 51, 003 106,824 

Torque capability (at 

thermal limit) 
Nm 45.7 67.6 69.8 64.7 66.3 

Torque density (at 300 W 

loss) 
kNm/m

3
 31.7 51.8 53.5 49.6 50.8 

Torque ripple of mean %  23.5 30.7 36.0 15.3 30.0 

Torque capability per unit 

mass of magnets 
Nm/kg 119.5 84.4 87.1 80.8 82.8 

Peak cogging torque  Nm 5.5 15.4 14.5 15.5 14.5 

Peak cogging torque/torque 

capability  
% 12.0 22.8 20.7 23.9 21.9 

EMF at 500 r/min per 

phase 
V 76.5 106.0 105.6 106.4 106.1 

EMF THD % 13.3 20.7 14.5 20.5 14.3 

 

The higher back-EMF predicted in both configurations of the PMSM are in 

correspondence with the resultant torque capabilities, but the nature of the EMF 

waveform is widely different across the machines under comparison. Using the index of 

the THD, the PMSM with surface magnets presents a THD of the EMF of 14.5%, which 

is nearly the same as that of the PMFSM, while the PMSM with insert magnets incurs 

higher THD at 20.5%, which is more than 1.4 times that of the PMFSM.  There are no 

even harmonics, as shown by the harmonic spectrum of the of the EMF of the insert and 

surface magnet configuration of the PMSM in figure 7.16, but the difference between 

the two in the THD is accounted for through the dominant 5th harmonic, which is 1.4 

times greater for the insert than the surface magnet configuration. By inference, through 

the presentation of the phase induced EMF, it is expected that the PMSM motors would 

attain a lower base speed than PMFSM on the same drive-supply, due to higher values 

of the back-EMF. This presentation of the torque ripple, cogging torque and EMF THD 

for PMSM is not typical of well-designed PMSMs, which usually employ a distributed 
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winding for sinusoidal back-EMF, and if concentrated winding is employed, then 

trapezoidal armature current is normally employed.  

7.7 Conclusion 

The findings in the testing and performance of the permanent magnet synchronous 

machines have revealed characteristics which are consistent with the predictions from 

FE modelling, allowing for the errors arising from the applied assumptions in the 

modelling. However, as with wound-field machines, the torque ripple predicted in the 

FE modelling is hard to verify in practice on the running tests due the influence of 

inertia. A better chance of verifying torque ripple in practice was in measuring the 

torque in the static tests, whose results were, to a large degree, also consistent with the 

predictions. 

The EMF waveform of the permanent magnet flux switching motor employing a 

segmental rotor has an induced EMF waveform which is quasi-sinusoidal and therefore 

with substantial harmonics in both the 12/8 and 12/5 configurations. However the EMF 

waveform for the 12/8 configurations has dissimilar alternations while that for the 12/5 

configuration has identical alternations.  

The PMFSM employing a segmental rotor has a static torque characteristic with 

unequal positive and negative torque in the 12/8 configuration but with equal positive 

and negative torque in the 12/5 configuration, in correspondence with the characteristics 

Figure 7.16. Harmonic spectrum of phase EMF of insert and surface magnet PMSM. 
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of the induced EMF waveform.  An interesting finding, predicted in the FE model and 

verified by the measurement, is in the presentation of cogging torque, which has been 

found to be lower in the 12/5 configuration than in the 12/8 configuration. 

When operated as a synchronous motor, the PMFSM employing a segmental rotor 

produced torque proportional to the q-axis directed motor current, and which was 

virtually constant with speed.  The characteristics of the power factor, efficiency and 

terminal voltage with motor current and speed have been measured and were found to 

be consistent with characteristics found in conventional permanent-magnet synchronous 

motors. 

A comparison of the PMFSM employing a segmental rotor with the wound-field motor 

reveals almost a doubling the measured available torque in the permanent magnet motor, 

but there are also subtle features in the performance, differentiated in the individual 

measured parameters. When compared with the conventional concentrated-winding 

PMSM with either inset or surface magnets of similar size, on the basis of FE models, 

the available torque capability of the PMFSM is less than that of the PMSM, but when 

usage of the magnets taken into account, the PMFSM provides higher torque capability 

than the PMSM. Although it is not a generally trend of well-designed PMSMs, the 

torque ripple, cogging torque and THD of the considered concentrated-winding PMSM 

are higher than those of the PMFSM.  
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Chapter 8 

Representation of Segmental-

rotor Synchronous Motors 

using the dq Model  

The classical dq-representation is lauded as a simplifying approach to modelling three 

phase AC machines and is a ubiquitous method in AC machine analysis. The steady-

state performance of the flux switching synchronous motors, as presented in chapter 6 

and 7, may be more rapidly predicted with a dq-equivalent model than FE simulation if 

a valid representation can be developed.  In this chapter, the process for representation 

of both the wound-field and permanent magnet flux switching synchronous motors 

employing a segmental rotor is explored. As the motors present an unusual topology 

and mechanism of operation, a need to establish a justification for adopting the 

application of the dq model is required, together with the foundations of the underlying 

assumptions.  The performance predicted using the derived dq parameters is compared 

with the performance measurement results from chapter 6 and 7, for accuracy of the 

model. 
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8.1 Introduction 

The transformation of the stator reference frame, which applies abc parameters, to the 

synchronous reference frame, which uses the dq modelling to apply dq parameters, was 

originally formulated for machines with a rotating excitation system on the rotor and 

distributed windings on the stator [236]. The appeal for working with dq parameters, 

which are fixed to the synchronous reference frame and therefore tied to the rotor, lies 

in the resultant simplification of the prediction equations. However, the underlying 

assumptions for dq modelling may at first appear to exclude its application to many 

types of real AC machines. These restrictive assumptions are that, firstly the machine 

has to have a distributed winding, a condition required to provide sinusoidal armature 

flux linkage and back-EMF; and secondly, the behaviour of magnetic structures has to 

be linear. In practice, the condition aligned to the second assumption is difficult to fulfil 

with real materials, but the design of a sizeable proportion of conventional synchronous 

AC machines strives to conform to the first assumption, and such machines may be 

deemed to have sinusoidal parameters to a degree. 

There is a compelling argument in [236] that the dq transformation may be deemed to 

be a purely mathematical formulation so that transformation of the prediction 

parameters from abc to dq, even in the face of violating the ideal assumptions, gives 

valid prediction expressions. Allied work in [237] investigated the validity of a dq 

model as applied to PM synchronous motor with non-overlapping concentrated 

windings and showed reliable predictions, drawing attention, as in other works, to the 

effect of saturation on the characteristic of the dq inductances. 

The flux switching synchronous motor employing a segmental rotor, apart from having 

concentrated single-tooth windings, presents a further and significant two-fold departure 

from the conditions under which the dq transformation was formulated. In the first fold, 

as the excitation system, either by field winding or permanent magnets, is stationary and 

located on the stator, it is not obvious to establish a correspondence with a revolving 

field system which has either the field or armature system in motion, on which the 

transformation is founded. This uncertainty is resolved by the work in [238], which 

shows the equivalence of a system with an excitation field on the rotor, such as in a 

synchronous PM machine, to one with an excitation field in the stator, as found in FSM 

with toothed-rotor, using fundamental transform concepts. In the second fold, the 
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departure from ideal assumptions is allied to the use of a segmental rotor for flux 

switching, which results in the frequency of variation of phase inductance with rotor 

position appearing to be the same as the electrical frequency, as opposed to twice the 

electrical frequency in conventional machines. It is expected that this situation may 

present hitherto unexplored characteristics of the dq inductances and possibly question 

the simplifications that may be derived from applying the dq transformations to this 

type of machine.  

In this consideration, rather than assume sinusoidal variation of the inductance in 

obtaining the dq model, the stator frame abc inductances are taken as they occur in the 

machine, accounting for the effect of both direct and cross-saturation. The variation of 

inductances is also taken to vary both with position and current in a complex and 

unknown manner. 

8.2 Modelling 

The route to predicting the performance of the AC machine and its drive in using 

electrical circuit parameters is by applying the voltage relationship with current. The 

circuit path per phase consists of a term due to the change of the flux linkages and 

another term due the resistance voltage drop. Ultimately, to be consistent with the 

circuit parameter stipulation, the term due the change of flux linkage may be 

represented as one due to the change of inductances.  The torque equation may be 

derived from considering the change and storage of energy, embodied in the term for 

flux linkage or inductance.  In three phase systems, the expressions for voltage and 

torque may be complicated and cumbersome, due to mutual coupling of circuits and 

dependence of the flux linkages on both the rotor position and current. 

8.2.1 Modelling in abc stator reference frame 

For a general AC machine with a rotating field provided by a field winding, the abc 

three phase voltages vabcf are given in terms of the phase currents iabcf by 

( )abcfabcfabcf
dt

d
R ψψψψ+= iv  (8.1) 

where ψψψψ is the flux linkage and R is the resistance per phase. 
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The flux linkages of each phase is dependent on the currents and may be generally 

expressed as 

),,,( fcbaabcfabcf iiiiψψψψψψψψ =  (8.2) 

so that the inductance matrix Labcf is the defining relationship between the column 

matrices of flux linkages and the currents, as in 

abcfabcfabcf iL=ψψψψ  (8.3) 

The inductance Labcf is generally acknowledged to be dependant on the rotor position θr, 

and referred to as Labc, so that (8.3) may written as 

abcfrfcbaabcfabcf iiii iL ),,,,( θ=ψψψψ  (8.4) 

The elements of the inductance matrix, may be denoted by  





















=

ffcfbfaf

cfccbcac

bfbcbbab
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LLLL
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LLLL

L  (8.5) 

with the alike-paired subscripts indicating the self-inductance terms and the unlike-

paired subscripts indicating mutual inductance terms. 

The voltage given by (8.1) and the resulting electromagnetic power  Pi , evaluated by 

ffccbbaai ivivivivP +++=  (8.6) 

from which the torque expression may derived, are quite complicated expressions, even 

when the quantities are taken to vary in a sinusoidal manner. 

8.2.2 Modelling in dq synchronous reference frame 

The Park transformation [239] enables a change of the three-winding abc quantities 

viewed from the stator reference frame to the two-winding dq quantities viewed from 

the synchronous reference frame. For synchronous motors, the synchronous reference 
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frame is fixed to the rotor and appears to be the natural reference frame for machines 

operating in this mode. In the generalised treatment, which includes excitation by a field 

winding, the Park transformation matrix P is a 3 x 4-matrix, given by [237] 

( ) ( )
( ) ( )

















+−−−−

+−

=

2
3

3
2

3
2

3
2

3
2

000

0sinsinsin

0coscoscos

3

2
ππ

ππ

θθθ

θθθ

P  (8.7) 

where rsegN θθ = , Nseg being the number of segments on the rotor. 

Applying the transformation to the generalised abcf currents, the flux linkages of (8.3) 

are modified as follows: 

abcfdqf Pii =  (8.8) 

dqfdqfdqfabcfabcfdqf iLiPPLP === −1ψψψψψψψψ  (8.9) 

where Ldqf is the dq equivalent of the abcf inductances, and can be directly computed 

from 

1−= PPLL abcfdqf  (8.10) 

Under general conditions, the inductance matrix can be assumed to be full, so that the 

flux linkages Ldqf are given by 

















=

fqfdf

qfqdq

dfdqd

dqf

LLL

LLL

LLL

2
3

L  (8.11) 

Under special conditions prescribed as follows,  

• quantities are of sinusoidal variation  

• phase quantities are displaced  120° electrical 

• self-inductance terms are varying at twice electrical frequency and mutual 

inductance terms at electrical frequency 

which are valid for most types of conventional AC machines, the dq inductance 

expression reduces to 
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Both the dq voltage and torque expressions, given by (8.13) and (8.14), do not have a θ 

term and the expressions have undergone great simplification. In steady-state operation, 

the electrical frequency, 
dt

dθ
ω = , is a constant. 
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( )dqqde iipT ψψ −=
2

3
 (8.14) 

8.2.3 Steady-state flux switching motor dq equations 

There is no fundamental change to (8.13) and (8.14) as a result of whether the excitation 

system is supplied by a DC current of a field winding or permanent magnets but only 

the terms with the  f-subscript may be appropriately adjusted to reflect this distinction. 

Assuming ideal conditions in the dq transformation when applying phasor quantities, 

the synchronous motor steady-state voltage equation, after transformation to the dq 

orthogonal axes, is [233] 
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 (8.15) 

where β is the leading angle of armature phase current from the q-axis, the subscript e 

denotes effective values,  and ψe is the armature flux linkage to due field excitation. 

With adequate field excitation provided by the field current or permanent magnets, 

normal operation is by the id = 0 control method, in which the current is placed in the q-

axis, with zero d-axis component. The current phase angle ββββ from the q-axis is 

effectively zero, and thus the measurable motor parameters of rms voltage, Ve, average 

electromagnetic torque, Te, and motor power factor, cosφ, evaluated with the aid of the 

vector diagram in figure 8.1, are given by 
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( ) ( )22
eeeqe RIILV ωψω ++=  (8.16) 

eee pIT ψ=  (8.17) 

)cos(cos βδφ −=  (8.18) 

where 

ee

eq

RI

IL

ωψ

ω
δ

+
=tan  (8.19) 

In the circumstances of the flux switching motor, where conditions of transformation to 

the dq model are not ideal, the effect of the coupling terms in the dq inductance matrix 

in the derivation of the average electromagnetic torque must be included, so that ψe  is 

modified to include the coupling effect of Ldq as in  

( ) qqdqfde IILpT += ψ
2

3
 (8.20) 

8.3 Motor Parameters 

The phases abc of the flux switching synchronous motor employing a segmental rotor  

in 12/8 configuration are composed of phases constructed by pairs of coils on six stator 

armature teeth A, B, and C, shown in figure 8.2,  for half the section of the motor. 

Interspaced between the armature teeth are six field teeth, F1-F6, bearing single-tooth 

Figure 8.1. General dq vector diagram. 
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field coils in the case of wound-field motor and supporting magnets at the tips in the 

case of the permanent-magnet motor. The magnetisation of the field coils are arranged 

such that the armature tooth flux alternates between positive and negative maximum 

values as the segments on the rotor move. A full description of the principle of 

operation and descriptions of the three phase arrangements is in chapter 3 and 4 of this 

thesis, but it is useful to repeat here that each complete rotation of the rotor produces 

eight cycles of induced AC EMF in armature coils.  

The description of the arrangement of this type of synchronous motor exudes early signs 

of substantive departure from the conditions of ideal transformation. The armature 

windings are concentrated, foretelling a non-sinusoidal back-EMF in the phase winding. 

The distortion from sinusoidal presentation of the phase flux linkage, verified by FE 

results in figure 8.3, results in the non-sinusoidal back-EMF, shown in figure 8.4.  

While this departure from a sinusoidal waveform is partly attributed to the type of 

winding, saturation of the magnetic structures is also a significant factor, as evidenced 

by the change in the no-load EMF waveform and its THD as field excitation is varied.  

The total harmonic distortion (THD) of the EMF is as high as 35% at a low field current 

of 3.5 A, and drops to 8.9% with increase of field current to the nominal value of 14 A. 

  

(a) FSM (b) PMFSM 

Figure 8.2. Configurations of flux switching synchronous motors employing a segmental rotor.

. 
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8.3.1 abc parameters  

The inductances of the machine are influenced by two parameters: the rotor position θr, 

and the winding currents iabcf. Equation (8.3) gives the relationship between the flux 

linkages ψψψψabcf, and the winding currents, to define the inductance matrix Labcf . The 

inductance matrix comprises self- and mutual inductances according to (8.4).  

In the FSM employing a segmented rotor, the three phase winding arrangement is 

symmetrical, presenting a balanced arrangement and therefore the phase inductances 

may be taken to be equal but displaced by 120°. The equivalent per phase inductances 

may then be represented by phase a inductance, so that the self-inductance, Laa, and 

mutual inductance with adjacent phase b, Lab are affected by both position and current 

and deemed to follow yet undetermined functions g1 and g2 as follows.  

 ),(1 abcfraa igL θ=  (8.21) 

),(2 abcfrab igL θ=  (8.22) 

  

(a) FSM (b) PMFSM 

Figure 8.3. Phase flux linkage.  

  

(a) FSM (b) PMFSM 

Figure 8.4. Back-EMF at 500 r/min . 
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An examination of the phase self- and mutual inductances from FE simulations, 

obtained by the method described in [127], shows the extent to which these quantities 

are affected by rotor position, and phase and field currents.  

The self-inductance, shown in figure 8.5, for rated field current or PM excitation, is seen 

to vary with position in a near sinusoidal manner at the same pace as the electrical 

frequency. The dc component and amplitude of the variable component change with 

phase current. The same pattern is observed even when the field excitation is below the 

rated value, but the dc component tends to increase with reduction of field current. The 

mutual inductance, in the same figure, is barely affected by the phase currents and is 

nearly constant at most positions except around where the segment is deemed to be 

 

(a) wound-field FSM 

 

(b) PMFSM 

Figure 8.5. Self- and mutual inductances with position at rated field 

excitation and varying rms phase current from 3.5 to 14 A. 
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centred with phase armature teeth, where it presents a gentle undulation. If the field 

excitation is reduced for the case of the wound-field motor, the mutual inductance 

reduces only slightly and assumes more of a constant value than at situations of rated 

field excitation. In general, considering the average or dc components only, the value of 

self inductance is higher than that of the mutual inductance between phases by a factor 

of about 17.4 for the wound-field motor and about 6.7 for the PM motor. 

 

Figure 8.6 shows, for the field winding of the wound-field motor, the self-inductance 

and the mutual inductance to a phase winding. While the self-inductance is nearly 

constant with position, the change of the mutual inductance with position is nearly 

sinusoidal and is at the rate of the electrical frequency, with zero dc-component.  

8.3.2 dq parameters 

In the application of dq theory to the ideal situation where the self- and mutual 

inductances vary in sinusoidal manner at twice the electrical frequency, the dq model 

has constant flux linkage in the d-axis, constant d- and q-axis inductances and zero 

coupling inductance, Ldq. If it is taken that the frequency of the variation of self-and 

mutual inductances is the same as the electrical frequency, as encountered in the FSM 

with a segmented rotor, a Park transformation of the sinusoidal abc inductances to the 

dq form reveals that Ld and Lq expressions have sinθ  and cosθ terms, some terms to the 

order of 3, suggestive of a complex variation with position. The Park transformation is 

applied with an open mind of being a mere mathematical mapping, without aiming for 

 

Figure 8.6. Self- and mutual inductances of field winding with position at 14 A field 

current. 
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simplification of the dq inductances. 

Equations (8.7)-(8.11) are the basis for obtaining the dq inductances Ldqf by a 

transformation of the known abc inductances.  The abc inductances in this investigation 

are availed by FE simulations, as in the previous section, but it is possible to use other 

predictive analytical methods. As the motor topology is significantly different from the 

convectional AC machine, coupled with a lack of an obvious rotating magnetic field 

and its reference, there is a need to identify the equivalent d- and q-axes with respect to 

a known reference. 

The illustrations in figures 8.7 and 8.8 are for the wound-field motor, but the outcome is 

identical to that with the PM motor, as long as the correspondence of the magnetisation 

due the field winding to that due to the magnets is maintained on the field teeth.  With 

respect to phase a winding (coil around tooth A) in figure 8.7, the q-axis on the rotor is 

identified by the position of the segment S1, where there is zero flux linkage in phase a, 

with field winding excitation only. There are two such positions in a cycle, unique and 

different in presentation, and are identified as the positions when a segment is centred 

with the phase armature tooth (mode 1) and when the two adjacent segments equally 

overlap the phase armature tooth (mode 2), as shown in figure 8.8 (c) and (d). Retarding 

or advancing the rotor by 90° electrical (equal to 11.25° mechanical) identifies the d-

axis, when there is maximum flux linkage in phase a, as shown in figure 8.8 (a) and (b). 

The inductance Ld is evaluated with abc phase currents placed in the d-axis whilst the Lq 

inductance is evaluated with the phase currents in the q-axis. The inductance Ldq is 

evaluated with abc phase currents placed at any arbitrary known angle with respect to 

the d-axis, for instance 45°, and with previously computed values of either Ld or Lq, 

when the flux linkage expression is applied to yield Ldq. As the inductances are 

evaluated at discrete positions of the rotor through one electrical cycle, it entails 

knowledge of the corresponding discrete values of the abc phase currents at these rotor 

positions that place the currents in the d- and q-axis and another known arbitrary phase 

angle. The applicable expressions for these evaluations are in appendix C. 

The behaviour of the dq inductances with rotor position, as observed in figures 8.9 and 

8.10, can be divided into two parts as defined by two regions. The two regions are 

measured from 0° when the rotor is at the q-axis position with respect to phase a. The 

first region comprises the bands from approximately 0 to 90° and 270 to 360°, while the  
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Figure 8.7. Identification of d-and q-axis. 

 

(a) positive maximum flux linkage (b) negative maximum flux linkage 

 

(c) zero flux linkage, mode 1 (d) zero flux linkage, mode 2 

Figure 8.8. Flux linkages of phase a at peak and zero, with field excitation only. 
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second region lies between 90 and 270°. All the dq inductances appear to have higher 

values in the first region than in the second region. There is, however, no defined 

change of the field winding dq-inductance Lf, across these regions,  which appears to be 

constant with position and whose mean value falls with increase of field current, as seen 

in figure 8.11. The inductances Lfd and Lfq, in part (b) of figure 8.11, behave in the same 

manner with position and field current as Lf but are much smaller, with mean values of 

9.9 and 2.7 mH, respectively.   

It is interesting that the regions classified above are related to the constitution of the 

permeance seen by the phase winding. The permeance of the phase winding in the first 

region is constituted by the magnetic circuit path through the segment to either one of 

(a) wound-field FSM 

 

(b) PMFSM 

Figure 8.9. d-axis and dq-coupling inductances at rated field excitation and 

various phase currents. 
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the adjacent field teeth. The permeance in the second region is constituted by the 

parallel combination of two sub-circuits, created by the two simultaneous paths to the 

adjacent field teeth.   

In contrast to conventional synchronous AC motors and PMFSM employing toothed 

rotors, Ld and Lq for the flux switching synchronous motors with a segmented rotor 

appear to vary appreciably with rotor position and Ldq has a finite value. 

8.3.3 Effect of current on dq inductances 

It is understood, and has been suggested in [236], [237], that the current may have 

significant influence on the inductance, due to the non-linear of effect of saturation. As  

 

(a) wound-field FSM 

 

(b) PMFSM 

Figure 8.10. q-axis inductances at rated field excitation and various phase 

currents. 
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the dq-inductances appear to vary appreciably with position in the flux switching 

synchronous motor, it is expected that their mean values over once cycle are to be 

applied for representation in steady-steady prediction. Figure 8.12 shows the influence 

of the phase current on the d- and q-axis inductances for both the wound-field and PM 

motor, and at various levels of field excitation for the wound-field motor. The 

inductance Ld appears to fall with increase of phase current for the PM motor. In the 

wound-field motor at low excitation, the behaviour of Ld is similar, but there is little 

effect of the phase current on the inductances when the field excitation is high. On the 

other hand, the increase of phase current is accompanied by an increase of the 

inductance Lq for the PM and wound-field motor at high excitation. At low excitation Lq 

falls with increase of phase current, similar to the behaviour of Ld with phase current. 

 

(a) Lfd 

(b) Lfd and Lfq 

Figure 8.11. dq-axis inductances of the field winding at various field 

excitation. 
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At rated field current, the saliency ratio Ld / Lq falls linearly with phase current over the 

range considered from 0.8 to 0.6 for the wound-field motor and from 1.0 to 0.8 for the 

PM motor. As a general observation, it is seen that the PM motor shows lower saliency 

than the wound-field motor due to the dominating influence of the reluctance of the 

permanent magnets in the magnetic circuit. When compared at rated field excitation and 

phase current excitation, Ld for the PM motor is 3.1 times that for the wound-field motor, 

while Lq for the PM motor is 2.4 times that of wound-field motor. This substantial 

difference in inductances between the wound-field and PM motors is apparently due to 

employing different armature coil turns, wherein the wound-field motor applies 88 turns 

per phase and the PM motor applies the 200 turns per phase. 

The behaviour of the coupling inductance Ldq with current, which is shown alongside Ld 

in part (a) of figure 8.12, is similar to the behaviour of Ld for both the wound-field and 

 
(a) d-axis inductance, Ld and coupling inductance, Ldq 

 
(b) q-axis inductance Lq 

Figure 8.12. Variation of mean value of  dq inductances with phase current. 
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PM motor. However, the mean values of Ldq for both the wound-field and PM motor are 

negative. Additionally, the magnitudes of the mean values for the PM motor across the 

range of the phase current are appreciably higher than those for the wound-field motor, 

by a factor ranging between 1.6 and 2.2, when the PM motor is compared with wound-

field motor at 14 A field excitation. From the minimum phase current of 3 A to the 

maximum value of 12 A, Ldq changes from -0.81 to -1.65 mH for the wound-field motor 

at 14 A field excitation, whilst it changes from -1.8 to -2.7 mH for the PM motor. At 

rated excitation and phase current, the mean coupling inductance Ldq is 27.8% of the d-

axis inductance Ld for the wound-field motor while the figure is 14.7% for the PM 

motor 

8.4 Prediction of steady-state performance 

Equations (8.16)-(8.20) are applied to predict the steady-state motor performance on the 

key parameters of terminal fundamental line voltage, power factor and torque. 

Corresponding values of the derived dq inductances are used for each operating 

condition of field excitation and armature phase currents.   

The prediction by dq modelling and the measurements on the test motors are performed 

under the following conditions: 

• The obvious complication posed by the variation of the dq inductances with rotor 

position is resolved by taking the dc component or mean value over a rotation of one 

cycle. 

• For the purpose of testing the validity of the prediction, the phase resistance R is 

obtained from direct measurement on the phase winding of the test motors, but in 

actual application where a physical machine is not required, this may be estimated to 

a high degree of accuracy by known methods that take into account both the 

physical dimensions and electromagnetic effects. In both the wound-field and PM 

motor, while the effect of operating temperature is acknowledged, the phase 

resistance values at ambient temperature are applied and have values of 0.28 and 

1.05 Ω, for the wound-field and PM motor, respectively. 

• The voltage is presented as the fundamental of the voltage in the prediction 

expression whilst a 500-Hz low-pass filter was applied for the measured voltage in 
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the measurements. Inevitably, the power factor computation takes the fundamental 

values of the voltage and current, while the instrumentation for the measurement 

takes the true rms voltage as presented by the drive in evaluating power factor. 

• The prediction avails the mean electromagnetic torque whilst the measurement 

avails the output mechanical torque. It is expected that the predicted electromagnetic 

torque contains a component for loss due to mechanical effects.  

Despite the conditions highlighted above, it appears fair to directly compare the 

prediction and the measurements, as long as these conditions are borne in mind. 

8.4.1 Line voltage and power factor at fixed speed 

As can be seen in figure 8.13 for the representative comparisons at rated excitation (14 

A for wound-field) and rated phase current (14 A for wound-field and 12 A for PM)), 

the voltage essentially varies linearly with phase current, as discerned from (8.16). 

Under no-load, the motor is required to supply a voltage of a least the value of the back-

EMF, identified by the extrapolating through to the zero-phase current on the graph and 

represented by the term ωψe in the voltage expression.   The power factor, while 

represented by a more cryptic expression in (8.18) and (8.19), is seen to vary 

approximately linearly with phase current.  The prediction and the measurement are 

reasonably matched in magnitudes and behaviour with phase current, within the 

conditions outlined above. For the wound-field motor, the mismatch of the prediction 

with the measurement voltage and power factor at the rated level of field excitation are -

1.8 % and 6.1 % at the lowest considered phase current, respectively, and -5.3 % and 

24.5 % a the highest considered phase current, respectively.   The respective 

percentages for mismatch for the PM motor are 1.9% and 4.1% at the lowest current and 

-6.6% and 13.7% at the highest current.  

8.4.2 Line voltage and power factor with variable speed 

Although the percentage mismatch of the prediction with the measurement reduces with 

the speed while keeping motor current (and torque) constant, the absolute value of the 

mismatch in both the voltage and power factor appear to be constant for the both the 

wound-field and PM motor, as seen in figure 8.14.  The mismatch in the power factor 

appears larger than the mismatch in voltage, mainly due to dissimilar comparison 

conditions outlined above.  It must be borne in mind from results in the previous section 
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that operating at rated phase current gives the largest mismatch where there is an option 

of varying phase current. At the highest considered speed, the mismatch in voltage and 

power factor is -2.9% and 31.4% for the wound-field motor, respectively, and -6.3% 

and 10.1% for the PM motor, respectively. 

8.4.3 Torque 

Equation (8.17) predicts a linear relationship between mean electromagnetic torque and 

phase current when speed is fixed at a constant value. The comparison of the prediction 

with measurement, for both the wound-field and PM motor, is illustrated in figure 8.15 

for a fixed speed of 500 r/min. The measurement results show the mechanical output 

torque increasing with phase current, not strictly in a linear manner, but with a reduction 

(a) wound-field FSM 

 

(b) PMFSM 

Figure 8.13. Line voltage and power factor against phase current at 500 r/min 

and rated field excitations. 
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of the rate of increase at higher phase currents. This outcome produces an average 

mismatch of predicted torque over the considered current range of about 29.2% for the 

wound-field motor and 16.9% for the PM motor.  

An alternative prediction approach, which takes into account the coupling of the dq 

inductances and represented by (8.20), produces a prediction of the electromagnetic 

torque which appears to track the measurement more closely than the prediction which 

assumes decoupled dq inductances. Taking account of the Ldq inductance affects the 

armature phase flux linkage, ψ in the manner illustrated in the phasor diagram of figure 

8.16, and appears to be a more realistic representation for the FSM employing a 

segmental rotor. If Ldq is positive, ψ is affected to appear as ψ+
, and if Ldq is negative it 

 

(a) wound-field FSM 

 

(b) PMFSM 

Figure 8.14. Line voltage and power factor against speed at rated phase 

current and field excitation. 
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is affected to appear asψ
, in figure 8.16. The average mismatch in the electromagnetic 

torque, using this approach, falls to 12.8%, for the wound-field motor, and to 7.9%, for 

the PM motor. As the mean value of the coupling inductances over the electrical cycle 

of rotation is negative, it is easy to appreciate the reduction effect of the torque term 

with Ldq on the resultant electromagnetic torque, so that the rate of increase of resultant 

torque with current is diminished at higher currents, as in the measurement results. 

8.5 Conclusion 

After laying a foundation for employing dq modelling in conventional AC machines, 

the substantive departures from ideal requirements of dq transformation of the flux 

switching synchronous motor employing a segmental rotor have been considered. Due 

(a) wound-field FSM 

 

(b) PMFSM 

Figure 8.15. Torque against phase current at rated field and 500 r/min. 
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to their unusual topology, the flux switching motors employing a segmental rotor 

require additional exigent considerations, which are apparent in both the stator reference 

frame abc model and in the synchronous frame dq model. Since the resultant dq 

parameters obtained by direct transformation of the abc parameters are not simplified 

constant parameters as in conventional AC machines, their interpretation and 

application in the predictive expressions is judiciously exercised to have credibility.   

An adopted dq model gives a prediction of the terminal voltage and power factor that 

matches reasonably closely with the measurement over a range of phase current and 

operating speed. The prediction of torque is reasonably close to the measurement at low 

motor currents, but diverges significantly at high motor current. However, it is found 

that the prediction of the torque is substantially improved across the operating range of 

current if the model is made to incorporate the coupling effect of the dq inductance. 

The use of a dq-model for the synchronous motor with credible predictive accuracy for 

the steady state performance paves the way for applying analytically-derived models in 

characterising motor performance from motor design stage to interaction with the drive. 

As pointed out in chapter 3, an analytical approach, such as the magnetic equivalent 

circuit approach, especially if it adaptively incorporates real effects, may be made as 

accurate as the FE approach applied here, but with the advantage of less computing time 

and resources. The main challenge appears to be devising such an analytical model that 

incorporates the cross-coupling effects. 

 

Figure 8.16. Vector diagram accounting for Ldq and Lqd coupling. 
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Chapter 9 

Conclusion 

Flux switching machines employing segmental rotors have been characterised in this 

thesis by their principle of operation and basic topological arrangement. The stages of 

treatment in the study, from concept and design to construction and testing of 

demonstrator machines, have served to elicit both the fundamental and peculiar 

properties of flux switching machines employing a segmental rotor.  The treatment on 

construction and manufacturing considerations is centred on the resultant structure of 

the feasible three-phase arrangements with either a field winding or permanent magnets. 

Testing of the performance of machines has verified the concepts and afforded a 

comparison of the machines on specific output against those of conventional 

configurations of similar arrangements. A dq-equivalent model, derived under distorted 

conditions, has also been tested for validity under synchronous steady-state operation of 

the motor. 
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9.1 Overview  

The four principal broad objectives of this study were to conceive, design, construct and 

test three-phase flux-switching machines employing segmental rotors. Substantive 

outcomes have been produced for each of these objectives. 

Concept 

The concept of flux-switching using a segmental rotor has been developed using 

elementary rectilinear structures, and extended to describe and define rotary concepts 

for single-phase and polyphase arrangements. This treatment of the basic configurations 

reveals both fundamental and subtle characteristics of the concept including similarities 

and differences with the schemes employing a toothed-rotor. 

Design 

The design process considers the best configuration on the basis of predefined 

performance characteristics. With a specified outside diameter, a number of parameters 

in the configuration and geometry of the resultant three phase arrangements have been 

investigated to consider the best topology for three-phase presentations. Modelling for 

the designs is done with 2D FE, the large number of design configurations benefiting 

from the more rapid solutions and less requirement of computing resources than 3D FE 

modelling, albeit with some considered loss of accuracy due to the encumbrances of the 

applied assumptions of 2D modelling. The 2D approach has proved reliable at the 

design stage, as the results have been mainly for relative comparison of performance. 

Construction 

In constructing demonstrator machines, modern manufacturing methods have been 

considered, compared and applied to determine an efficient production approach which 

favours simplicity and avoids wastage of materials. As there has been a chance to 

produce more than one prototype, the production methods have been also been varied 

for different prototypes to experience and contrast the effect of the different methods. 

Testing 

Static measurement of torque, no-load running test and loaded motoring tests have been 

performed on the demonstrator machines. The characteristics elicited by the FE models 

have been directly tested and verified by the measurement. Where applicable, it has 

proved useful to compare directly the measurement results with the FE models’ results 
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and gauge the reliability of the FE modelling by indicating the deviations. The motoring 

tests have been performed using a standard three-phase AC drive with a defined and 

known control strategy, providing the testing opportunity for one of the principal motor 

operating modes. A comparison on the output torque, with similarly arranged and sized 

conventional machines, on the basis of measurements on physical machines and FE 

models, exposes the machines to scrutiny in the context of established electrical 

machines. 

9.2 Characteristics of Flux-Switching Machines  

 The concept of flux-switching using a segmental rotor has been developed around a 

representation of elementary rectilinear structures, centred on four stator teeth and two 

rotor segments, of which half the stator teeth are designated as the field and the other 

half as the armature. For the arrangement to produce AC flux in the armature teeth by 

motion of the rotor segments, the orientation of the  field flux in one field tooth must be 

opposite to that on the next adjacent field tooth. Further to this, the basic principle is 

valid regardless of whether field excitation is produced by a DC winding or permanent 

magnets. Based on this concept, rotary arrangements for single-phase presentation may 

be developed in which the ratio of the number of stator teeth to the number of segments 

is an even integer. When the ratio is a positive rational number greater than 1, other than 

an even integer, a polyphase presentation is the outcome.  

While most of the properties of flux switching by means of a segmental rotor are similar 

to those of the relatively older schemes employing a toothed rotor, the most important 

yet subtle distinction between the schemes is in the magnetisation of the magnetic 

sections that convey bipolar flux. The scheme with a segmental rotor has a 

magnetisation trajectory for a change of flux from negative to positive maximum which 

is quite different from that from positive to negative, and results in dissimilar alternation 

in the EMF waveform and unequal peaks of positive and negative torque. The focal 

points of this difference is in the presentation of two types of zero flux linkage of an 

armature tooth coil by different positional presentations of the rotor segments, one when 

a rotor segment is centred with the coil tooth and the other when a rotor slot is centred 

with the coil tooth. The difference in the magnetisation trajectory has also been found to 

be influenced to a degree by the relationship of the span of rotor slot to that of coil tooth, 

and to a lesser degree by the level and type of field excitation.    
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9.3 Three Phase Configurations with Segmental Rotors 

With a specified outside stator and rotor diameter, a number of parameters including the 

number of stator teeth and rotor segments, segment span and stator tooth width have 

been investigated to consider the best topology for three-phase presentations. In 

pursuing three-phase configurations, eight topologies have been conceived, of which six 

are practically feasible on the 12-tooth stator and by transposition, a further two are 

feasible on a 24-tooth stator. 

Among the eight feasible three-phase configurations,  the configuration with 12 stator 

teeth and 8 rotor segments appears to the best practical topology, selected on the basis 

of the results of an evaluation of the resulting performance in output torque, harmonic 

distortion of the EMF waveform and presence of unbalanced magnetic pull. On the 

basis of output torque and harmonic distortion alone, the configuration with 12 stator 

teeth and 7 rotor segments produces the best of the desired results but it has significant 

UMP, which makes it to be precluded in the overall consideration.  

The output torque appears to increase with the segment span and the highest torque for 

the 12/8-configuration is obtained when the segment span is at its maximum allowable, 

equivalent to segment pitch less the minimum permitted rotor slot span. At this segment 

span the THD is also at the lowest. The ratio of the armature-tooth width to the field- 

tooth width affects the performance parameters in a disparate manner. Output torque is 

at its largest when the ratio is between 0.6-0.8, while the least THD for the EMF 

waveform is presented when the ratio is unity. 

9.4 Construction 

The shape or geometry of the stator and rotor component cores significantly influences 

the choice of the manufacturing method. Although the geometry is principally 

determined by functional and structural considerations, there appears to be gains in 

designing for manufacture, where the shapes have simple outlines, their production and 

construction are amenable to automation and where there is low wastage of materials. 

The shapes of the stator teeth and rotor sections have thus been determined in an 

intimate balance of these factors. Modularisation of the stator cores to the smallest 

possible section enables utilisation of the least amount of core sheet materials and 

produces the least percentage of waste for the type of stator designed.  Designing the 
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shape of the main body of the rotor segment is less complicated than the stator core but 

considerations on the shape for its root are leveraged more by the need for retention 

capability on the rotor shaft than by manufacturing concerns.  

Suitable shapes of the stator teeth and rotor segments have been selected according to 

the interplay of the above factors. The stator core for the wound-field machines has 

been produced as a modularised assembly and that for the permanent-magnet machine 

as a complete core, presenting an occasion for both pre-winding the stator teeth before 

assembly and needle-winding by threading the wire. The designs of the shapes of the 

stator and rotor component cores and the selected methods of their production have 

proved to be robust and their results have been borne in the tests the ensued. Four 

demonstrator machines have been constructed of which one pair of the wound-field 

scheme is in 12/8 and 12/5 configurations and another pair of the permanent-magnet 

scheme is also in 12/8 and 12/5 configurations.    

9.5 Performance Results 

The results of the performance tests on the wound-field and permanent-magnet 

demonstrator machines have verified both the principle of operation and performance 

characteristics of flux switching machines employing segmental rotors. The predictions 

results from 2D FE models have matched the measurements results to an acceptable 

degree of accuracy. 

The static torque of the machines in 12/8 configurations have been shown to have 

unequal positive and negative peak torques as predicted from FE simulation. Similarly, 

as predicted from the models, the induced EMF in the armature phase winding has been 

shown in measurements to have unequal alternations in the waveform. However, for the 

12/5 configurations, there has been the expected equivalency of the peaks of the static 

torque and symmetry of the alternations of the induced EMF waveforms. The 

proportional response of the induced EMF to the excitation and the torque to both the 

field excitation and armature current has been evident in the tests, including the effect of 

saturation of the magnetic core.   

In running both the wound-field and permanent-magnet machines as synchronous 

motors, performance characteristics similar to those of the conventional synchronous 

motors have been revealed, with the wound-field motor exhibiting extended torque 
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control by way of field current. Of particular note are the torque-speed characteristics, 

which demonstrate a base speed delimited by the drive’s output voltage and the motor’s 

intrinsic property of per unit reactance. 

For the frame size of the machines studied, the wound-field machine running as 

synchronous motor appears to have the specific torque close to that of a conventionally 

configured SRM, but significantly higher, by a factor of nearly 2, than that of the 

segmental-rotor synchronous reluctance motor, of which it has extensive similarities in 

structure. It is thought that the permanent-magnet machine running as a synchronous 

motor has similarities in function to the conventional PMSM, but a comparison of the 

performance on specific torque has shown that it has about 64% the torque capability of 

a similarly sized PMSM. 

9.6 Classical dq model 

Despite the flux-switching synchronous motor presenting several violations of the 

assumptions of dq theory, the steady-state performance of the motor may be reliably 

represented in dq modelling by including the effect of the coupling dq inductance. It is a 

characteristic of the flux switching synchronous motor with either a field-winding or 

permanent-magnet excitation, which has been revealed after transforming the three 

phase abc inductances to orthogonal dq inductances, that the coupling dq inductance is 

finite and negative. Furthermore, the dq inductances have been found to vary with rotor 

position, unlike in the classical application with sine wave distributed windings and a 

rotating field on the rotor in which they emerge as constant. For this reason, the mean 

value or dc component of the dq inductances is applied in the representation. Although 

the inductances also vary with current, due mainly to saturation of the steel, their values 

are closely-defined with respect to the operating current, so that the representation 

applies the corresponding inductances at the applicable operating current. 

It is thought that the dq model, whose derivation may benefit from modern nonlinear 

adaptive magnetic equivalent circuit approach, may provide a more rapid and less 

expensive method of prediction of steady-state performance for the flux-switching 

synchronous motor than FE modelling.     
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9.7 Further Work 

This work has considered the concept, characterisation and some design aspects of the 

flux switching machines employing a segmental rotor. While the main aspects of the 

objectives have been addressed, interesting ideas arising in the course of this work have 

emerged, and whose pursuance may increase understanding and application of these 

types of machines. Below is an outline of some of these ideas. 

• Further optimisation of the designs for 12/8 configuration is possible. Although the 

influence of the span of stator tooth in relation to the span of the rotor slot has been 

gleaned in the treatment with elementary rectilinear structures, it appears interesting 

to investigate how performance fares when these parameters are varied in the 12/8 

configuration. Additionally, as the size of design has been based on a typical 

integral TEFC industrial motor, it is suggested that optimisation may be improved in 

different sizes of motor by investigating the influence afforded by varying the ratio 

of the rotor to stator diameter and the airgap length. 

• From the predictions, the torque ripple is as notoriously a nuisance in this type of 

motors as in SRMs, even with synchronous sinusoidal current operation. Methods to 

minimise the torque ripple at design stage or in operating regimes may increase the 

range of application of these types of motors. 

• Effects of locating the magnets near the airgap in the PM machine require further 

study. It is known that demagnetisation of magnets is likely with magnets at similar 

positions in FRMs. 

• An analysis of the losses for the flux switching machine, including a development of 

loss models, is suggested, especially if high-performance applications are envisaged. 

• In this work, motoring operation has been directed at applying synchronous 

sinusoidal current. It remains to be considered what the performance of the motor is 

if square wave current with electronic commutation is applied. 

• Development of nonlinear adaptive analytical expressions for the inductances of the 

machines is work which may complement the power of using a dq model to predict 

steady-state performance. 
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Appendix A 

Analytical derivation of torque 

It has been stated in [123], [205] that the electromagnetic torque T developed by the flux 

switching machine is proportional to field current if and armature current ia, and is given 

by  

dt

dM
iiT

fa

af=  
(A1) 

where Mfa is the mutual inductance between the field and armature coils. In the 

following sections, the derivations of the torque and mutual inductance, using linear 

concepts, for the wound-field flux switching machine employing a segmental rotor are 

provided. 

A.1 Torque and Stored Energy 

For a lossless closed system with electrical and mechanical terminals depicted in figure 

A1, voltage e, current i and flux linkage ψ can be accessed at the electrical terminals 

while  torque T and angular displacement θ can be accessed at the mechanical terminals. 

Such a system has stored energy W in the magnetic field. 

Performing an energy balance on the system, while assuming input energy is from 

electrical sources, output energy is in mechanical form and the system is lossless, the 

stored energy changes with respect to time t  is given by 

dt

d
Tei

dt

dW θ
−=  

(A2) 
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Using faraday’ law for flux linkages 

dt

d
e

ψ
=  

(A3) 

(A3) becomes 

θψ TdiddW −=  (A4) 

Torque can now be solved as a state function of flux and angular position in the 

following way. 

θψθψ TdiddW −=),(  (A5) 

θ
θ

ψ
ψ

θψ
ψθ

d
W

d
W

dW
∂

∂
+

∂

∂
=),(  

(A6) 

Comparing (A5) with (A6), yields 

θ
ψ

θψ

∂

∂
=

),(W
i  

(A7) 

ψθ

θψ

∂

∂
=

),(W
T  

(A8) 

 

Figure A1: An electromechanical system. 
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A.2 Torque Using Co-Energy Concept 

The torque is obtained from the stored energy magnetic W as,  

CONSTANT

W
T

=∂

∂
=

ψθ

θψ ),(
 

(A9) 

The stored energy is a state function of two variables: flux linkage ψ and position θ. 

Using the concept of co-energy facilitates obtaining the torque expression directly as a 

function of the current i and position. Figure A2 illustrates the regions of the co-energy 

and stored energy on the  flux linkage-current relationship diagram.  

From this, Co-energy W’ is then defined as  

),(),(' θψψθ WiiW −=  (A10) 

and may be calculated as 

∫=
i

diiiW
0

),(),(' θψθ  
(A11) 

The torque is then derived as 

CONSTANTi

iW
T

=∂

∂
=

θ

θ ),('
 

(A12) 

co-energy

stored 

energy

0

i0 i

-i curve

Figure A2. Stored energy and co-energy concepts. 
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For linear systems the flux linkage of the coil is dependent only on the inductance L and 

the current in the following way  

iL )(θψ =  (A13) 

For a singly-excited system the torque reduces to 

θ

θ

d

dL
iT

)(

2

1 2=  
(A14) 

A.3 Torque in a Multiply-Excited System 

For a multiply-excited system, the flux linkage expression of (A14) develops to become 

a column vector, expressed in terms of the inductance matrix and current vector 
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and the torque is therefore expressed as 
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(A16) 

By classification, the torque developed is composed of the reluctance torque Trel, which 

consists of the terms with self-inductance terms and the excitation torque Texc, which 

consists of terms with the mutual-inductance terms, M. 

∑=
n

n

nrel
d

dL
iT

1

2

2

1

θ
 

(A17) 

mk
d

dM
iiT km

n

k

mk

n

m

exc ≠= ∑∑
= =

,
2

1

1 1 θ
 

(A18) 

For the FSM under study, the topology of the stator and rotor is designed and arranged 

to produce torque entirely as excitation torque component.  
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A.4 Torque in a Wound-Field FSM with 12-Tooth Stator 

The machine has 12 coils and since it is intended to operate as a three-phase machine 

with half the total coils being used for field excitation, the operation can be represented 

by the action of the first 6 coils, as in figure A3.  

Designating the field winding by f and the armature winding by a, the excitation torque 

is the summation of the torques produced by the interaction of the armature phase coils  

a[A, B, C] , and the field coils f[1, 2, 3] through their respective mutual inductances. 

 

∑=
θd

dM
iiT

fa

af  
(A19) 

where it is assumed that 

affa MM =  (A20) 

As armature coils are arranged in alternate sequence with the field poles, simplification 

can be obtained by assuming that each field coil interacts only with each adjacent 

armature coil. The valid mutual inductances are as tabulated below in Table A1. 

αa

αf

F1

A1

F2

C2

F6

B2

F5

A2

F4

C1

F3

B1

 

Figure A3. 12-tooth stator with a rotor segment 
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Table A1. Possible mutual inductances 

 if1 if2 if3 

iaA Mf1-aA Mf2-aA Mf3-aA 

iaB Mf1-aB Mf2-aB Mf3-aB 

iaC Mf1-aC Mf2-aC Mf3-aC 

 

Taking into account that the six coils represent only half the machine, the total torque 

equation becomes 
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(A21) 

The torque expression of (A21) has 9 terms. Further simplification can be obtained by 

checking for void terms, on the assumption that each armature coil interacts only with 

the adjacent field coil. The 2
nd

, 6
th

 and 7
th

 term are revealed to be void on this basis and 

(A21) reduces to 
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(A22) 

Torque is designed to be produced when a rotor segment is in overlap with two adjacent 

teeth, typically a field tooth and armature tooth. If a rotor segment overlaps a field tooth 

by an angle αf and an adjacent armature tooth by an angle αa, then the mutual 

inductance between a field coil and an armature coil, Maf, can be expressed as  
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(A23) 

where l is the axial length,  g is the gap length and r is the radius of the rotor plus half 

the gap length. 
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Knowing that there are positions for rotor position θ for which either αa or αf  is zero, 

and other positions for which  αa  is changing while αf  is not, and vice-versa, mutual 

inductance with respect to θ can be plotted with the help of (A23), as in Figure A4 and 

A5.   
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Appendix B 

Determination of initial 

dimensions of 12-tooth stator 

 

The initial dimensions applied on the 12-tooth stator, excluding the outside diameter, 

axial length, stator bore and airgap length, which are determined by specifications, may 

be determined by an outline design process applying linear electromagnetic principles. 

This appendix illustrates the process for determining the initial width of the field tooth, 

the armature coil turns and the magnet depth. 

B.1 Initial Width of Field Tooth 

The field tooth width is initially determined from the principle which ensures that the 

magnetic loading is nearly the same as the electric loading, which is achieved by having 

the span of the stator tooth being the same as the span of the stator for the size of the 

machine under consideration. The tooth width is calculated at a radius, rtg at which the 

tangs on the tooth are chosen to appear (50 mm in this case). As the tooth sides have 

parallel sides, the width of the stator tooth, tw for the stator with a number of teeth, Nst is  
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mm13
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360
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 (B1) 

A tooth field tooth of 12.5 mm has been applied in the designs of this investigation 

width 

B.2 Coil Turns 

Referring to figure B.1, and allowing subscripts g and Fe to denote airgap and steel 

parameters, let : 

slot width    ≈ stator tooth width 

 stator back iron depth   ≈  stator tooth width 

 stator tooth overhang span ≈ 3/2 x stator tooth width span 

 rotor diameter   ≈ ½ x stator outside diameter 

 airgap    = 0.3 mm 

 segment span   ≤ 2 x (stator tooth width + slot width) span 

 

Set: 

axial length la   =  150 mm 

 outside diameter Ds  = 150 mm 

 

If saturation fux density of in steel is BFe-sat, and assuming infinite permeability in steel, 

applying Ampere’s law,  

Figure B.1. Magnetic circuit scheme for FSM with segmental rotor. 
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“ ∫ = NiHdl ” (B2) 

The circuit of figure B.1 has flux φ such that 

Feg φφ =  (B3) 

or  

FeFegg ABAB =  (B4) 

where B is flux density and A cross sectional area. Thus 

Feg AA =  (B5) 

This geometry gives  

satFeg BB −=
3

2
 (B6) 

Then, 

NilH gg =2.  (B7) 

and  

00 3

4
2

µµ
satFe

g

g

g

B
l

B
lNimmf −===  (B8) 

Choosing steel with BFe-sat = 1.5 T; 

 Ni ≈ 478 A (B9) 

If  geometry allows, as in 12/5 topology satFeg BB −= , then  Ni ≈ 716 A. 

Choosing to use 1.4 mm diameter conductor, and with assumed rated current density of 

10 A/mm
2
, the conductor can take up to 11 A and therefore N is about 44 turns of coil. 

 

Allowing for satFeg BB −= , with Ni ≈ 716 A, then N is about 65 turns. Ultimately, the 

winding skills shall determine N, and the cooling considerations shall determine i, 

which can be inferred from thermal tests. With this possibility, the choice of coil turns 

can range between 40 and 65, with the range of maximum current loading of between 

10 and 15 A. 
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B.3 Magnet Depth 

Assuming a choice of 50 turns and 14 A, then Ni = 700 A. The equivalent length of 

magnets in the PM excited machine to give the same flux density can be estimated as 

follows. 

Appying (B1 ), 

02. =+ mmgg lHlH  (B10) 

or  

gm BB =  (B11) 

and 

mmm HBB µ+= 0  (B12) 

Using the known values of Bg and µm 

)(
.lg2

00 BB

B
l

g

mg

m
−

−=
µ

µ
 (B13) 

 

With BFe-sat = 1.5 T, Bg = 0.9 T, and for neodymium-iron-boron with B0 =1.1 T and µm = 

1.05, lm  = 2.835 mm. 
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Appendix C 

Evaluation of dq inductances 

from abc inductances 

The basis of evaluating the dq inductances from abc inductances is in the application of 

(8.4) and (8.9) under defined conditions as in the following cases. Park’s transformation 

matrix, P is as defined in (8.7), with θ given as  

rsegN θθ =  (C1) 

where θr is the rotor position and Nseg is the number of segments. 

Case 1. With if only and ia = ib = ic = 0 (i.e., id = iq = 0) 

0==
=

qidi
abcfdqf ψψψψψψψψ PPPP  (C2) 

qdf
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i
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q

d

 (C3) 

gives Lf , Lfd and Lfq. 

Case 2. With if only and iq = 0 (i.e., β = 0°) 
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=== 00 qidiqi
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gives Ld and Lfd 

Case 3. With if only and id = 0 (i.e., β = 90°) 
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gives Lq and Lfq 

Case 4. With if only and known id = iq =Im/√2 (i.e., β = 45°) 





 −=

==== 02/ qidimIqidi
abcfabcfdqf ψψψψψψψψψψψψ PPPP  (C8) 

qqddq iLiLψ +=q  (C9) 

and with known Lq from (C7), gives Ldq. 
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Appendix D 

Cutting patterns for modular 

stator cores 

The following figures show the cutting patterns that may be followed for the six degrees 

of modularisation for a stator of a wound-field FSM. The cutting patterns are designed 

to minimise wastage for modularisation applied. It is assumed that lamination sheets are 

supplied in a standard size of 300 mm x 600 mm, and that margins of 5-10 mm are 

required at the edges for handling.  On each lamination sheet, the dark spaces indicate 

the lamination that remains as waste after the cutting process.  
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Figure D1. 30° modularisation. 
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Figure D2. 60° modularisation. 
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Figure D3. 90° modularisation. 
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Figure D4. 120° modularisation. 
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Figure D5. 180° modularisation. 
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Figure D6. Complete core (360°). 
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Appendix E 

Dimensions for elementary 

rectilinear cells 

 

(a) toothed-rotor scheme 

 

(b) segmental-rotor scheme 

Figure E1. Dimension labels for elementary rectilinear cell structures. 
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Table E1.  Dimensions for the elementary rectilinear cell structures.  

Wound-field Permanent Magnet   

Units toothed segmental toothed segmental 

Cell axial thickness mm 20 20 20 20 

Cell length mm 80 80 80 80 

Cell height mm 35 35 40 35 

Stator tooth width mm 10 10 10 10 

Stator slot width mm 10 10 10 10 

Stator slot height mm 10 10 10 10 

Core back depth mm 10 10 10 10 

Number of stator teeth - 4 4 4 4 

Number of stator slots - 4 4 4 4 

Number of field turns/tooth - 100 100 - - 

Number of armature turns/tooth - 100 100 100 200 

Rotor tooth width mm 10 - 10 - 

Rotor tooth height mm 5 - 10 - 

Rotor segment width (nominal) mm - 30 - 30 

Rotor segment height mm - 10 - 10 

Number of rotor teeth - 2 - 2 - 

Number of rotor segments - - 2 - 2 

Airgap length mm 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 

Magnet width mm - - 10 2 

Magnet depth mm - - 20 10 

Field current (nominal) A 1.6 1.6 - - 
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Appendix F 

Prototype machines 

 

Table F1. Specified principal dimensions for the 12/8 FSM.  

Axial length 150 mm 

Stator outside diameter 150  mm 

Stator yoke depth 11 mm 

Stator bore 91.2 mm 

Stator tooth width 12.5 mm 

Stator tooth overhang span 25 
o
 

Stator slot opening span 5 
o 

Air-gap length 0.3  mm 

Number of turns per field coil 44  

Number of turns per armature coil 44  

Conductor diameter 1.4 mm 

Rotor diameter 90.6 mm 

Number of segments 8  

Span of each segment 41 
o 
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Table F2. Specified principal dimensions for the 12/5 FSM 

Axial length 150 mm 

Stator outside diameter 150  mm 

Stator bore 91.2 mm 

Stator tooth width 12.5 mm 

Stator tooth overhang span 25 
o
 

Stator slot opening span 5 
o 

Air-gap length 0.3  mm 

Number of turns per field coil 44  

Number of turns per armature coil 44  

Conductor wire diameter 1.4 mm 

Rotor diameter 90.6 mm 

Number of segments 5  

Span of each segment 55 
o 

 

 

 

Table F3: Specified principal dimensions for the 12/8 FSMPM 

Axial length 150 mm 

Stator outside diameter 150  mm 

Stator yoke depth 11 mm 

Stator bore 91.2 mm 

Stator tooth width 12.5 mm 

Stator tooth overhang span 25 
o
 

Stator slot opening span 5 
o 

Air-gap length 0.35  mm 

Number of turns per armature coil 100  

Conductor wire diameter 1.25 mm 

Rotor diameter 90.5 mm 

Number of segments 8  

Span of each segment 41 
o 

Magnet depth at tangential side 2.835 mm 

Magnet width span 25 
o
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Table F4. Specified principal dimensions for the 12/5 FSMPM 

Axial length 150 mm 

Stator outside diameter 150  mm 

Stator yoke depth 11 mm 

Stator bore 91.2 mm 

Stator tooth width 12.5 mm 

Stator tooth overhang span 25 
o
 

Stator slot opening span 5 
o 

Air-gap length 0.35  mm 

Number of turns per armature coil 100  

Conductor wire diameter 1.25 mm 

Rotor diameter 90.5 mm 

Number of segments 5  

Span of each segment 55 
o 

Magnet depth at tangential side 2.835 mm 

Magnet width span 25 
o
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Figure F1. Wound field machines’ modular stator tooth section. 
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Figure F2. PM machines’ complete stator. 
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Figure F3. Permanent magnet. 
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Figure F4. Rotor lamination for 8-segment rotor. 
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Figure F5. Rotor lamination for 5-segment rotor. 
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Figure F6. Rotor lamination housing for 8-segment rotor. 
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Figure F7. Rotor lamination housing for 5-segment rotor. 
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Figure F8. Rotor lamination end-cap discs for 8-segment rotor. 
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Figure F9. Rotor lamination end-cap discs for 5-segment rotor. 
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Figure F10. Rotor shaft. 
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Appendix G 

Equipment and measuring 

instruments  

Below is a list of the equipment and measuring instruments used in the experiments for 

testing the wound-field and permanent magnet demonstrator machines. 

 

 Table G1: Equipment  

Item Manufacturer Model Specifications 

3-phase Drive 

for test machine 

Control 

Techniques 

SP3401 

(2007) 

400 V, 3-phase, 50 

Hz, 50 A 

3-phase Drive 

for load 

machine 

Control 

Techniques 

SP3403 

(2007) 

400 V, 3-phase, 50-

Hz, 50 A 

DC field power 

supply 

Agilent 

 

6684A Input AC: 400 V, 

3-phase; 

Output DC: 0-40 

V, 0-128 A 

DC armature 

power supply 

ET Power 

Solutions 

 

LAB/SM 320/AT-10/LT Input AC: 230 V, 

1-phase; 

Output DC: 0-20 

V, 0-150 A 

Load machine Emerson Unimotor 

190U2D400VACAA515320 

380/480 V, 8 poles, 

4000 rpm 
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Table G2: Sensors and transducers 

Item Manufacturer Model Specifications 

High voltage differential 

probe, 2 off 

Tektronix  P5200 130/1300 V 

Current probe, 2off Tektronix A622 

AC/DC 

0-70 A rms, 

DC – 100 kHz 

Torque/speed transducer Magtrol 

 

TM310 0-50 Nm 

0-32,000 rpm 

Test motor’s 

position/speed 

feedback device 

Kuhnke AC 58 

SSI 

12-bit, binary/gray, 5 /10-30 V 

output, 10,000 rpm 

Thermocouple, 6 off RS - J-type, PTFE, pre-wired, -50 to 

+250 °C 

 

Table G3: Measuring and display meters 

Item Manufacturer Model Specifications 

Digital 

oscilloscope 

Tektronix  MSO 4034 350 MHz / 2.5 GS/s, 

4 channels 

Digital power 

meter 

Yokogawa WT1600, 

760101-06-

C2-Q 

6 voltage and 6 current elements, 0-

1000 V rms, 0-50 A rms, 16-bit A/D 

converter 

Torque/speed 

display 

Magtrol 

 

3410 99,999 rpm 

Speed error : 0.01% of reading, 

Torque error : 0.01% of range 

Temperature 

display 

Tenma 72-2065A 3½ digit display, 1°C resolution, 

±(0.5% reading +1°C) accuracy 

 

Table G4: Software and computer packages 

Type Name Proprietor Version Specifications 

FEA 
MagNet Infolytica 6.24, 6.26, 

6.28, 7.1 

2D, 3D, static, harmonic, 

transient, transient with 

motion 

Inventor Autodesk 10 - CAD 
Coreldraw Corel X4 - 

Matlab Mathworks 7.1-7.8 - Numerical analysis, 

graphing and 

visualisation 
Excel Microsoft 2003 - 
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Figure H1. Field and  armature wiring for wound-field 12/8 machine. 
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Figure H2. Static torque set up 

Figure H3. No-load running test 
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Figure H4. Running load test. 

 

Figure H5. Instrumentation desk. 

 


